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AU:JUSt 1988
'lbesis Director: Dr. John R. Rilling
It is often said that history is nade up of the lies of a man's own times.
This thesis looks at the highly controversial years, 1678-81, in England
the years of the Pcpish Plot and Exclusion Crisis, through the eyes of men
pr,

nent on ooth sides of the issues. Mu:::h of the analysis of contemporary

C

. :m draws fran the works of Gilbert Burnet, John Evelyn, Roger North,

Roger L'F.strange, William Temple, and George Savile, Marquis of Halifax.
These men were all close ·to the Court or had connections close to the
Court, yet they did not see every twist and turn of the Plot and Crisis.
But an examination of their writings, especially in contrast to Whig and
Tory propaganda, shows that they recorded those issues which they perceived
as important and their reactions to those events.
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Dates and Spelling
The New Style is used in reference to the year for dates between
January 1-March 24. The Old Style, 10 days behind the Continent, is used
in reference to the nonth and day. In qmtations, the spelling has been
kept as transcribed fran the source cited.
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A short biographical sketch of the following men whose writings were
major sources for this paper appears in AR:>endix D: Gilbert Burnet, John
Evelyn, Roger L' Estrange, Roger North, George Savile (Marquis of Halifax) ,
and Sir William Temple.
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CllAPTER

I

IN'IROOo:TION

But is it impossible to be impartial, that is, honest? Cannot
a Man avoid telling the Lyes of his CMl time?
-Roger North,

T� answer

to

Examen Cp. xiii)

this g\Estion

a seventeenth century --Tory is central

by

to an understanding of the events that constituted the Pc::pish Plot and
ExclU3ion Crisis.

Titus oates, William Bedlow, Miles Prance and Stephen

Dugdale have been accused
liars of their time.

by

nany historians of being the :rcost ootorious

Yet many of their conterrporaries gleaned mu::h of

their knowledge of the Plot fran the "Histories" each of these rren wrote.
Panphlet warfare also contributed
the Plot.

While valuable

respected for their veracity.

to

to

the arundance of infonnation about

the historian, such sources cannot be

For a rrore accurate contemporary version of

the hysteria prevalent in the years 1678-81, the historian may examine the
diaries, nenoirs and journals of the time.
1

Conterrporary observers did not

2
see every twist and turn of the Plot, rut they did record as lx>nestly as
they oould those issues which they perceived as·· important and their
reactions to those events.

Contenporaries recording seventeenth century

events felt themselves in the midst of a great change, and indeed the
years 1678-81 bred many far-reaching repercussions.
In

disoounting the versions of the Plot by the iren who "discovered"

it, it cbes not autanatically follow that the diarists wrote canpletely
unbiased and factual acoounts.

Most of the writers irentioned in this

i;:aper were praninent nen and waren whose information was gathered fran a
cx:mbination of nmnr, newsletters, and illegal and official publications.
A dif ference exists between diaries and journals, whose entries �e made
everyday

and

published

later

unaltered,

as cpposed to neooirs and

histories a:rnposed years or decades later, after hindsight and reflection
had oolored the events in a

new

light.

'!he historian must also take into

account the tendency in the seventeenth century and even today to accept
any acoount in a published form as basically true.

Whigs and 'lbries

capitalized on this in their pamphlet war, and oontenporary writers could
hardly escape being influenced.

In

examining the events of 1678-81 and

the crucial years leading up to them, one encounters the
and

frustration

oontemporaries

felt.

Londoners

same

confusion

were b::mbarded with

conflicting information fran which they tried to separate the truth fran
the fiction.

An

examination of oontenporary reactions to the Plot and the

Excltsion Crisis can answer Roger North's question.

3

The scene for an anti-catholic reaction in 1678 oould oot have been
better set.

'lhroughout the 1670' s Charles II labored to overcane his

subjects• belief that

he

was d::minated by Catholics.

In

1669 his brother

and heir, James, Duke of York, was oonverted by a Jesuit.

Charles Ttas

duly infonned and innmiately removed Mary and Anne fran their father's
supervision.
services.

Charles also insisted that James oontinue to attend Anglican

But the historic oonversion of James was such a tightly kept

secret that the pope did oot even knCM it for certain until 1676.
If :rrany came to suspect the sincerity of James' presence at Anglican
services, they were a:mpletely unaware of the greatest threat of all to
their c,;pvernment-protected religion.

In

May 1670,

encouraged by his

catholic sister Henriett-Anne (na.rried to Louis XIV's brother) , Charles
signed a secret Treaty of Dover.

'lhe Treaty had two fonnsi the public

Treaty which was a military· and political defensive agreanent, and the
secret Treaty.

'1he secret Treaty described Charles as "being oonvinced of

the truth of the catholic religion and resolved to declare it and
reconcile himself with the Church of Rane as soon as the welfare of his
kingdan will permit. 111

This cbes not necessarily mean that Charles

intended the whole country to convert, although
Louis fran thinking that "WOuld be the outcare.

did oot • discourage

he

Louis sweetened the

possibility by pranising rroney and even troops to subdue the Protestants
in England.

But Charles played the gane well and managed to get the IrOney

without ever publicly declaring himself a catholic.

HCM ironic, when

hatred of catholics was the national i;:astime, that the king himself Ttas
1Antonia
Fraser, Royal Charles (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1979), p. 275.

4

secretly the epitane of his subjects' worst nightmares.

'lhe ultimate

irony is that the secret Treaty was not publicly exposed until the early
nineteenth century, even though contanporary politicians suspected its
existence.

Seventeenth century Englishmen never knew that their own king

was subsidized

by

France with the understanding that he would declare

himself a Catholic.
At this point it is relevant to try to ascertain whether Charles was
indeed a Catholic.

His sister, rrother, two mistresses ( the Duchesses of

Portsroouth and Mazarin), the Qu:en, his brother and the latter's wife were
all Catholics already, and two top govermnent officials were to convert.
But whether the king was at this time a convert will remain nere
conjecture.

The

rrost telling evidence of his Catholicism is that he' died

in 1685 after receiving the last rites of the Catholic Church-wt purely
by

chance.

The

suggestion that a priest should attend the deathbed came

not fran the king, his wife, or James, rut fran the king's French Catholic
mistress I.Duise, Dochess of Portsnouth.
which

he

was noted and \tt'hich

not conducive

recame

But the overriding cynicism for

rrore pronounced as

he

grew older is

to strong and heartfelt religious conviction.

He was

possibly as much a Catholic in his later years as he was a,Protestant in
his early ones-that is, when it politically and intellectually suited
him.

Charles also felt he a,,ed a debt to the many Catholics that had

supported his father and then him during the Civil War and Interregun.
On

his am initiative Charles published in 1673 a Declaration of

Indulgence to ease the restrictions oo Catholics and Non--ccnfonnists.
also entered the Third Dutch War oo the side of Louis XIV.

He

Louis was

5

nak.ing a name for himself as an authoritarian, militaristic king, ootably
lacking in patience with his Protestant subjects.· , '!hat Charles should
align himself with the Catholic Louis, who was a cousin as well; seerood to
indicate

an anbition to anulate his successful relative.

Parlianent

furiously demanded that Charles withdraw his Declaration, even though it
was within his prerogative to issue it. He was forced to issue instead a
proclamation ordering the enforcanent of the existing penal laws.

As a

further slap in his face, Parlianent passed the Test Act, a �ure \ttiich
enjoined every public servant to take an oath to the king that

he

denied

the powers of the pope, denied belief in transubstantiation, and could
offer proof of recently taJdng Anglican ccmm.mion.
By naking Charles repeal his Declaration of Indulgence and passing
the Test Act, Parlianent felt it was taking the necessary actions against
an arbitrary nonarch.

With these actions, and in the previous ten years

under Charles, Canmons had: 1) finnl.y established its right to appropriate
supply, 2) renied

by

statute the king's right to anploy oon-Anglicans, 3)

successfully resisted the king's attanpts

by

Declarations of Indulgence to

allow his subjects nore religious freedan, and 4) successfully used the
2
power of the purse strings to dictate foreign p:,licy and defense.
'!he
Marquis of Halifax wrote, "The first ground of Prerogative was to enable
3 If the Ccmnons had thei r
the Prince to cb good, not to cb everything."
choice, its nanbers appeared to prefer that the king oo t cb anything.
2

Maurice Ashley, Charles II (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1971), p. 245.

3George Savile, The Complete Works of George Savile, First Marquis of
Halifax (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1912), p. 222.
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The

pa.ssage of the Test Act meant that even catholics who preferred

to look upon the

pope

as only the bishop of Rane -would still

the transubstantiation clause.
catholics.

'!he

be

trapped by

Test Act. flushed out sane high level

Anong those who resigned because they could not take the oath

were Lord Clifford (the Lord Treasurer) and the heir to the throne, Janes,
Duke of York (Lord High Acini.ral).

',

James, who was never noted for his responsiveness to the political
climate, proceeded to add insult to injury

by

ending his widower status.

He chose as his bride Mary of Modena, a Ranan catholic foreigner, younger
than his eldest daughter.
induce James to

After his marriage in 1673, it became harder to

attend the occasional token Anglican service.

'!he

narriage to a young -wanan with a g:>od. twenty child-rearing years ahead of
her was enough to push certain statesmen over the edge and into the
O};p)sition.

Before he remarried, they could at least .· imagine that on

Janes' death his Protestant daughter Mary would inherit the throne.
desirability was increased four years after

her

Her

father remarried \'men she

rcarried her cousin, the Protestant William of Orange.
The

OWOSition, also called the Country Party, would soon form the

first recognizable pa.rty in England.

It was also call� the Whigs, a

derogatory name that referred to the Soottish Covenanters that were a
oonstant annoyance to the government.

In

oontrast, the Court Party was

referred to as Tories, an insulting nickname for Irish ruffians.

'!he

Whigs were led by Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Shaftesbury, a man Charles
referred

to

in

exasperation

as

"the

greatest

rogue

in

England. "

7
Shaftesbury was said to have replied, "For a,, subject, Your Majesty."
Shaftesbury had reen on all sides of the political arena.

his

He began

career as a Royalist, turned Cranwellian and was made President of the
Council in 1654, and then turned Royalist again.
admire

rut

few

rould

find anything

good

He

was a man many rould

to say al:x:mt him.

IDrd

Peterborough called him ". • • as proud as Lu:::ifer, and Ambitious beyond
whatever entered into the designs of any

Man;

impatient of every P°"er but

his �, of any Man's reputation; false to that degree, as
esteem any Pranise, any Engagement, any oath, of other use

did oot

he

than

to serve a

purpose, and rone of these of ronsequmce to bind a Man further

than

it

was his interest. 11 4
It is ironic that this man who proved to re such a threat to Charles
in the 1670's and 1680's was the same man

who

went to Holland in 1660 at

Parliament's req�st to reg Charles to return to England as king. A year
later

he

Exc:heq�r.

was created Baron Ashley and appointed Chancellor of the
Upon Clarendon's fall,

he

joined the cabal and in 1673 ,;es

created F.arl of Shaftesbury and appointed IDrd High Chancellor.
years

he

In

these

favored toleration for Dissenters, rut this did rot incloo.e

Catholics, whan he loudly denounced.

Whether Shaftesbury! s allergy to

Catholics was due to religious creed or politics can only re ronjecture.
A supposed conversation between Shaftesbury and John Wilclmn is telling:
The Earl of Sra.ftesbury W3.S one day ronversing with Major
Wildrran about the large numrer of religious sects in the
\\Orld and they finally reached this ronclusion: that
mtwi thstanding the infinite di visions CB used by the
interest of priests and the igmrance of the people all wise
nen are of the ene religion. A lady \tr'ho happened to be
sitting in the S:lTie room sewing ca U:Jbt this last rarark and
4

p. 38.

P.J. Helm, Jeffreys (New York: Thomas B. Crowell Company, 1966),

8

pricking up her ea.rs derranded in sane ooncern \<bat that
religion \'BS? 'M3.dame,' retorted the Earl, 'wise men never
tell.' 5
Shaftesbury

loudly

warned

the

government

that

catholics

were

infiltrating high places which earned him the dislike of the king.
Charles dismissed him fran the Council in Septanl:er 1673 and, fran that
time on, Shaftesbury's goal was to get the cavalier Parliament dissolved
and one with a Country Party najority elected.

Publicly he cpposed James

l:ecause of his .religion, b.lt privately he feared James would l:ecane a
tyrant if he inherited.
the

by

Shaftesbury was sure that a Parliament d:::minated

Country Party would p:iss a bill to excl\Xle Janes fr<;m the

succession.

Charles, with increasing urgency bJ.t no success, kept trying

to avert the caning
Protestantism.

crisis

James,

like

by

oonvincin� James to oonvert l::ack to

Shaftesbury

himself,

was

impossible to infloonce once he had nade up his mind.

stuboorn

and

'lhe Pcpish Plot

l:ecame a oontest of wills between two men who would oot l::ack d:>wn fran
their convictions-Jc111es relieved the succession must l:e followed despite
his

religion,

and

Shaftesbury

l:elieved

James'

unsuitability

should

disqualify him to l:e king.
Thus Charles was forced into the position of an uneasy u:rpire retween
the two nen.

Charles was fully aware of his brother's shortcanings, bJ.t

felt he had to protect the powers of the nonarchy, which would re
seriously damaged if subjects or Parliaments were allowed to d9cide the
succession.

James he simply regarded as the lesser of the two evils,

5Maurice Ashley, John Wildman (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1947), p. 218.

9

because he represented the rightful succession and the privileges of
rrona.rchy.
knew that

Shaftesbury he personally detested, perhaps nore so because he
his brother was capable of cx:mnitting

all the disasters

Shaftesbury predicted if he became Jares II.
out of office bit in the House of Lords, Shaftesbury was still a
power

to be reckoned with.

His public line of reasoning is aptly

explained in an unlicensed p:unphlet of 1674:
W'lether it be oot rrore dangerous to have the Crown placed on
a Popish head therffifter than to have the office of Aclni.ral
of England executed by a i;apist oow [James had in fact
resigned because of the Test Act]; \\bether therefore it be
oot high tine to oonsider of settling the succession of the
Crown so as nay secure us and our p::>sterities fran those
bloody nassacres and Sni thfield rutcheries, the certain•
consequences of p::>pish g::>verrurent? 6
The

resignation

of

James

ill-feeling toward all Catholics.

and

Clifford

caused

backlash

of

As a sop to public q;>inion, Charles

felt it necessary to ban all Catholics fran the Court.
January 1674,

a

Parliarcent net in

uneasy over rurrors of another Gunpowder Plot, and all

Catholics \ttlo were oot residents of Loncbn were ordered by the government
to

leave the city.

'lhe

g::>vernment was led at this time by the new Lard

Treasurer, Thanas Oslx>rne, Farl of Danby, who was anxious t6 adopt a finn
Protestant policy inclu:ling an alliance with the Dutch.
Conmons by being the prime m::>ver in a bill

to

He encouraged the

educate all children in the

royal family as Protestants and q;>ened peace negotiations with Holland.
For the rest of 1674, Danby had a two-fold reason for keeping up the
pressure oo Catholics-it satisfied public cpinion and at the same time
increased the Treasury.
p. 22.

'!be current laws provided that any subjects \fflO

6John Kenyon, The Po ish Plot (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1984),
p

10

did not attend Anglican services were subject to a fine of i:20 per m:>nth,
or forfeiture (sequestration) of two-thirds of their estate, whichever the
government preferred.

'lhe £ 20 fine had reen enforced spasnodically for

years, rut in early 1675 officials 'We;I'e notified to collect the two-thirds
fine

instead.

The Secretary of State was plagued with letters of

cx:mplaint by weal thy Catholics,

rut again there was th e problem of

enforcement. Little of the m:>ney found its way into the Treasury as it was
either oot collected or stuck to local fingers.

outside LOndon, many

Catholics were able to solve the dilarma by transferring a part of their
estates to Protestant friends or relatives. 7 This partly explains why the
Pcpish Plot did not take hold in the countryside to the extent it did in
the city.

Men might quake at the popish oogeyman, rut sheltered their

trusted Catholic friends, neighbors, and relatives fran the penal laws.
In

crCMded iretropolitan· LOndon the attitude toward Catholics was

quite different.
popery,

As one cpinionated gentleman wrote in his diary: "As for

I have so great an aversion for it that I never willingly

conversed with one of that religion; and if God permits ire to choose

nw

cx:mpany, never will." 8 Goorge Savile, Marquis of Halifax, was a respected
rranrer of the government during the Pcpish Plot.

Years later he wrote,

"Pcpery is a Plant that nay re :rrowed d::>wn, rut the Root will still remain,
Arrl in sp ite of the Laws, it will sprout up and grCM again; especially if
it should happen that there should re Men in Pcwer, who in weeding it out
of our Garden, will take care to Cherish and keep it alive • • • • 11 9
7william Blundell, Cavalier: Letters of William Blundell to his Friends
1620-88, ed. M. Blundell (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1933), p. 210.

8 Edmund Bohun, The Diary and Autobiography of Edmund Bohun, ed. S.

Wilton Rix (Beccles: Read Crisp, 1853), p. xxi.
9

savile, p. 81

11

Nothing in the seventeenth century oould abate this fear, and indeed nany
events were twisted to confirm it.
Out of an English p::>pulation estimated at l:etween four and five and
one-half million, ab:>Ut 390,000 lived in ·r.oncbn.

And as for the fears

that the English Catholic a:mnunity was gr0v1ing, evidence p::>ints the other
way.

J.

Bossy

estimated that in 1570 the numr.er of Catholics in England

was al::out 50% of the population, rut recusancy laws and conversions cut
that numr.er in half every generation. By 1670, only al::out 12.5% of the
10
The fact was that in Iondon the Catholics were
p::>pulation was Catholic.
nore in the public ete.

'!here were foreign anmssadors, with their

Catholic servants, who held masses open to anyone.

'!he Ql.Een had, her am

chapel for nass, and the unusual numl:er of conversions in the court was
frightening.
The

relations

of

the

king with

Sha.£tesbury's foll0v1ing was growing.

Parliament were

declining

as

'!he Country Party was strong enough

in the Parliament of early 1675 to refuse Charles supplies.

'!he Country

Party l:egan having regular neetings in Iondon, calling itself the Green
I

Ril:bon Club.

The Club was an open p::>litical and social organi�ation that

encouraged nanl:ership £ran all classes, and the nenl:ers freely mixed to
exchange ideas.

A contemporary wrote of "the neanest and 1:asest of

people" that Shaftesbury "bewitches to associate with him." The Club was
to provide the nanpower to dissaninate p::>litical p:unphlets, influence
voters, and gather signatures for petitions.

Meml:ers net at the King's

Head in Chancery Lane and were visited often by the king's illegitimate
10some estimates go as low as 2%. J. Bossy, The English Catholic
Community 1570-1850 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), p. 183.
Kenyon in Plot, p. 28 uses an estimate from an ecclesiastic census from
1676 of 4. 7%.
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eldest son, James, Duke of Monroouth. Unlike his Uncle James, Mannouth was
nalleable and a staunch Protestant.
that James obviously lacked.
toasts to be

drunk

He also possessed the Stuart chann

.t-k>n!oouth infuriated his uncle � allowing

to him at the Club as Prince of Wales. Other praninent

rrenbers at the time incltrled the Duke of Buckingham, the Farl of Essex,
Lords Salisbury, Grey, Wharton and Russell, 'lbanas 'Ihynne, Sir Ttonas
Annstrong, Jchn Wildnan and Robert Ferg uson. 11
With French m:mey to tide him over, Charles was able to prorogue
Parliament for the whole stmmer of 1675.
29 to leave London.

He ordered Shaftesbury on June

Shaftesbury and his secretary, John Locke, put their

J:anishment to productive use by penning the "anonymous" panq_:>hlet "Letter
fran a Person of Quality to a Friend in the Country." The panphlet, which
sold for a nodest 1/-, accused Danby of using the military to set up
Charles as an al:solute rconarch.

It was so inflamnatory _ that the Lords,

meeting in October, ordered it bJ.rnt, which only succeeded in escalating
the price to 20/-.

When oopies were discovered in ooffeehouses, Danby
even attanpted to close them cbwn. 12
This spring session of Parliament was prorogued after six

weeks

and

it was apparent that Danby's influence there was failing fast.· 'Ibis was
the same Parliament that had been elected after the Restoration of the
king and had originally been so favorable to him.

But it was

Parliament was oot going to give Charles the noney

he

DCM

clear

needed, yet his

11Richard Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics and Locke's Two Treatises
of Government (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), pp. 143-4.
12ttester Chapman, Four Fine Gentlemen (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1977), p. 54, and Ashcraft, p. 143.
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government was too weak in prestige to fare any better in a general
election.

With French m::mey,

he

was able to rule without a Parliament

until February 1677.
Charles was _disappointed in his
affairs \\Ould turn in his favor.
the

political

services.

climate,

refused

hopes

that European or ·cbnestic

James, with his usual inability to grasp
to

attend the 1676 Easter Anglican

'Ibis public breach with the Anglican church caused an outcry at

the next Council maeting.

One

speaker asked, "Is there any nore

than

the

breath of our king between that [popery] and us? If the prospective heir
of the crown be a Ranan Catholic, what security can be given that the King
shall live eight or nine nonths?"-13
Charles

called

Parliament

to meet

on February 15,

1677.

'!he

oonqrests of French annies on the oontinent made the :English uneasy.
Charles q,ened the session with a speech that oonfinned his defense of the
.•

Anglican church and a oondemnation of autocratic government.
noney for ships and for himself.

He

asked for

His requests were c:pposed by the Country

Party, which wanted a general election in the l:x>pes of achieving a
cx:mfortable majority.

Their strategy was to annoy Charles so mteh that he

would dissolve Parliament.

Bu:::kingham, Shaftesbury, Wharton and _Salisbury

tied up the House of Lords by arguing that, under an act of �rd III, �
Parliament that had not sat for O\Ter a year was ipso facto dissolved.
They had misju:lged their fellc:M peers, who were annoyed at this oonsense
and advised than to

beg

the king's forgiveness for their insolence. When

they refused, the House of Lords a::mnitted than to prison.

'1he four

lords, lodged cx:mfortably in the Tc::wer, ass\.llred that as soon as Charles
13 Kenyon, Plot, p. 23.

14
reconvened the next session of Parliament they would be released.

Charles

had announced that the next Parliament would ireet in· Mayi rut before it
met, he postponed the session until Da::ember 1677.
With the chief leaders of the �sition reduced to playing cards in
the Tcwer, Danby tried to rush sane legislation through the February
Parliament.

The first government sponsored bill was said to be "for the

preservation of the Protestant religion and the nore effectual conviction
and prosecution of popish recusants." It was imnediately rejected by the
Carmons with the observation that it was not what the title indicated.

It

asked for a distinction between two types of Catholic laymen, the loyal
quiet versus the disloyal and unquiet.

Every Catholic that voluntarily

stepped forward identifying himself as a Catholic would be considered the
fonner and only pay a fine of one shilling a week for not attending
Anglican

trying to conceal their
Catholicism would be subjected to the full penalties.14
The

dander

services.

'Any

persons

discovered

second bill died in cxmnittee rut not before having raised the
of

nany nenbers.

Called "'An

Act

for

further securing the

Protestant religion by educating the children of the royal Family," it was
aimed at providing for a Catholic to succeed.

If Charles ' successor could

not pass the Test Act, ecclesiastical patronage and the education of all
his children between the ages of five and fourteen would be

taken

fran

him. Janes' wife was currently pregnant and a son would take precedence
Oller his two Protestant daughters.

This bill apparently had the grudging
15
approval of James-but it was as far as he intended to cx::mpranise.
Later, when similar restrictions were argued again they were usually
14

Kenyon, Plot, pp. 23-4.

15 Kenyon, Plot, p. 24.
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rejected with the realization that they would be alrrost ircq:x>ssible to
enforce once James was king.
Danby was successful in getting

sane

noney fran the 1677 Parliament.

Parliament voted -£600,000 to ruild thirty warship;.

to

caused Parliament

French victories

agitate for war against Louis, which Charles, still

accepting noney fran the French, would not sanction.

Foreign affairs were

wholly the king's prerogative, and their

only brought on an

d:mands

adjourrnnent.
With infinite sadness Charles watched his favorite child, M:>mlouth,
being groaned

by

the Opposition

an alternative heir.

as

relationship between father and son became strained.

The once intimate
Even if James was

often a nuisance, he was still the rightful heir, and Charles made no
secret of that fact when
I would rather

see

he

said,

"As

him hanged at

well as I love the Duke of Momlouth,

Tyb.lrn

than own him as rey legitimate

heir... _16
Danby had a solution to the problan � having the Court Party present
its own Protestant altemative. He proposed the marriage of James' eldest
daughter

Mary,

a Protestant, to William of Orange in 1677.

was neatly l::alanced
Mcrlena,

by

'!heir wedding

the birth of a son soon after to Jan\es and

although the my lived only five weeks.

Mary

of

Ralph Josselin, a

Ncnconfonnist minister, wrote on Novanber 16: "Heard that the citie was
alaoned that the Papists plotted a massacre; was the narriage a pillow to
lull us asleep?"

17

16J.P.N. Watson, Captain-General and Rebel Chief (London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1979), p. 79.
17

Ralph Josselin, The Diary of Ralph Josselin
Oxford University Press, 1976), p. 172.

1616-1683

(London:

16
Josselin was not the only nan dissatisfied with the succession.

Andrew Marvell, "The Growth of_ �q;>ery and Arbitrary
England," warned of "a design to change the lawful

pamphlet of 1677
Government

in

A

by

Government of England

into an absolute tyranny, and to oonvert the

established Protestant religion into cbwnright Pq>ery."

Readers were

urged to deliver England fran this oonspiracy and a secret association
with France was implied.

Marvell wrote alx>ut James: "If a king's Brother

can such mischief bring, Then

how

mu:h greater Mischief is a King? 1118

In the winter of 1677/8, Louis began giving m:mey to the Opposition
roping the dissension

he

caused �uld keep Parliament fran supplying

Charles, and keep England out of the war.

Charles was furious · at his

oousin 's interference and, in addition to the narriage, he allied with
Holland to demand an end to the war.

Louis was asked to accept peace

tenns dictated by Charles and William.

When Louis refused, Charles went

to Parliament in January 1678 ready for war against France.
Louis placed his bribes well.

'lhe C>g;x:>sition clamored for war but
'lb show its distrust of

was careful to withhold enough noney to wage it.
the government, especially the Treasurer,

Danby,

nonies raised be deposited directly with the
appropriated elsewhere.

it demanded. that any

Navy

to avoid it being

Charles spent noney he did not have by pouring

soldiers into Flanders, rut that did oot stop Louis fran capturing Ghent
and Ypres in late February and mid-March, 1678.
1 8 Ashley, Wildman, p. 216.

'Ihe C>g;x:>sition kept up a

17
clamor by claiming the anny in Flanders was raised for war at h::me, oot
abroad.
Charles was in a no-win situation. John Reresby, a Tory �, ·was an
early admirer of Charles rut was eventually to slide into the Opposition
camp because he sup.r;x:>rted Exclusion.

He observed, "Great debates have

arisen upon this affair, and the reason of the violent q:,position it net
with was the desire in sane to q>pose the Crown, though in the very thing
they themselves wished for, the nation being ever desirous of a war with
France; and a jealousy in others that the king indeed intended to raise an
anny, rut never designed to go on with the war; and, to say the truth,
1
sane of the king 's am party were not very sure of the contrary."· 9 Wi"th
insufficient m:>ney forthcaning to deploy the anny, whose arrears munted
daily,

Charles decided to cut his losses and secretly opened peace

negotiations with Louis.
Danby, \othose sympathies were with the Protestant Dutch, rel�tantly
began secret peace negotiations at the req�st of the king through the
English ambassador in Paris, Ralph Monta�. 20 Charles

ooped

that if

Parliament continued to act as if it was ready to go to war with France,
then he could drain m:>ney out of Louis by pranising to prevent it.
Unfortunately for this plan, Parliament agitated around the edges of the
issue.

Parliament

unsatisfactory, it

declared

wanted

that

the

alliance

with

Holland

was

legislation against popery, the anny disbanded,

19John Reresby, A Miscellany (New York:

Garland Publishing, 1971), p. 200.

20Montague was an ambitious man, who would later bear a large grudge
against Dahby for blocking his promotion to Secretary of State. Montague had
·saved some of these early letters, when Danby and the king were deceiving the
people for the sake of a French pension. The most damaging was written by
Danby to Montague giving him.instructions that clearly conflicted with public
foreign policy (see Appendix A).
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and sane of Charles' ministers impeached.

Ralph Josselin

a::hoed

the

sentiments of many Londoners when he wrote in his diary on May 5, 1678:
"Things in a cloud at London • • • • Lord secure England in religion fran
21
popery and in libe[rty] fran an army."
Parliament had also appointed a cx:mnittee to report on the dangers of
popery and oow well the Recusancy Laws were being administered.

It

conclu::ied that the laws were not fully enforced, and in many places they
were deliberately �t.
been

For example, in Ma'lmouthshire a scant £40 had

levied against catholics in fines, yet of this only i4.14s.4d. had

been collected and the rest had been discharged

by

the sheriff.

In anger

and frustration, the Canmons proposed several ideas to check the problans,
rut oone was adopted.

Its nenbers seemed unable to cx:mprehend that the

terrible fear of popery they cherished in IDndon was only infreqU3ntly
.
.
22
shared by their
country cousins.·
By

early July 1678, Parliament felt that a peace treaty was irrminent

and passed the Disbandment Act granting the king • the stupendous sum of
£600,000 for disbanding the anny and other expenses.
prorogued it until the fall.

On

July 15, Charles

a.it far fran disbanding the anny, even

though the peace was signed at Nimeguen on July 31, Charles· kept it
intact.
The

The

anny was virtually his only targaining lever with Louis.

noney

Charles and

Danby

had successfully

Parliament filled them with a false sense of security.

squeezed out of
Gilbert Burnet,

an Anglican minister who favored the OI;:position and who was a prolific
writer about the Court, wrote in his History of His Own Time:
21A. Macfarlane, Family Life of Ralph Josselin: 1617-1683 (Cambridge:
University Press, 1970), p. 610.
22 Kenyon, Plot, p. 49.
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The pirty against the a:>urt gave all for lost: they believed
the lord ranby, who had so often brought hi:;; . pirty to be
very near the najority, w:mld row lay natters so -well as to
te sure to carry the session. And nany did so desi;:air . of
being able to l::alance his mmlll,�rs, that they resolved to
a:>rre up ro nore, and reckoned that all opposition w:>uld be
fruitless, and serve only to expose thansel ves to the fury
of the oourt: but of a sudden an unlooked for accident [the
Popish Plot] changed all their rreasures, and put the king&m
into so great a ferrrentation, that it -well deserves to be
opened very pirticularly. I am so -well instructed in all
the steps of it, that I am nore c:ai;:able to give a full
acoount of it than any nan I know. And I will cb it
imi;artially, that ro pirty shall rave cause to censure me
for ooncealing, or altering the truth in any one instan�. 23

The anny Charles refused to disl::and provided him and his oourt with a
novel entertainment throughout the rest of the sunmer.

'lbe king enjoyed

watching it drill and those aoout the court -would sanetimes accanpany him.
Sane were rot as amused.

The diarist John Evelyn recorded such a jaunt:

"We saw the newly-raised
pretence

at

least1

rut

army

which

encamped, designed against France,
gave

unbrage

to

the

in

Parliament." 24

Diplanatically, the anny proved to be an unnecessary expense. By the tim3
Parliament ioot in the fall, Charles found himself in the unenviable
position of b:?ing forced to explain his anpty pockets and the existence of
a full standing army.

Ju:lging fran the actions of Parliament in the

previous spring, when they had discussed impeaching those ministers whose
policy they disliked, saneone was going to i;:ay for the mismanaganent of
funds and the flaunting of the Disl::andrrent
b:? Danby.

Act.

'!hat person was likely to

Parliament was not privy to the secret negotiations that made

23Gilbert Burnet, History of His Own Time (London: Chatto and Windus,
1875), p. 281.
24charles Knight, The Popular History of England, vol. 4 (New York:
John W. Lovell, Co., n.d. ), p. 234.
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up the king's foreign policy rut the outward maneuvering it saw filled
them with fear and apprehension.

By

the time Parliament net in the fall,

all it could see was a king surrounded � Catholics in his court, with a
Catholic heir, and maintaining in direct disobedience of the Disbandnent
Act

an anny that had not been necessacy for four IrOnths.
It was these fears and apprehensions that made the founders of the

Pc:pish Plot so forward.
characters.

'Ihe manufacturers of the Pcpish Plot -were two odd

One was a demented Anglican clergyman naired Ezrael Tonge and

the other was a colorful twenty-eight year old drifter and ex-Jesuit named
Titus oates.

Both m:n mtst

oo

given credit for trying to discover a real

plot,· rut lacking that, they decided to invent ooe.

'lbnge ,had the

p:tranoia and zeal, and Gates had the tackground knCMledge to create a
nasterpiece of fiction.

Their tale of a plot contrived. � Catholics to

incll.rle assassinations and "foreign invasion was net with incredulous
belief.

As Sir Robert Southwell, a clerk of the Council, explained,

belief in oates and the Plot was
A thing [which] could never arise out of the industry or
evidence of one single man, and especially a man under the
disadvantage of many known failures in his life , and
conversation, if it -were not for other considerations; the
first of which I take to oo the manifest indulgence which
for so many years has been extended to the [ se] people, and
wherein sane of them have so impudently trim,phed that it
l:ecame the grief and scandal of many, and. turned itself
into so mi.r:h canblstible matter against the day of wrath. 25
The first "discoverer" of the Plot was Ezrael Tonge.

He received a

cbctorate in divinity fran OXford and IrOved fran place to place as a
p:tstor.

He was in his late fifties, an eccentric, a dabbler in children• s

education, an amateur botanist, an alchemist, and violently anti-catholic.
25

Kenyon, Plot, p. 48.
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It was generally thought that the Great Fire of 1666, which destroyed his
church in London, had also oost him his wits.

He

became an expert on the

Fire, and was certain it was started by the Jesuits and he lost no
opi;x:,rtunity of sharing this theocy with anyone who would listen.

Burnet

called him "full of projects and ootions," "credulous and simple," mt
"sincere • ..26

In

the winter of 1676/7 he net Oates, whan he was delighted

to learn shared

his feelings alx>ut catholics-Jesuits in particular.

Tooge fancied himself knowledgeable alx>ut the Jesuits and wrote a three
volme work called

Jesuits' Morals.

The

He was �h m::>re successful in

writing alx>ut the flow of sap in trees, for which he is also raoomrered.
His The Jesuits' Morals

was so incanprehensibly written that after poor

sales of the first two volmes, the third was never published.
oothing oould

dampen

Yet

Tonge' s zeal to disoover the oonspiracy he was

certain existed in the Jesuit cormunity.

But he needed a way to

infiltrate their organization.
Titus Dates was the logical person.
minister in the New l-t:xlel .Anny.

Oates was the son of a Baptist

'!hough a young man when he net Tooge, he

had already distinguished himself in the sheer nunl::er of institutions fran
which he had reen expelled.
seventeenth centucy education,

He never nastered Latin, necessary for a
mt · he did have an expansive nem:,ry,

especially in relation to slights, real or imagined, to himself.
Dates proved unable to hold a job for long.
and settled

oown

He

took Anglican orders

in a curacy mt was ejected within a year by his

i;arishioners \\ho were of fended by his drunkeness, which caused him to
utter "sane very indecent expressions ooncerning the icysteries of
26

Burnet,

p.

281.

th�
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Christian religion. 11 27

A fonner schoolmaster, William Snith, said the

dismissal was for theft of his neighbor's pigs and hens.-28 oates returned
heme and aided his father in a quarrel with a local family, the _Parkers.

The elder oates had accused
his son of sodany.

The

Mr.

Parker senior of treasonable utterings and

Privy Council declared the elder Parker innocent

and local of ficials cleared his son, who pranptly sued Qates for perjury
and asked for £1,000 damages.

Rather

than

face this unpleasant prospect,

Qates signed up as a chaplain on a ship bound for Tangier.29
The

probable reason for his expulsion fran several schools appeared

when his ship returned fran Tangier.

oates was fired for h:mosexual

practices and was fortunate to avoid l:eing hanged.

In

early 1677, he

found anployment in the London household of the Catholic Earl of Norwich
as chaplain to the Protestants in his employ.

Dismissed three m:mths

later in March.1677, he imnediately joined the Catholic Chw::ch.30
His previous exploits in the Protestant ccmnunity had made him
unemployable as an Anglican minister.

Jesuits and Catholic priests took

aliases and kept lc:M profiles, and with such a rover oates would be
assigned a rosition without too many qtEstions being asked about his past.
With this purpose uppennost in his mind, he chanced to

run,

int:o his old

teacher in I.Dndon, William snith, and asked him to write for his fonner
pupil sane verses in Iatin, and inclu::ie sare specifically praising the
Virgin

Mary.

He told snith he needed them to get a job teaching the

children of catholics.
27

snith agreed to the favor rut 11.x:kily decided to

Kenyon, Plot, p. 54.

28william Smith, Intrigues of the Popish Plot Laid Open with Depositions
Sworn Before the Secretary of State (London: n.p., 1685), p. 4.
30 Kenyon, Plot, p. 55.
29 Kenyon, Plot, p. 54.
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anit the

praises

of

Mary,

which might have landed him in much nore trouble

later when oates' accusing finger pointed his way. 31
What were the Catholics getting in their new convert?

Physically,

oates was such a spectacle it is oo \\Onder he rca.de such a lasting
impression on all he net.

His cx:mplexion was variously described as

"rainbow-coloured" and "purple," and his nost outstanding feature was a
chin so long that his nouth appeared to re in the center of his face "and
a Canpass there 'i.Ould &Weep his Na:ie, Forehead and Chin within the
Perimeter."

"In

a Word," said Roger North with no

pr etence

at reing

impartial, "he was a nost consumnate Cheat, Blasphemer, vicious, perjured,
impudent and fawcy, foul-nnuth'd Wretch. ,.32. '1he Jesuit historian John
warner descrired oates as possessing "the speech of the gutter, and a
strident and sing-s::>ng Voice, so that he seemed to wail rather
speak.

than

to

His brow was low, his· eyes srall and sunk deep in his head; his

face was flat, cx:mpressed in the middle so as to look like a dish or
discus; on ech side -were praninent ruddy cheeks • • • [and 1 his chin was
almost equal in size to the rest of his face. His head scarcely protruded
£ran his lx>dy, and was rowed to,.,ards his chest. 11-33
character as "proud," "ill-natured [and] haughty. 11

Burnet &mned up his

34

The Catholics were oot terribly enthusiastic al:x:>ut their new convert
and Oates' first weeks as a Catholic were not reassuring.

Berry, the

priest who received Oates into the Church, was scarcely nore religiously
31srnith, p. 7.
32Roger Smith, Examen (London: F. Gyles, 1740), p. 225.
33 Kenyon,

Plot, p. 56.

34

Burnet, p. 282.
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. stable

than Oates,

having

regun life as a Protestant, converted to

catholicism, then tack, then to catholicism again •. ,Instead of looking
after the new recruit, he left him to starve.

But oates was lu:::ky enough

to rceet Richard Strange, the English Provincial of the Society of Jesus.
He took Oates under his wing, provided him with m:mey and arranged for him
to leave i.rmediately for instruction at the Jesuit college in Valladolid,
,
Sp:11n. 35

oates'

guardian angel was alx>ut sixty-six years old, and was to

retire as Provincial in seven nonths.

He sent Oates off in May to a

school that did oot 1::egin classes until Octol::er.
Latin

or

Si;anish,

neither

of

which

Oates

Classes were taught in
could

instructors di vined this as soon as school began, and
England.

understand.
he

'Ihe

was returned to

But he had gathered valuable information ab:::>ut the Jesuit

organization and nade the acquaintance of a man who "WOuld later re his
i;artner 1n
• perJury,
•

n111 '
r,,'

1am Bed1CM. 36

Back in I.Dndon, the nost pressing qtEstion for Strange was what to do
alxmt this ex-AD;}lican minister who
understand Latin.

wanted

to be a Jesuit, bJ.t did oot

'1he deficiency in his education was to re repaired,

Strange decided, � education at St. OtErs, an English catholic school for
young toys on the Continent. Strings had to re pulled cecause of Oates'
37
age bJ.t he was accepted and arrived at the school on Decanter 10, 1677.
considering his intemperate speech and sexual preference,
amazing that
1677,

he

lasted six m::mths.

After Strange steJ;l)ed

oown

it is

in December

his successor Th::mas Whitbread 1::egan a visitation of Catholic

oolleges that inclu:led St. Oners in June 1678.
35Kenyon, Plot, p. 55. ·

37 Kenyon, Plot, p. 57.

36

He saw through oates

Kenyon, Plot, p. 56.
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.imnediately and expelled him. 38
By the end of June oates was ta.ck in London, wi� little nore

than

a

fake "Dr." he added on his name to show for his troubles. He was seething
with

hatred of the Jesuits for expelling him and anxious to avenge
He net Troge again, who had been trying that spring to oonvince

himself.

nenl:ers of Parliament of the existence of a papist oonspiracy.

Tonge was

frustrated by the lack of evidence, rut upon hearing of his friend's
experiences oonvinced Qates to record what he had seen.
exceeded anything Tonge oould imagine.
prepared oontained enough

fact

'!he

'lbe

results far

rambling discourse Qates

(msically, the names of real people in the

Jesuit organization) to fluff out a fictional international conspiracy to
kill Charles II. In explaining his am presence in Loncbn, oates did oot
tell Tonge that he had been expelled fran the Jesuit school.
was thoughtful enough to flatt�r and frighten Tonge

telling him that

by

he

the Jesuits with a pranised reward of £50
to assassinate Tonge, as the author of The Jesuits' l-brals.39

had

been

sent fran St. Orers

Instead he

by

Several weeks were spent writing and re-writing oates' nanuscript of
the Plot.

By

early AU=1U5t, he had forty-three paragraphs of infonnation.

Tonge wanted to take it to the government rut oates became, increasingly
shy. canmunication between the two was a charade. Tonge was afraid the
Jesuits were still out to assassinate him, and Oates refused to be seen
with him because he was still supposedly a Jesuit, noving aJ:x:,ut within the
Jesuit a:mnunity to spy on than.
Tonge
Christopher

was

friendly with

Kirkby,

\\ho

shared

38 Kenyon, Plot, p. 58.

a

chanist
Tonge's

in
fear

the king's la1::x::>ratory,
of

popery

39 Kenyon, Plot, p. 58.

and

agreed
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enthusiastically to serve as go-between for 'lbnge and oates by alerting
Charles of this danger.

On

AlJ:JUSt 13, 1678, after -�ing unsuccessfully

the previous day to catch Charles alone,
Janes Park as

he

Kirkby

approached the king in St.

began his norning walk and warned him that there was a

plot to take his life and that he might be killed on that very walk.
Charles appeared unconcerned a.rout the

impending danger,

b.lt before
40
continuing his walk arranged to �t Kirkby and Tonge alone that evening.
Charles had every reason to be concerned.

'!he enforced repeal of the

Declaration of Indulgence and the enforcement of the penal laws caused
resentment

in the Catholic a:mnunity.

· Catholics that

he

Charles

knew

it appeared to

was naking life tougher for them in England.

Protestant

propaganda since the exc:cmnunication of Elizabeth I in 1570 had empnasized
that the Catholic Church encouraged its nenbers to overthrow a Protestant
nonarch.

When Charles took �e oath at his coronation· to uphold the

Anglican Church it was understood that to fulfill that oath he must
inhibit the religious activity of all Dissenters, whether he personally
sympathized with them or not.

With the conversion of Jcffi3s, the nore

fervent Catholics thought they would have mtx:h to gain if Charles died and
Jcliles succeeded.

All these factors, pl'lS the king's confusing foreign

policy, were to give the Pc:pish Plot, as it unfolded, nore credence than
it ever deserved.

40

Kenyon, Plot, p. 60.

CHAPTER II
'!HE PLar IS REVEALED

The m::>re Nonsensical the better; if
swallow worse Nonsense

than

we

cannot bring than to

that, we shall never

ch

any gooo.

with than.
-Lord Shaftesbury's reply to Roger North's qtEry, how co�d
people believe in the Plot? (Helm, p. 41)

Charles W:ts told at the �eting with 'lbnge and Kirkby that three
catholics had resolved

to

shoot him, and should they fail,

physician, Dr. George Wakeman, had agreed

to

poison him.

the

royal

'lbnge read out

sane of the forty-three articles, and in his zeal added sane nnre (that on
Charles' death, the three kingdans would rise against James ahd be divided
into pieces

to

be ruled

by

France).

when they accused Dr. Wakeman.
were involved.

'lbnge admitted

Charles was not convinced, especially

He asked what other "persons of qtality"
to

knowledge of none but Wakeman and lord

Petre Cb.lt Petre did not know of the assassination plan as "he had a
particular love and

tenderness towards his Majesty's person") •

When

Charles asked for the author of the articles, he was told that the nan
wanted

to

still mix in the London Jesuit society to find out nnre, and
27

28
that was why he had not cane forward. 1
Charles concltrled that this was a matter for _D�nby to untangle, and
dismissed them.

He later told Burnet that he "knew not what to make of

[it]: yet among so many P3-rticulars, he did oot knc:M but there might be
sane truth." 2

He did agree, at 'lbnge's request, to keep

the

matter

secret fran James, who actually walked in while they were taking leave of
the king.
Charles sent the forty-three articles to Danby the next noming.
Danby

W:lS

oot likely to disregard the investigation of a plot on his

sovereign's life, especially when he could �diately conceive of a way
this could be J;X>litically advantageous.
routine,

Soch investigations were usually

as plotting might be deaned a seventeenth century fotm of

entertainment.

Even at that m::ment, Cranwell's son-in-law was in

the

TcMer accused of a plot to am�h Charles and J� on their upcaning trip
to Naffllarket.3
Danby agreed with 'lbnge that his mysterious source (Oates) should
stay under cover to collect evidence.

D:mby had the four man who were

supJ;X>sedly to kill the king follc:Med.
involvanent and escaped.

� of than c,;pt wind of

Three times, Danby and the king ";I'e ·forewarned

by Tooge of an assassination attanpt.

Fa.ch tim3, Tooge had to explain to

than why the assassins did not shc:M up.
fran these evasions,

oates'

and

"And the king concluied, both

fran the mysterious,

artificial manner of

cx:mnunicating evidence [Oates still refused to materialize], that

the

2 Burnet, p. 282.
1Kenyon, �, pp. 52-3.
3K.H.D. Hal�y, The First Earl of Shaftesbury (Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1968), p. 453. Less than five years later, this same premise served
as. the basis for the Rye House Plot.
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whole was an :imposture. 114

As a last resort, Danby suggested to Tonge

that they might get evidence if they intercepted the correspondence of
James' Jesuit confessor, Bedingfield, who was implicated by Oates.·:
Danby's

suggestion

put Oates

in

a panic,

and

he wrote

five

misspelled, \IDgramnatical and obviously incriminating letters, signed them
with the names of various priests he had accused, and mailed them to
Bedingfield.

Danby's :rren missed intercepting them, and oo septanber 1, a

very confused Bedingfield took the letters he had just received straight
to James.

James angrily showed them to Charles and demanded a full

investigation.5
Al:out this time, the first nmors that sarething ,;.as up were .m_ndied
al::x:>Ut London.

Gilbert Burnet ,;.as approa.ched by Tonge, with whan he was

previously acquainted, who told him of "strange designs against the king's
person."
misprision

Burnet assurred he was crazy, or trying to involve him in
of treason.

He imrediately reported the conversation to

government officials, who replied that they knew already and thought Tonge
,;.as just trying to get a deanery.
of the government.

Burnet informed several other irembers

'lwo of them thought it was "a design of lord Danby's,

to l::e laid before the next session, thereby to dispose them· to keep up a
greater force, since the papists• were plotting against the king's life:
this \J.Uuld pit an end to all jealousies of the king,
conspiring against his life • • • • "

DCM

the papists were

Halifax relieved it \J.Uuld prove to

the detriment of the court, "considering the suspicions all people had of
the duke's religion,

he believed e»ery discovery of that sort \J.Uuld

4oavid Hume, The History of England, vol. 4 (Boston: Phillips, Sampson,
and Company, 1850), p. 172.
5

Kenyon,�• pp. 67-8.
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raise a flrure, which
who

'W:lS

the

Halifax,

court would not te able to nanage. 116

at this time a rranter of the Opposition, was soon proved to

be

correct.
After the farce with the forged letters, Danby's investigative zeal
waned.

Burnet unfairly critized Danby, saying that had

he

pursued

the

matter wholeheartedly and quickly, "either the truth or the imposture of
But as far as Danby

the whole affair might have teen nade [to] appear. ,;i'

and Charles were concerned, all they had to show after several weeks of
investigation

'W:lS

a packet of forged letters.

over Charles' safety, since he refused

to

Janes

'W:1S

still worried

curtail his public exercise.

Charles only laughed at his concern, and told him, "No kind of ,danger,·
James, for oo man in England will take my life away to make you king! 118
Fran Septanter 6 to Septemter 20, Kirkby and Tonge continually
pestered Danby and other rranters of the government to notice their plot.
This did not stop Oates, in

�ry time, they were finnl.y rebuffed.
hiding, fran continuing
By

to

elaoorate and recopy his forty-three articles.

the end of Septemter, they had

canmi tted to

grown

to eighty-one articles, and were

Oates ' m:mory.

Oates was still a mysterious infonner to the government, and had not
met 'lbnge for several weeks.

'lbnge had that time to imagine what would

happen to him if Oates just disappeared.

Janes

'W:1S

furious ab::>ut the

forged letters, and 'lbnge was not aoout to face that fury alone.
Oates finally did show up (wandering into Tonge's church), he

'W:lS

When

seized •

Tcnge had figured out a way to prove Oates' existence, and insure that
6

Burnet, pp. 281-2.

7 Burnet, p. 282.

8charles Norman, Rake Rochester (New York: Crown Publishers, 1954), . 165.
p
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g:,vermnent

the

could

oot

hush

up .the Plot •

He took oates to a

well-respected JP, Sir Fdnund Berry Godfrey, on Septeml:er 6, and had oates
deposit the

forty-three

articles with him.

Burnet lmew Q:xifrey and

respected his abilities as a magistrate. He wrote of Godfrey:
He h:td the courage to stay in I.Dncbn, and keep things in
order during the plague; which g3.ined him m\rll reputation,
and upon which he \'as knighted • • • • He \'aS thought vain,
and apt to take too moch upon him. But there are few nen of
a public spirit, that srcall faults, though they lessen them,
yet ought to be gentle censured. I knew him well, and never
rad reson to think him faulty in that \Jay. He \'as a
zealous protestant, and loved the church of England; but had
kind thoughts of oon-conformists, and \tB.S oot fon-ard to
execute laws against them. 9
Tonge

spent

the

rest

of

Septeml:er

vainly

visiting

g:,vermnent

officials who showed oo sign of interest in the Plot unti� September 27,
when at Jares' insistence, Taige was asked to neet the Council the next
day.

For security, Oates and Tonge again visited Godfrey, this time to
·.

swear to eighty-me articles, which incl\rled oates ' supp:,sed discoveries
during AU:JUSt and Septeml:er. Tonge then went to the Council.
Unknown to oates and Tonge, one of Godfrey's catholic friends was
naned

in this deposition.

At Danby's suggestion, Oates ba:d inclllied a

fonner secretary of Janes, Fdward Colanan, as one of the plotters.

Tarn

l:etween his duty as a magistrate and his friendship with Coleman, Godfrey
decided to wam his friend, who then blrned any incriminating evidence.
Unfortunately, Colaran's J:x::mfire was oot large enough, for he missed sane
lette rs fran 1674-6 that were to prove his� undoing.
9 Burnet, p. 284.
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Council rreeting regan inauspiciously.

The

Danby laid before the

Council the eighty-roe articles (which they did not have the time to
read), as \\ell as a confidential letter Tonge had written

Dani:¥

to ask

that �retary Sir Joseph Williamson and Lord Chancellor Daniel Finch be
left out of the investigation because of their animosity towards Tonge.
Tonge's rambling testimony left many counselors sniling behind their

hands.

When asked for a condensed version of the eighty-ooe articles,

Tonge was unwilling to even try, and suggested sending for oates that
afternoon.

Expecting the afternoon session to be as toring as that

rrorning's, Charles, Mormouth, Janes and several others left for the horse
races at Newmarket •10
'!be Council oates faced oo the afternoon of September 28, 1678 was
chaired

the ill and rapidly aging Prince Rupert, a man whose todily

by

agility still outweighed his mmtal powers.
present,

tanby and Finch were again

as was the Duke of Lau:lerdale, Charles' nan in charge of

Scotland, who despised p:ipists.

Williamson, two clerics, and alx>ut a

half-dozen peers rounded out the group.11 oates began, at: their r�st,
with a sumnary of the eighty-roe articles, during \<vhich he was often
interrupted with their questions.

His suprane self-confidence, neoory

(the articles incltrled 120 conspirators alone), and obvious knowledge of
the

Jesuit

convincing.
Charles

by

organization

in

England,

Valladolid

oates told than the plot was organized
shot, knife, or p:,ison.

and
by

St.

Orers

was

Jesuits to murder

Indeed he listed several &.tes in the

spring and surmer �en attempts had been made-but each tirre sanething had
10 Kenyon, Plot, pp. 59-62.

11Kenyon, Plot p. 72.
#
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gone wrong (the pistol was loaded incorrectly, or they had forgotten ·the
gunpowder, or their oorse had gone l..am3 at the last 'nonent).

The French

and Sp:mish gover:mrents _were providing nnney, 40,000 Irish we�e. ready to
rise, and English Protestants would re nassacred.

The

plot was hatched at

a Jesuit neeting on April 24, 1678, at the White Horse Tavern in the
Strand and oates was present, acting as their nessenger (though he was
really at St. oners then> •
oates rrade no attanpt at this time to implicate Janes.
defended him.

Instead he

Oates claimed to have 011erheard ooe of the plotters say

that ". • • the Duke was not the strength of their trust, for that they
had another way to effect the setting

up

of the Catholic religion1 for

when they had destroyed the King they had a list of 20,000 Catholics in
London, that were substantial persons and fit for anns, that would rise in
twenty-four hours and less; and if Janes did not carply with them to the
12
pot he must go also."
oates was still unsure how far he could go.

It was safer to say

little al:x:mt a lot of people, and then wait to see who the COUncil would
pounce on.

'Ibey seemed m:>st interested in the

two

people Oates named that

were intimate servants of the royal family-George Wakanan, the QlEen 's
,lilysician, who was accused. of agreeing to poison . the king and Fiiward
Coleman, secretary of Janes' wife, who allegedly got the m:mey fran the
French government to IBY Wakeman for it.
But nost of Oates' credibility was milt upon his treatment of the,/
· forged letters sent to Bedingfield.
12 Kenyon, Plot, p. 74.

Oates was expected to trip

up

oo
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them, after which the Council could i;x:>litely send him bane, close up ·his
file as another sham plot, and

go

enjoy thanselves at Newmarket.

Sir

Robert Southwell reoorded \\hat actually happened:
At last thinking to confuse him by the said five letters,
which contained such i;alpable rcatters of forgery as well as
fran the treason so grossly disguised in them as fran the
handwriting all appearing to be counterfeit, I was
carmanded there in their IDrdships I view to shCM him those
letters one by one, to see if he knew the hands. Which I
did as mu:h to his disadvantage as I could, by folding and
exp:>sing only a line or two of each� blt he at a glance
could name all the hands.
The

Council was mtch impressed, l:ut they still wanted to knCM why the

handwriting and spelling differed fran those nen's usual handwriting.
oates

confidently

handwriting.

explained

that

the

Jesuits often disguised their

Southwell reported that "this very thing took like fire, so

that what he said afterwards had credit. "

The Council l:::ecaire "mlx:h

changed in their q;,inion, and began to apprehend that there was sane
danger and mischief contrived against His Majesty. 11• 13
If oates wrote the letters, of course it would be easy to identify
each at a glance.

No

one thought to ask him how he was able � identify

the authors when their handwriting \>as deliberately altered to preserve
anonymity.
The Council was convinced enough to issue ilmediate orders to pick up
the five nen who had allegedly been trying without success since spring to
kill the king (Fogarty, Grove, Pickering, Conyers,

and

Fenwick).

Charles

was req�sted to return and chair an anergency meeting the next day, when
Wakeman and Coleman were among those qcestioned.
'

well at this session.

oates did oot fare as

One rcan refuted oates' allegations so strongly that

13Kenyon, �, pp. 79-80.
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he

was let go and never sumnoned again.

One

of the priests accused of

writing ooe of the letters to Booingfield scoffed

at

the illiteracy and

produced a sample of his am handwriting, plm an alibi. 'Ibis session was
so

unsuccessful that Oates retired, saying he was exhausted fran staying

up the past two nights helping to arrest suspects.

The Council issued an

order for the Lord Lieutenants to disarm all papists in the country.

If

oothing else, this ooe action aroused the attention of the rest of the
country.14
The examinations continued.

One

young nan who was accused cried rut

in anger and frustration-who was Oates, that he could threaten the lives
of

so

nany? AIX1

he

warned

the

examiners to r�r they must an�er for

their actions at the Day of Ju::lgment.
charged.

Wakanan was brought in, though not

He reminded them indignantly of his history of . loyalty to the

Stuarts and even clananded an apology. Colanan then offered himself freely
to re examined.

A brash young nan, he appeared to have totally forgotten

what was in sane of his old correspondence,
innocence.

so

sure was he of his

'Ibey relieved him enough to let him go lDne, although a guard

was sent to stay with him.15
Charles had taken a strong dislike to oates, and q{Estioned him
thoroughly in two days of meetings.

oates mentioned Lord Belasyse and

Lord Arundel!, and Charles defended them

as

loyal subjects

who

could oot

re accused "unless the proof against them were very clear, " and oates
rep lied "he did oot say they knew it, rut were to re acquainted with it."
A mnth

later his nanory got clearer· and he claimed they accepted

14 Kenyon,�, pp.

81-2.

15Kenyon, Plot, pp. 83- .
4
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ccmnissions fran the p:>pe.

He nentioned

he

Charles asked him to descril::e Don Juan, and
with black hair.
red-headed.
Don

had met Don Juan in Madrid.

oates

said he was a- tall man

Charles laughed, l::ecause - Don Juan was short� fat and

oa.tes replied snoothly that the nan he met was only called

Juan, and "he could say oo rrore [than] he was told. " Charles stmped

him again on the layout of Paris, l::ecause oa.tes had never l::een there,
though he claimed to have delivered letters to La Chaise, Louis XIV's
Jesuit confessor.

oa.tes claimed the Jesuit college

was

near

the

Louvre,

and Charles again laughed ( l::ecause that -would l::e like claiming St. Pauls
was on the tanks of the Thames) •
explaining \tihy he spelt

La

letters addressed to him.
La

oa.tes also had sane awkward �nts in

Chaise's name LeSree after delivering, several
He talked about Coleman's correspondence with

Chaise, and mentioned "that if his i:apers were well looked into there

would

appear that \tihich

16

might cost him his neck.11 -

Either Oates

suspected sanething, or was just incredibly lld<:y in p:>inting to Colanan.
Charles himself disliked Coleman (he thought the nan meddlesane), and had
several times asked James to dismiss him.

Of all the people executed or

to l::e
accused in the Plot, Coleman W:ts the only one Charles relieved
..
guilty.

Oates might have asslllred that if enough suspects' papers were

confiscated, sanething was round to turn up.

'Ihe government had to

purchase several chests to hold all the Jesuit papers taken, 1::ut in all of
those i:apers cnly one or tl-lo were ever used as evidence.

And

the

five

forged letters were never used in court, although they were enough to land
Bedingfield in jail, where he subseq�ntly died l::efore trial. Orders were
16

Kenyon, Plot, pp. 80-81.
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issued that night for

the

least nine suspects.

At this point, everyone was confused and tired, and

Charles clecicled

to

seizure of Coleman's papers and the arrest of at

return

to

Na,miarket and leave the rest tp ·a secret

ccmnittee of the Council cxmsisting of Prince Rupert, Finch·, Dani::¥,
Coventry, and the Bishop of London (who had not yet attended a �ting).
Charles told the French arnl:assador before he left that he did not believe
oates and thought him "a wicked man," though he recognized that his
accusations

moot

te

investigated.

Sir

Rotert Southwell grasped the

situation by cx:::nm:mting, "What should herein be anitted at the council
Board will infallibly l:e taken up at the House of canmons.11 1 ?
At the conclusion of this meeting, the still sceptical Coventry wrote
about oates, "If he be a liar he is the greatest and adroitest I ever saw,
and yet it is a stupendous thing to think what vast concerns are like to
&:pend upon the evidence of. one young man who hath twice changed his
. .
..18
The Lord Chancellor wrote, "J\lrongst the many tags of papers
re11g1on.
that have teen seized there doth not appear one line relating to this
matter: so that all depends upon what one witness will swear he saw, or
heard

read,

without

any

concurrent

circumstance

to

confiIID

his

testimony." l9. 'lb try anyone for treason, the law required two. witnesses,
as Coventry recognized when he wrote on Octol:er 8:

11

\'k:>uld

two

witnesses

swear but half that which one doth, there \\Ould be enough to hang a great

rrany rren. 11 20 So aespite the wealth of evidence fran Oates,

the

govermient

could not prosecute until another witness stepped forward.
Charles and James could see through other parts of Oates' "evidence"
17 Kenyon, Plot, p. 84·.

18Helm, p. 41.

19

Kenyon, Plot, p. 86.

2°F.M.G. Higham, King James II (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1934), p. 180.
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rut dared not reveal where he lied.
French government could rot want

to

How could they announce that the

assassinate Charles and make England

Catholic when he had already agreed with Louis to impose catholicisn in
England at a future date?
Jesuit consult he swore

How could James contradict Oates' evidence of a

\1.0.S

held at the White Horse Tavern on April 24,

when in fact it was held in James' apartments at St. James Palace?

It

really says sanething for the self-discipline of the Jesuits that nany who
were arrested knew the �eting
secret (indeed it

\1.0.S

\1.0.S

at St. James, rut none revealed the

not discovered until the early nineteenth century).

It is possible that Oates did know the �eting

\1.0.S

rut changed the location for his own protection.

in James' apartments,
When the plot gained

strength and Oates became a feather in the Whigs' cap, what a potent piece
of blackmail that infonnation could fonn.
papist correspondence was
Ltckily

to . be

Anyway, the nost damaging

found in Charles' and . James' closets.

the secret Treaty of Dover was also not discovered until many

years after Charles' death.

Charles' ability to

caning crisis was admired by contemporaries.
know today, his perfonnance

\1.0.S

keep

his head in the

But knowing what historians

masterly.

Reding the incredible detail of Oates I narrative and knowing that no
one could recall fran memory such a profusion of detail covering each day,
the confidence he inspired is

almost understandable.

Real �etings

interspersed with fictional ones, real people mingling with others of whan
no trace could

be

found-had Oates lived in a later century

he

could have
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rrade a living as a writer of historical fiction.

It proved easy to snear

a religious minority that was already viewed with ·intense suspi_cion and
fear.

Once the Opposition and the press got hold of Oates' infonnation,

they cemented the

impression

of the people that the catholics "1ere

actively seeking a chance to stab their Protestant neighl:x:>rs in

the

back.

As John Evelyn observed in his diary on October 1, 1678:
Parlianent and the \\hole Nation �re alarm'd about a
conspiracy of a:Jne eninent Papists for the destruction or
the king and introduction of Popery, discover'd by one 03.tes
and Dr. Tongue, which last I knew, being the translator of
the 'Jesuits' M:>rals'; I �nt to see and converse with him
at W'ti te-rall, with Mr. 03.tes, one that \'BS lately an
apostate to the Clmrch of Rane, and mw return'd againe with
this discovery. He seen'd to be a lx>ld nan, and in fi¥
thoughts furiously indiscreete; but every l:x:>dy believ'd
\\hat he said; and it quite c:hang'd the genius and ootions of
the Parliarrent, growing oow corrupt and interested with long
sitting and court practices; but with all this, Popery would
oot go d:>wn. This discoverie [the Plot]· turn'd than all as
one nan against it, and mthing \'BS d:>n but to find out the
oopth of this. Cates \'as encourag'd, and every thing he
affinn'd taken for gospel; - the truth is, the Ranan
catholics \\'ere exceeding bold and busy every \rbere,
the Duke [James] forebore to go any longer to the Olapel.
The

8½fe

"Bold and blsy" certainly turned out to
Coleman.

The search of Coleman's

fran 1674, 1675, and

p:1rt

of 1676.

muse

re

an apt description of

turned up sare forgotten letters

Without James' knowledge, Colanan was

trying to get the same advantages for Janes that Charles had gotten fran
Louis in the Treaty of Dover.

The

1::w.k of

the

correspondence was taken up

with pleas for noney to support James' friends and protect his interests.
Coleman spoke very indecently of the king in canparision with his saintly
brother, who would be the

savior of his people.

"God

has

given us a

21John Evelyn, Diary and Correspondence of John
Evelyn, ed. William
Bray, vol. 3 (London: M. Walter Dunne, 1850), p. 157.
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prince [James 1 who has

a miracle, tecane ardently desirous of being the

by

author and the instrurrent of this glorious enterprise; rut

we

are certain

to meet with so rrany obstacles and so mu:h opposition, that it is
important to afford us all the help that one can. 11-22 Even Charles W:1.S
shaken-this W:is the closest thing to treason Oates "WOuld find.

Charles

publicly said that Colana.n "WOuld not escape the death sentence if justice
were cbne.

But the one phrase that confinned the public's "WOrst nightmare

was in a letter to La Chaise, in which Colana.n wrote, "We have a mighty
work on our

hands,

no less than the conversion of three kingdans, and by

that perhaps the subduing a pestilent heresy which

has

cbnineered over

part of this oorthern "WOrld a long time." Colana.n was a bungling amateur
plotter, who vainly thought his corres_pondence with great men made him
great

himself.

It

was

j�t

icing

en

the

cake

that

Coleman's

corres_pondence was written in an easily broken cypher.23

Colet1an's Jnntastic insinuations were taken as conf innation of Oates'

plot.

Any cbubts raised

forgotten.

Tonge,

by

Charles' qu3stions at the last meeting were

in glorious trimph and installed with Oates in

apartments at Whitehall, asked Gilbert Burnet to call on him there.
Burnet wrote of the meeting:
I found him [Tonge 1 so lifted up, that he seemed to have
lost the little sense he had. 03.tes carre in, and nade ne a
oorcplirrent, that I W3.S one that W3.S narked out to be killed.
He had before said the same to Stillingfleet of him: rut he
nare that hooour \tbich he did us too dleap, \«len he said
Tonge W3.S to be served in the sa.ne nanner, because he had
22

M. Guizot, The History of England (New York: Gates & Cofupany, 1878),
p. 373.
23oavid Ogg, England in the Reign of Charles II, vol. 2 (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 572.
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�anslated the Jesuits' m::>rals into English. He broke out
into a 9;eat fury against the· Jesuits, and said, he w:>uld
rave th�ir blood. But I, to divert him fran
that s1:Iai n,
asked hiJ?, wha� �re the argunents that prevailed on him to
change his religion, and to go over to the church of Rane:
He. upon that s� up, and laid his rands on his brast, and
s:nd, God and his holy angels knew, that he tad never
changed, but that he rad gone airong them on purpose · to
betray them. This gave me such a dla.racter of him, that I
a:mld have m regard to anything he either Siid or S\\10re
after that. 24

If Coletlail was oates' first piece of ltx::k, the next was forthcaning.
By

October 12, Gcxifrey was no cbubt extremely troubled al:x:>Ut his friend

Coletlail, and perhaps fearful that Colanan might tell who warned him to
destroy all his other papers.

He left his house in a melancholy irood,

canpleted several errands in the City, and then disappeared.
nnrors that he had been assassinated were aoout.
was discovered en Primrose Hill.
for two days prior

to

his death.

On

Within days,

oetober 17, his

An autopsy also showed

he

had not

eaten·

Gilbert Burnet and Dr. William Lloyd

were among the first to view Godfrey's corpse.

Burnet recorded what they

(and nany other Londoners) saw:
His sw::>rd ms thrust through him; i:ut m blood ms on his
clothes, or about him. His shoes �re clean; his m:mey ms
in his fX)eket, i:ut mthing ms about his reek [his cravat
\'BS missing, and \'BS presurced to have been used to strangle
him]; and a nark ms all round it, an inch bread, which
showed he ms strangled. His breast ms likewise all over
narked with bruises, and his reek \'BS broken. All this· I
mw; for Dr. Lloyd and I �nt to view his body. There 'Were
nany drops of white wix-lights on his breeches, \\bich he
never used himself. And since only eersons of quality, or
priests, use those lights, this nade_ al:� �ple ooncltrle in
\I.hose rands he must rave been. And it ms visible he W:1.s
first strangled, and then carried to that pla(?e, where his
sword ms run through his cmd body. For a while it ms
given out, that he ms a hypochondriaca.l nan, and had killed
himself . Of this the king ms p:>ssessed, till Dr. Lloyd
�nt and told him \'what he had seen. The body lay two days
e>q;:osed, nany going to see it, who 'Went amy moch m::>ved with
the sight. And indeed nen' s spirits �re a:> sharpened upon
24Burnet, p. 284.

body
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it , that we all looked on it as a very great happiness, that
the p?Ople did mt vent their fury upon the pipists about
the town. 25

In the centuries since the crime, many different solutions have been
offered-fran suicide to murder by a hanocidal peer that had a grudge
against Gcdfrey.

But no solution satisfies all the evidence.

'lbe least

likely solution is the one that every Londoner believed-that the Jesuits
killed Gcdfrey when he refused to give them the eighty-ooe articles.
Parliament was due to �et in less than. a week, and London was gripped by
a hysteria fanned to its fullest by the new twosane of Shaftesbury and
oates.
Until Gcdfrey's death, Oates had been guided by Danby's hand, who had
hoped a threat on Charles' life �uld bring the king sympathy in the
upcaning Parliament and soften their anger CNer the army. oates had taken
care to exonerate James, who was on the list to re assassinated anyway
because the Jesuits thought his love of his brother �uld oot endear James
to them once they had killed Charles.

But just as Danby wanted to get

political advantage by using the Plot, so did Lord Shaftesbury.

He

ccmrented on Danby's support of the Plot, "Let the Lord Treasurer cry as
loud as

oo

the Plot.

pleases against Pcpery and think to put himself at

the

I will cry a note louder, and soon take his place."·-

head of

26

When

Gates had ooen at court long enough to ootice. W'lO Wis in. the stronger
position, he allowed Shaftesbury to entice him into
25Burnet, p. 285.

26 Chapman, p. 63.

the

opp:>site camp.
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Roger North picturesqooly described Shaftesrury as
Charge of

leading

alone." 27

Oates began

direction.

the nonstrous Birth
to

[Oates],

the

nurse who "took

till it could crawl

"rerrenl:Er" evidence to give the Plot a new

'lbe OH;x)sition's whole purpose was

to

force Charles

to

dissolve Parliarrent l:ecause they knew they would gain control of the
Ccmrons in a new election.

Charles,

for the same reason, would <h

everything possible to appease Parlia:rrent.
tmder the Duke of Moomouth

to

Charles fonned a ccmnittee

investigate G:xlfrey's death.

'lbe carmittee

meml:ers visited the scene of the crime and interviewed witnesses.28
the Whigs would mt l:e satisfied with any of the government's actions.

But
In

the next two nonths, Charles would l:e stretched to the limits of endurance
as the �ition used the hysteria generated by the Plot in an attenpt to
crucify his chief minister, his brother, and even the Queen.

27Helm, p. 41.

28
watson, pp. 91-2,

OIAPTER III
'lHE POPOIARIZ ING OF 'lHE PLar

A Cheat to the Publick. is thought in famous, and yet to
accuse him is not thought an honourable part. What a Paradox!
-George Savile, Marquis of Halifax
"Of Punishment" (Savile, p. 229)

For E'.dnund calamy, diarist and son of a Non-COOfonnist minister, one
of his earliest nenories as an adolescent was the atmosphere in I.Dndon
after Godfrey's death:
The disoovery of this plot put the whole kingcbn into a pew
fenrentation, and filled people universally with unspeakable
terror. To see the µ>sts and chains put up in all pirts of
the city, and a oonsiclerable nurnl:er of the Trained Bands
drawn out, night after night, well arnEd, Witdling with as
mtrll care as if a oonsiclerable insurrection Wis expected
l:efore m:>rning; and to l:e entertained fran day to day with
the talk of rra.ssacres clesigned, and a nurnl:er of bloody
assassins ready to serve sudl purposes, and recruited fran
abrcad to support and assist them (\\hich thing were the
general subjects of all a:mversation) WiS very surprising •
• • • • The frequent execution of traitors that ensued and
the nany disna.l stories h3.ncled aoout oontinually, rra.de the
hearts, oot only of the younger, but the el�r persons to
quake for fear. Not so mtX:h as a house WiS at that time to
44
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<;p net wi� b..t� wis provided with arms oor did any be to
rest. at rll:ght without apprehensions [that �thing] very
trag1cal might happen before norning.1
A gocx1 'Way to gauge the � of the Londoners is by the nunll:Er of
men sent to p:1trol the streets at night in an anergency.

'!tie London

trained bands �e first called upon on October 5, 1678 to disann all
p:tpists in the City.

On

October 29 a regiment 'Was posted throughout the

city and until r:ia:=emter 1681 London 'Was guarded fran one day to the next
by trained

bands

varying in size.

Fran

October 29, 1678 to

March

8, 1679,

the City 'Was guarded by one regiment (between 1,252 and 1,660 men).
Charles realized that the people's fear

'Wa.S

p:trtly naintained by the

soldiers in the streets and in March 1679 he cut the nunll:Er in half.
Whigs 'Watched in disnay as the canpanies �e reduced.

'll1e

'Ibey realized that

Shaftesbury's "p:t pist-1:aiting rhetoric 'Was nost poW"erful when he could
point his finger to the militiamen in the streets and hail them as the
City's necessary security against the evils he had catalogued."
leaders continued to req�st nore soldiers en guard,

The Whig

and the city

continued to politely refuse their req�st.2
Southwell CCJIIrented that living in London "during that intevall I
could have lived with nore ease in a powder mill. " 3
p,3ITiphlet that declared Godfrey's death
stoned by a London irob. 4 ·
Londoners
1

'Wa.S

'lhe au1;.hor of a

suicide 'Was pilloried and

Godfrey's l:ody laid in state until October 31.

filed p:1st the corpse,

shook their fists and called for

A.F. Scott, Every One a Witness (New York: Thomas B. Crowell Company,
1974), pp. 260-2.
2
John Miller , "Catholic Officers in the Later Stuart Army," English
.
Historical Review vol•. 78 (1973), pp. 287-97 •
3
Andrew Browning, Thomas Osborne Earl of Danby.and Duke of Leeds
(Glascow: Jackson, Son and Co., 1951), P· 311.
4J.G. Muddiman, The King's Journalist 1659-1689 (London: John Lane,
1923), p. 225.
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vengeance.

A cx::mranorative rredal was struck in Godfrey's oonor, and on

October 20 the government declared a £500 reward for . info:onation that led
to his murderers.

Excitable Lonooners expected nightly to ba· massacred,

as the City Chambarlain declared, � "the next m:>rning, we may all arise
with our throats cut."

Shaftesbury insisted that his wife car.ry a pistol

in her muff, and other fashionable ladies rushed to ch the sane.
and speculation were rampant.
of the situation in Lonoon:

Rtm:>r

Officials in Yorkshire had received reports
"That daily carts are loaded with arms found

in p:ip ists ' houses and carried to the Tcwer, and that an aJ:solute change
of government was intended if it [the Plot] had succeeded, and that a
nodel of that intended government was found among Colanan 's p:ipers [which
was oot true] • 115
A Frenchman was arrested near Whitehall because he was found to ba in
possession of a oonsiderable -amount of explosives.
the

king's fireworks-maker.

Sane children were

He turned out to ba
interrogated �

the

government after reporting they had seen a man transporting fireballs
(another Pap ist, they were sure, who was preparing to b.lrn the city).
Nothing

was

too

outrageous

to

ba

investigated.

'!he

Countess

of

Sunderland, whose husb:lnd was in the thick of events, wrote her friend
John Evelyn fran Whitehall on Octobar 28:
I can rever \'ant inclination to give you any satisfaction in
rey p:::,wer, rut there is yet little disoovery nade . On
Saturday the Canrrons na.de an address to the King to tanish
all the Catholics to twenty miles fran Lonoon, which 'fas
favourably an�red. There -...ere � to go to-night to
visit the prisoners in Newgate Lord Tresurer [Danby], Lord
Staftesbury, Lord Essex, Lord Clarenoon, and the Bishop of
Loncbn in order to examine them, and to report to the
House; ' but they cx,uld rot learn any �in� of then; . found
Calaran very insolent, and rot at all inclined to enlighten
5

Kenyon, Plot, p. 80.
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than. They are to g:> again to-day, to try for better
success. 'Ibis day the two Houses were mtx:h ala:rmad with Sir
F.dtard Rich, of Linoolnshire, a::mi.ng in when they were .
sitting, an� bidding than tegone, or they �uld all be blown
q>; up:m which there ms search rm.de, but mthing found, arid.
he looked l;P?n as a 1!5drm.n. The Comons sent up to the
.
Lords to Join than in rm.king
all i;:apists incaP3ble of
ing
in
ei
er
House,
but
as
yet
. they lB.ve oone mthing
i
t
�
� �
in it. '!here is a strange oonsternation am:mgst all sorts
of �le. I beseech Gerl to fit us to b:ar all the ed
things we lB. ve in prospect preP3red for us • Madane Mlla.rin
[an ex-mistress of ClBrles] ms ramed in the House of
Camo�s to-day for one of the Pope's aniseries: 'twere to
be WJ.shed that assembly �uld stick to the weightier
ooncerns of our laws and religion, but Gerl knows \\hat is
best for us • �n there is anything new, assure yourself
you shall hear frc:gi yours very sincerely,
A. Smderland.·

As

the rurrors flew, :p3.rty policies and :p3.rty m:mters fanned and

regrouped.

'!be

Whig

m:mbership

incll.rled

such

infloontial

Shaftesbury, Halifax and Fssex:_and soon Oates and .ltm\Quth.

mm

as

'!be Tories

incl wed the king, James, Danby, and William Tanple, the highly respected
ammssaoor to Holland.

'!he political weight was almost even-and when

later Halifax and Tanple switched sides over Exclusion, they even switched
al:x:>ut the same time.

'llle fight for control was all the nore bitter when

every single vote counted.

he divorce
Sanetime in October 1678, it was proposed to Charles that
y, which would
Catherine the QtEen and re:narry to start a legitimate famil

supercede James in the succession.

He refused without hesitation: "'Ibey

, I will not see an
think I have a mind for a new wife; rut, for all that
7
•
-L.·
It was suggested that he could :p3.ss over James
wanan CUJUSed.
"
innocent
the Court and Country
for William and Mary, rut that was a gamble for 1:x:>th
6

Evelyn, pp. 251-2.

7Norman, p. 165.
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parties. ·

No ooe seriously l::elieved Janes \\Ould keep the peace if he saw

his crown handed over to anyone else.
William and

for several reasons.

Mary

The Opposition did not favor
They had no children after five

years of rcarriage, William was a Stuart who might not accept the shackles
Parliairent \t.Uuld insist upon, and Janes' wife was ooly twenty and might
still have a living son to canplicate Mary's inheritance.
Shaftesbury's and the Whigs' chief qualification for a potential king
was a nan who would 1::e nalleable and grateful to the party that gave him
the

CrcMn.

1-bnrrouth was the perfect choice.

Fran the early 1670's,

Charles had given him increasing responsibility.

He had successfully

ccmnanded the English troq>s at Maastrict, soon after the Test Act.

After

Janes' resignation as I.Drd High Adniral, James was known as the Catholic
Duke,

and Moonouth was called the Protestant Duke.

Lines were drawn

1::etween uncle and nephew, who previously were quite friendly.
James help but
Moomouth,

re

How

jealous of this handsane and popular young nan?

perhaps unwittingly,

fed his jealousy.

could
And

When M:unouth was

offered cpvernorship of Scotland and Ireland, he "m::xlestly refused it,
telling his Majesty that he desired to appear in action while the war
continued and in time of peace he feared that anployment would draw tp:>n
him the envy· of the Duke [Janes].

11 8

Jarnes was an experienced soldier and

sailor, rut was not allc:Med to see action recause Charles feared for his
safety as his heir.

It was galling for him to watch his nephew taking all

the laurels, while he was sidelined like a timid old man.
As

· the

a candidate for kingship, Mormouth was just vain enough to want

crown,
8

popular enough to nake a stab at it, rut smart enough to

watson, p.

69.
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realize

he

needed

a i;olitical

party

rebind

him.

A year

before,

Shaftesbury had wiled away his sojourn in the 'l'a,/er by canposing a list of
peers, each of whan was given a rating.
Vileness to the third degree.

l-k>mtouth got three .V's, for

But it was just that weakness in his

dlaracter that Shaftesbury was able to exploit.

\\UOed Manroouth into
9
the Whig party without ever publicly saying he �uldmake him king.
He

'1he upcaning Parliament was to be the l:attlefield.

'!he Whigs were

detennined to agitate Charles to such an extent that he �uld dissolve
Parliament, and Charles was just as determined not to be 1:aited.
was rrore concerned with the international situation
squal::bling O\Ter the papists and Godfrey's murder.

than

Charles

the Ccmoons

Charles believed that

his governm:mt had the situation under control; a reward was offered, a
cx:mnittee set up to investigate all leads, and an order was rut to the
Lord Lieutenants to disarm all papists.

Parliament finally net on October

21, 1678, hungry for news of the Plot, and Charles angered then in his
cpening

speech

focusing

oo

punctuated by reqoosts for rroney.

the

international

situation-regularly

He only nentioned the Plot when he said

he was taking all the necessary precautions and intended to leave the
natter to the law.

'!he ecnuoons was angry that the Council -did oot offer

to share with then the infonnation they had gathered-it ooly nade then
sus_pect that Danby and James were attempting a cover-up.
'1he

Carm:ms

chose

a

canmittee

legislation to protect the king.

with a Whig najority to draft

'!be l:anismrent of papists fran London

referred to by Lady Sunderland was passed oo October 30, and chains were
9 Haley, pp. 464, 466.

so
put across the streets at night.

'!he House of camoons and the Lords each

chose a carmittee to inquire atout Godfrey's

death,

and the Lords

successfully reqtESted of the Council the nass of papers (largely unread)
that they had taken in their searches.
enough to want Coleman tried.

By

October 23, the Lords had read

'!he Ccmrons, who did not have access to the

papers, reqll:!sted Oates appear before than.

He made a big show of asking

for an armed escort before he �uld appear.
The

canroons

swallowed Oates' story whole, and was also impressed

enough to grant him a pension of £1,200 a year, apartments closer to the
king's at Whitehall, and a todyguard at his disposal.

Oates returned the

next day, and regan adding to his original testimony.

'!he Conmons heard

the first reading of a bill to exclooe Catholics fran ooth Houses, and
arrested sane m::,re of the rren Oates had accused.

James wrote to his

son-in-law, William of orange, "When he will nake an end of accusing
people the Lord knows."

10

Many of the Catholic aristocracy did oot wait for Oates' accusing
finger.

'!be numter of groups who left the country legally, by getting a

pass fran the S12eretary of State, was sixty-five by the end of January
1679, and between February and July 1679, a further ninety people left.
'!be usual nurnl::er was two or three a m::>nth.

11

'lhe

Tory govermient

considered then an anl::E.rrassment, oot a threat, and it was usually easy to
leave.

.Beginning in Novenber 1678, Charles issued proclamations airred at

enforcing the laws already in existence against Catholics, hoping to
reduce the pressure for new laws.

Of all the new laws prq;x>Sed, only the

l
OArthur Byrant, King Char les II (London: Collins, 1955), pp. 220, 222.
A sentiment echoed endless times over the next several months.
11

Kenyon, Plot, p. 225.
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Second Test Act was p:tssed. 12 Suspected catholics had to refuse the oath
to be convicted of recusancy, and the government could not track d:>wn
those that left the country to administer the oath.

'lb:)se that. stayed

behind dared not voice their sentiments aoout the Plot.

As Roger North

explained:
It \taS oot safe for anyone to show scepticism. Ebr upon the
least occasion of that sort, What, replied they, cbn't you
believe in the Plot? (as if the Plot were turned into a
creed.) Then, if one \taS oot straight converted, the w::>rd
\fas, d::> you believe there is a Plot? Trat must be admitted
[that pipists since the Refomation rave sought reintroduce
their CMn nodel of Church and State]. But \\bat is all that
that to Oates? Nay, say they, if you will allow there is a
Plot, we will nake no cbubt that this is it. And this sort
\taS the ra:isoning at that time even am::>ngst the better sort
of people \ttbo should know retter p·
North's description of Godfrey's funeral thrCMS sore light on the
grCMing hysteria in the streets.

A huge crowd gathered for the funeral

senoon, and two blrly divines stood oo each side of the preacher to
protect him fran assassination by the p:tpists. Actually, the likelihood
of any Catholic surviving an attendance at that ceremony was cbubtful.
North described the atmosphere in the crowd as being "so heated that
anything called Pq:>ish, were it cat or d::>g, had probably gone- to pieces in
a m:Jrent. 11

1-rSt catholics thought it wise to stay heme that da.y, b.lt

nevertheless there was "tpheld among the cc:moon people an -artificial
fright,

so as almost e:,,ery nan fancied a Pq:>ish knife just at his

throat...14
12John Miller, Popery and Politics in England (London: Cambridge
University Press, 1973), p. 163.
14North, Examen, p. 203
13 Kenyon, Plot, p. 111.
.
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The Marchioness of Worcester wrote to her husband in Novenber 1678:
"I cannot rut lament the unhappy age we live in, when a man whose whole
life hath reen nothing but villainy and pageantry, and whose word would
not have reen taken for sixpence, shall
any nan. 1115

rrM

have it in his pc:Mer

Mu::h as this description w:>uld apply to oates,

to

ruin

it was

actually written alx>ut the newest infonner, William Bedlow.
Bedlow was a cx:m-nan with an international reputation.

After years

of swindling Englishmen, England <J'.)t too dangerous for him, and
with his brother for the oontinent.

'!here William

posed

he

left

as a nobleman,

and his brother James as his valet, and they robbed their way £ran Holland
Bedlow also picked

to Spain.
and
to

perhaps

up

extra noney as a courier for the Jesuits,

in that capacity mat

up

with Oates in Valladolid.

Aa::ording

later testimony of Bedlow's sister, the two discussed in Spain their

knowledge of the Jesuit organization and how they might use it.
in oates' roan at the oollege, and when
sanething

to

disappeared.

eat,

Bedlow

stole

he

temporarily left

to

'Ibey mat
fetch than

ten crowns fran oates' drawer and

Aoout a year later, Bedlow was so impressed by the scene

oates was creating in wndon, that he wrote the Secretaries of State that
he also knew ab::mt the Plot.
WMn Bedlow arrived in I.aldon, he pretended he had never mat oates
before.

But he forgot to rehearse his nother and sister who were also

qoostioned, and they told the govermnent of the two man's meeting in
16
Spain •
'!hat oates and Bedlow were not taken to task for such an
outright deception shows again the rcaxim of those times-the majority of
15

Kenyon, Plot, p.

110.

16Maurice Petherick,
Restoration Rogues (London: Hollis & Carter, 1951),
pp. 44-66.
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people relieved beca use they wanted to relieve.
al::out Godfrey's murder.

Bedlc:,.., clailred to knc:,..,

'!he government wanted a conviction in that case,

in the hope that the furor "WOuld stlhgeq�tly die d::>wn.

'Ihe Ogx>sition

wanted Bedlc:,..,, too, when it recame clear he "WOuld perjure himself without
a qualm for notoriety and m::mey.

Hcwever, he was initially brought in by

the Court Party, who hoped he "WOuld re a witness they could manipulate.
He was rushed in to re qrestioned personally by the king on the day he
arrived in London.

Bedlc:M said the murder had reen cx:mnitted at 2:00 P.M.

by two Jesuits, Le Faire and Walsh (who were never found), a servant of
Lord Bellayse and a

nan who served in the Qt.Een's Chapel.

'!hey had

cornered Godfrey in a yard and demanded oates' depositions. When Godfrey
refused, they soothered him with a pillc:M (he added the next day when he
heard of the autopsy's report that they strangled him) •

Bedlc:,.., arrived

after Gcdfrey was dead and helped m:>ve the corpse to the Qt:een 's Chapel.
Later they nnved it to Lord Bellayse's muse, then dumped it on Primrose
Hill.

Bedlc:M was

depositions.

asked why

the Jesuits killed Godfrey over oates '

He replied that the Jesuits supposed if oates had to repeat

them, they might re different fran the first ones, which "WOuld thrc:M d:mbt
on them.

Urrler further qrestioning, he narced several country gentlemen

who were each to raise 20,000 man when Charles was murdered. But he kept
his testimony vague recause he had not yet net with oates.

'!he next day

he testified in the House of Lords with a longer and nore specific story

than

Charles noted sourly that the man had
obviously t:een coached overnight. 17
he had given

the king.

17Petherick, pp.
68-70.
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Bedlow had changed certain crucial points.

James pointed out that

the yard at Sanerset House at 2:00 P.M. was quite tusy, and records

showed

that a cx::mpany of foot was on guard that day because the king was visiting
the

q\Eell.

Bedlow "remembered" the murder had happened later in the day,

and that Gcxlfrey was smothered, then strangled.
of those he saw at the scene of the murder.

He also changed the list

He had learned that Sarni.el

Atkins, a servant of Samool Pepys, was in jail accused of canplicity in
Gcxlfrey's murder.

So

he added that there had been one rcore man around

Gcxlfrey's ex>rpse, who had obligingly identified himself as "Mr. Atkins,
Pepy's clerk."

This infuriated the rogue whose accusation had landed

Samool Atkins in jail, as he

wanted

the £500 reward for himself.18

With

the rrost emJ:arrassing kinks ....urked out of his testimony, he appeared
before the House of Canmons.

Bedlow made no attempt to hide his past

profession; quite the contrary, he appeared rather proud of his scams.
When he first appeared before the House of camrons on November 10, 1678,
he announced, "Mr. Speaker, I have been a great rogue, but, had I not been
so, I could rot have known those things

I am oow aoout to tell you."

After telling his story to the Canmons, he showed that he was still
apprehensive alx>ut his pa.st victims catching up with him.

He asked for a

,P:1rdon for all offenses ccrnmitted before November 1, 1678.
received

a similar P3rdon before he would testify.

Oates had

But he was rot

satisfied unless the murder of Gcxlfrey was specifically listed in the
,P:1rdon.

Charles refused that condition, and Bedlow had a nervous -week to

endure until Charles ex>uld be brought to sign the amended P3rdon.19·
18John Harold Wilson, The Ordeal of Mr. Pepys' Clerk (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1972), pp. 57-58.
19Petherick, pp. 70-74.
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'lhe initial qt)=stion is, why did Bedlow relieve that he needed a
pardon for a crime he was accusing others of cannitting? He apr:arently
felt he �uld later be accused himself.
Bedlow l:Ecama as p:>pular as oates.

'lhe Country Party discussed

raising a statue to him, and his p:,rtrait was sold in the streets.

He was

awarded the ,£.500 reward for identifying Godfrey's murderers, a £.-10 a week
allowance fran the Secret Service funds, and apartments similar to Oates '
in Whitehall.

But not everyone was channed.

Roger North later recorded

"But if I ever saw an imposter, or have any
. of h'is procedure, this
. was a rank one. 11•20
guess at one fran the air
his impression of Bellow:

The reward for infonnation oo Godfrey's murderers, with a par�n for
the infonnants, brought scores of professional and amateur perjurers out
of the criminal underworld.

But it took persistence and ltX!k to get past

the first interview with the· Se:ret camdttee-those Whig rcanbers of a
ccmnittee to sort through the tales of infonners.

On

October 30 ooe such

infonner, Captain Charles Atkins, came to the Carmittee with a vague tale
implicating a disreputable friend, John Child. 'lhe camdttee did not find
him

oonvincing

and,

after hearing Child's vehanent 0=nial

accusation, thanked Atkins and sent him hare.
just in case.

of

the

Child was sent to Newgate

But Captain Atkins decided to make a second try for the

hefty reward, and settle an old score as well.
oo mil, awaiting a oourt martial for cowardice.

Atkins was currently out
His list of grievances

against Samool Pepys culminated in the fact that Pepys was arranging his
oourt martial.
2

Captain Atkins styled himself a friend of Pepy's young

0Roger North, The Autobiography of the Honourable Roger North, ed.
Augustus Jessop (London: David Nutt, 1887), P· 159.
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clerk, Sarm:el Atkins (no relation), fran whan he was accustared fran time
to time to b:>rr0v1 noney that he had no intention of ·repaying.

'!he captain

knew Pepys had been in Newnarket with the king when Godfrey was .murdered.
But in accusing his clerk, he could cause Pepys trouble, perhaps stall his
1
OvlO court martial, and collect the faSOO reward as well.2
On

a

JP

Novenl:er 1, helped in particulars by his uncle, Sir Philip Ha,rard,

'\tvbo took his nephew's testimony on oath, captain Atkins swore that

SantEl approached him t.o ask if Child �uld be willing to kill Godfrey.
He claimed that Child then met with Pepys, agreed to perform the murder,
and asked captain Atkins to assist him.

Sir Philip HCMard delivered the

declaration to Sa::retary Coventry, then rushed off to tell a �lighted
Shaftesb.lry.

Shaftesbury had his

CMn

grudge against Pepys, who was also

known to be a favorite of James, with whan he had �rked � the

Navy.

'!'he

Secret Canmittee, consisting ·of Shaftesbury, Halifax, Essex, .Blrkingham,
the Bishop of :LJ:)ndon and Bishop of Winchester, met with Sir Philip that
night, and sent out a warrant for Sclll\El Atkins.
what he

W:1S

He was arrested (for

not t.old) and brought to the Sa::ret canmittee the same evening

to be interrogated.

'!hey first introduced him to John Child and were

angered that the two did not kn0v1 each other.

He was then accused �

captain Atkins t.o his face of planning, with Child, �rey's murder.
SantEl

W:1S

so angry that he did not stop with a denial of the Captain's

story, wt also went on to inform the camrittee in detail of a swindle
Atkins had tried to involve him in, and the circun.stances for which he was
· due to be court-nartialled. Th3 camnittee listened to him with impatience,
21w·1. 1 son, Clerk, pp. 27-8.
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and when he finished tried again to coax him into admitting the captain's
22
allegations •
it tecame clear that the stubl:x>rn twenty-ooe year old clerk

�

not

rould

re w::,n

over

with wheedling w::,rds,

the camiittee tecame

But even threatened with imprisorment, Samuel stocrl fast, "I

relligerent.

know also the laws of God bring ne under a w::,rse guilt if I tell a lie,
which I must cb if I say anything in this natter different fran what I
2
have cbne. "· �
If things looked bleak his first night in Newgate, it tecame w::,rse
the next week when Bed.la,, heard a.rout him and decided to exercise creative
license and w::,rk Samuel Atkins into his previous testimony.
up ncW p:,ssibilities for the Opposition Party.

This , c:pened

If they rould get Sanuel

to "admit" that Pepys hired Child, then it w::,uld take onl¥ one nore step
·
24
to "prove" that James had asked Pepys to cb it.
To

read

Sanuel

Atkins'

acrount

of

his

arrest,

interrogation,

imprisomient, and trial is to see how the hysteria of the Plot and the
legal system were intertwined.

Atkins' first days in jail were all the

rcore hellish recause he could not oonestly rememrer where he was on one
particular

night

several

weeks

refore.

As ,;.as often 'the case in

seventeenth century trials of this nature, he ,;.as not alla,,ed counsel (the
ju::lge ,;.as supposed to protect the defendent' s interests in court) , nor the
right to suq,oena witnesses for his defense.

If a witness did voluntarily

appear to testify on his rehalf, witnesses for the defense were not
allCMed to testify under oath even though those for the prosecution did.
22wilson, Clerk, pp. 28-36.
24wilson, Clerk,
p. 58.

23wilson, Clerk, p. 40.
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Atkins himself could cross-examine witnesses and make a statanent, b.lt
again oot on oath.

'Ihe

ju:lge was responsible for listening to the

prosecution, supervising the defense, and examining the witnesses. 'lhe
ju:lge was an active participant, and did the sumning up for the jury.2?
'!be deck

was stacked in favor of the prosecution, and only the favor of

the ju:lge (who usually ran with public q;>inion in trials such as those of
the Pq;>ish Plot) might cause an acquittal.
In Atkins' case, his jailor had allowed him paper after

he

had been

for sane time in Necwgate, and Samool had used it to write out exactly
where

he

had thought he had been on the night· in question to aid him in

fanning a defense. His jailor then illegally apprcpriated all the papers
and delivered them to the prosecution.

'1he prosecution, tacked by the

Ofp)sition, realized that Samool, with Pepys' gathering witnesses for his
defense, was going to present· a very strong case. Bed.low was warned and
altered his testimony to say he could oot swear for sure it was Sanool,
rut that saneone introduced to him as ''Mr. Atkins, Pepy's clerk,'' was at
Saterset House between nine and ten at night.

Since Bed.low had never

positively identified Sanool as the man he saw that· night, Sanool 's
acquittal would oot destroy Bedlow's credibility as witness. Bedl.ow had
wiggled out of a potentially disastrous situation, for Pepys had brought
in nany witnesses to swear to Sanool's exact whereatouts the whole weekend
his naster was in NE.'Wlllarket.26
'1he testimony of these witnesses provided the only conic relief of
the whole Plot. '1he first night Pepys had

been

away, Samool had gone to a

25
Helm, p. 10. Also see John Pollock, The Popish Plot (London: Duck
worth & Company, 1903), pp. 289-291.
26wilson, Clerk, pp. 84-88.
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play with friends. '1be second night, he had gotten drunk with the same
friends, was involved in a brawl, and spent the . next rcorning with a
hangover.

'lhe third night, on which BedlCM had originally �o� he had
..
seen Sanuel over Godfrey's corpse, Samuel had gone directly after work on
a cruise with a Captain Vittles and
testify that

Samuel

by

lady friends. All were ready to

was "soundly foxed" with wine when he got off the b:>at.
He took one of the ladies � with him, which was

at 10: 30 that night.
confinned

two

his landlady and her maid, b::>th of whan discovered them in

Sanuel's roan the next rcorning, for which he was given a severe scolding
27
by the landlaay.
BedlCM (who decorated himself with the title of "Captain, 11 which he
deserved as mu:h as Oates deserved the title "Doctor") , had struck out
with the case against Samuel Atkins, and he needed to re-establish himself
as an infonnant.

'!he two Jesuits he accused of Godfrey's m,urder could not

be found, so he accused Miles Prance, a Catholic silversnith who had
unfortunate enough to

be

been

heard saying the Jesuits were honest men. crazed

with fear, Prance saved himself � "oonfessing" his guilt and implicating
three of the Queen's servants, Green, Berry, and Hill.

'lhe men were all

innocent, and Prance recanted his confession to Charles in person.

He

later recanted his recantation, and said they were guilty, then said they
were innocent, and lastly, freezing in a cell in prison, got himself freed
by saying again they were guilty. He saved himself, rut three servants of
the Queen died because of his evidence.-�� He follCMed Oates around like a
pet, and wrote his

c,,qn

history of the Plot. His was a classic example of

27wilson, Clerk, pp. 6 -75.
8
28
christopher·Falkus, Toe Life and Times of Charles II (New York:
Doubleday and Company, 1972), p. 175.
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row

a weak nan oould l:e

frightened or, in his case, frozen, into

a:mpliance.
Others were not so lu:::ky.
foregone conclu�;ion.

Colanan's trial in late Novemter was a

oates and Bellow, testifying in their first big

trial, did so poorly that Justice Scroggs hustled them out l:efore they
oould further damage to their reputation as witnesses.

But as Burnet

wrote,
There are seasons of believing, as well as of disbelieving;
and l:elieving was then so mu:::h in season, that
.improl:abilities,
or
inconsistancies,
were
little
considered. Nor was it safe so mu:::h as to make reflections
on them. That was called the blasting of the plot, and
disparaging the king's evidence; though indeed oates and
Bed.low did, by their behavior, detract nore fran their own
credit than all their enemies could have d:me. The fo.Illler
talked of all persons with insuf ferable insolence; and
other was· a· scandalous lil:ertine in his whole-deportment •.. ·�•

1f�

There was enough in Col8lla.n 's own :papers to convict him, and he was
executed December 3, 1678.
banker,

The first of several laymen, a Catholic

William Staley, was also tried and executed.

He had l:een

oonvicted of calling the king a rogue who persecuted Catholics, and
toasted he would stab the king himself if no one else wou,ld. · The two
witnesses \\hose testimony convicted him had tried to blackmail Staley
first, l:ut \\hen he refused to :pay they took their testimony to the
authorities.

Gilbert Burnet nade the mistake of aentioning to certain

praninent people that he did not l:elieve the witnesses, and that though he
"wished they would nake use of the heat the nation was in to secure us
29

Burnet, p. 14.
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effectually fran i;:opery," he also "wished they would not run too hastily
to

the taking rren 's lives away upon such testimonies.•� Shaftesbury warned

him that those who did not relieve the evidence could be • considered
"public enemies," and "it went so far that I was advised not to stir
30 Burn
abroad for fear of public affronts. 11•
et, whose political sympathy
was with the Whigs, rut whose rroral sympathy was aroused � those he saw
victimized, was able

to

subjU:Jate

his rroral

objections after

Halifax noted the sane of Charles; in the a:xning rronths he had
to

the executions of nany m:m he believed innocent.

p:,litical ju:lgment overrule his rroral ju:lgment.

to

that.

acquiese

Charles also let his

Halifax observed of the

king: "It must l:e allowed he had a little Over-talance on the well-natured
Side, oot Vigour enough

to

be· earnest to cb a Kind Thing, mu:::h less ··to

a harsh one; rut if a hard thing was cbne to another
3
his Supper the worse for it. 11 �

Man,

cb

he did oot eat

Londoners' apprehensions that winter of 1678/9 were constantly fed by
a flurry of trials.

'!he Pq:>ish terror was at its height during these

trials, and they were loudly supp:,rted � the London crowds. Although it
was illegal to publish word for word the detates of Parliarrent, state
trials were published and read eagerly by the people.

�y., p:,litical

naneuverings were glossed over in the public's fascination with the trials
and infonners' discoveries.
Sam�l Atkins was arrested on November 1, 1678.

The Catholic banker

William Staley was tried for treasonable utterings on November 21, and
executed on November 26.
3 0 Burnet, pp. 287-8.

Coleman's trial was on November 27, and his
31savile, p. 205.
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execution en Deceml:er 3.

On

Decanl:er 13, after stealing Atkins ' papers in

prison and interviewing captain vittles, the Se::ret carmittee postponed
Atkins'

trial.

On

Decanl:er

17

came the trial of those Catholics

(Whitbread, Fenwick, Ireland, Pickering and Grove) accused by Oates in his
articles of conspiring to murder the king. Bedlow, who was supposed to be
the essential se::ond witness, was mmerved at having l:een shown up by
Atkins' alibi, and \twUuld oot carmit himself to testify against Whitbread
'!he other three were convicted but Whi thread and Fenwick
were retained in jail until .Bedlow's confidence returned.32
and Fenwick.

Miles Prance came into the Plot on Deceml:er 21, 1678. His lodger,
who owed him several m:mths rent, accused him of being away fran his tone
when Gcxifrey was murdered.
Prance, where

re

.Bedlow planned a surprise encounter with

exclaimed that Prance was one of the rogues

al:out Gcxifrey's corpse.

he

had seen

After moch W:1.vering, Prance turned king's

evidence and joined Oates and Bedlow as infonners on January 14, 1679.

On

January 24, two priests accused by Oates were hung, drawn and qmrtered.
Charles reprieved another priest until May 9-the man had a solid alibi,
but the jury had convicted him anyway.

Fdm.md Calamy raranl:ered the

executions and Whig pope-burning ceranonies.
but young, yet can I not forget

how

,'

"Though I was at that time

mtx:h I was affected with seeing

several that were condanned for this plot, such as Pickering, Ireland, and
Grove &c go to be executed at Tyburn: and the pageantry of the m:x::k
processions,

on the 17th of Novanl:er [to celebrate the champion of

Protestantism, Elizabeth I's, ascension].1133
32wilson, Clerk, pp. 85-97.
33Edrnund Calarny,
Historical Account of
WOndus, 1875), p. 84

On February 2, Prance caused

My Own

Life (London: Chattl and
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Green, Berry, and Hill to be indicted for Godfrey's murder.
credit,
country.

he

had first accused two Irish priests
On

he

To his

knew to be out of the

February 10, Green, Berry, and Hill were tried an� C:"Ondanned

on the a:mbined testimony of Prance, oates, and Bedlow.

On

February 11,

Sam�l Atkins, who had been B:igerly awaiting a chance to vindicate himself
in court for three nonths, was finally tried and acq uitted.

All these

trials were public, and attended faithfully by the London nob. At Atkins'
trial, the press of the crowd was so bad that it even squeezed into the
jury's lx>x, and had to be forced out.34 cates, especially, was lu:licrous
in the numl:er of people

he

accused; 120 in his original deposition alone,

and nany were friends and acqua.intances.

Atoong then was a Catholic

priest, a Father Preston, who had been oates' confessor.

His former

schoolmaster, William Smith, wrote of the priest:

Preston was

"'Ibis

Mr.

known to be so deaf, that he- could scarce hear, when he �s whoop't and
oollow'd

to;

so

that

oates

and

his

Confessor

must

have

chose

Salisb.rry-Plain for their Chappel, unless they had a mind all People
should hear them:

Yet Mr. Preston upon this oath lay in Newgate two or

three Ye:trs. " 35
At the end of October, oates accused five elderly catoolie peers of
plotting with the Jesuits to assassinate the king.

'Ihe Lords Arundel!,

Powis, Petre, Staf ford, and Belasyse were ccmnitted to the 'l'cMer.

'!be

House of Lords was upset at the arrest of its rrenbers, and began to side
rrore with the king

than

the violent Whigs d:minating the canoons.

'Ihe

Ccmoons was detennined to keep the pulse at fever-pitch and on October 31
34wilson, Clerk, pp. 85-97.

35smith, p. 11.
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p:i.ssed a resolution "that there has been and still is a damnable and
hellish plot,

contrived and carried oo by p:,pish recusan� _ for the

assassinating and murdering the King, and for subverting the protestant
36
religion.11

William Snith wrote of a visit in early 1679 to oates, Bedlow, and
Prance

in

Whitehall.

He

found

O:ltes

talking

about

Godfrey:

Cates IaU;Jht at the rosiness, and said, Here is Bedloe, that
knew oo nore of the Murder than you or I did. But he got
the Five Hundred Pound, and that did his \\Ork, and gave this
Blockhed 301. of it. He pickt him up on the Lobby of the
House of Lords [\there Bed.low first saw P:i::ance, before he
arranged to "recognize" him in a c:ookshop J, and took him for .
a ID:Jgerhea.d fit for his pirpose; at which Bedloe la�ht ·
heartily, and P:i::ance look' d a little dull, as displesed.
At this Rate I have heard Oates and Bedloe Discourse very
often, who used ahays thansel ves to nake the b.lsiness of
Gcx:1f rey a Ridiculous Story, and Entertain' d themselves when
in Private with the Jest·on't.37

The ridiculous picture Snith p:i.inted of these three primary witnesses
was oountered by a nore serious one.

Stephen Dugdale was a Catholic in

his late thirties, m:>derate in speech and �I-mannered.

He was a nore

dangerous type of criminal-one whose appearance and manners gave oo
indication of his norals.

He had been dismissed as steWard fran the

Catholic IDrd Aston I s oousehold in Septemoor 1678 for skinming m:>ney off
the estate, b.lt this infonnation did not

reccma

public for ·sane t.ine.

k:
36 ristopher Hill, The Century of Revolution 16 03-1714 (New Yor
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 19 6 1), P· 195.
37smith, p. 25.
Ch
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Lord Aston \fas freqlEiltly visited by praninent Catholics, and Dugdale used
information he had gleaned or 11\3.de up to corrolx>rate sane of oates'
accusations against the five Catholic lords and Wakanan.

Burnet described

Dugdale as "a 11\3.n of sense and temper; [who] behaved himself decently; and
had sanewhat in his air and de{X)rtment that disposed people to believe
him; so that the King himself cegan to think there was sanewhat in the
Plot, though he had very little regard either to oates or Bedloe."

The

presence of Dugdale at the trials of Wakeman and Lord Stafford lent the
government sane degree of respectability.38
On November 2, 1678, Shaftesbury urged in the House of Lords that
James be dismissed fran the Council.

Shaftesbury was pleased to see·· that

a bill to prevent Catholics fran sitting in the House of Lords, as �l as
preventing employment in the royal households

read w.i,.th favor.

W:iS

Charles' insistence, JaIIEs agreed to drcp out of the Council.

At

Charles

told lx>th Houses that he was ready to sup{X)rt them in anything they
thought necessary to protect the Protestant religion. 39

But Janes, ro,

out of the Council, was not ready to give up his seat in the Lords as
�11.

James

asked

the

House

of

Lords

specifically exclu:ie him fran the bill.

for

a

special

proviso to

'!he Lords �re already angry

al:out the arrest of the five other Catholic Lords, and heard Janes with
sane sympathy.

Janes argued that, while he could not take the oath, he

38Kenyon, Plot, pp. 158-9. When it became known why Lord Aston let him
go, and that Dugdale had tried to bribe others to back him up at Staffor�•s
trial, his credibility was seriously questione�. He gave wa� to alcoholi�rn
and after Stafford's execution had hallucinations about seeing Stafford in
the streets. He drank himself fo death by March 1683. Dictionary of National
Biography, vol. 6, p. 135.
39 Fraser, p. 361.
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still had oo intention of sub\Terting the government, and ended by warning
them that if they did not exanpt him, he did oot know what
forced into d:>ing.

'!he

he

might te

House of Lords voted to excllrle him frCJll the act

. 'ty of 1-.....
•
u::tween six
and twenty votes. 40
by a na.Jori
House of Ccmrons by two votes�

1

He

was exanpted by the

It was nore important to the Opposition

to have James out of Parliairent than any numrer of catholic Lords.

Janes'

exanption fran the act was a defeat for the Opposition, who had caught the
srall fish, l:ut missed the big one.
The srall na.jority of votes that Danby had mustered to get James his
special proviso showed how Shaftesbury's i;arty was growing, and

he

was

dangerously close to achieving a na.jority in the House of Ccmrons.

He

held all the cards-either Charles oould agree with whatever Parliament
wanted, or
the

first

demanding.

he

must dissolve it and risk a general election which would

in al.m::>st
On

two decades.

Parliairent

becane

be

-nore and roore

Novemter 4, William Sa.cheverell was the first to suggest in

Parliament that the king and Parliairent could detennine at will the
succession of the crown.

Charles oontinued to show a willingness to

oonsider safeguards in the event of a catholic succession, b.lt

he

still

insisted the succession must te followed.

40 There is disagreement between sources as to how many votes made up
the majority.
41Haley, p. 481.

'1HE SIGNIFICANCE OF '!HE GREEN RIBBJN CLUB AND '1HE � OF mNBY

A Minister turned off is like a Lady's Waiting-Wanan, that
Know'eth all her Washes, and hath a shrewd guess at her Strayings:
So there is danger in turning them off, as well as keeping them.
-George Savile, Marquis of Halifax
(Savile, p. 197)

At the end of Noveml:er, the House of Camoons passed a bill to place
control of the Militia in its am hands.

Besides being an attack an the

king's prerogative, it was the very measure that had

begun

the Civil War.

Charles used another one of his prerogatives-the veto-for the .,first time
Josselin wrote 1t.Urriedly in his diary:

in his reign, to quash the bill.1

. . .

g:x1

disbanded,

prevent a breach to sever the parliament.
god

in mercy watch <Ner us, sare threat as the greatest

revolution wee ever saw, were at the d::>ore
1

the anny is to tee

Fraser, p. 364.

2Macfarlane, p. 616.
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'lhe forthcaning struggle was \eged oo two levels:
echelons of the Court and the House of Lords, and

within the upper

among the lc:Mer classes

of the House of Ccrntoons and the citizens of London.

'!he expression "nob"

C short for the Latin ''m:>bile wlgus") came into use at this tine.

'!be

Court Party was slCM to realize the efficacy of propaganda for the
nasses-they fought Shaftesb.rry within the confines of Parliament.

'!be

Country Party was mixh nore adept at public relations and played on the
paranoia of the nob.
It was the integrated nenrership of the Green Riblx>n Club that nade
it i;x>ssible for the lc:Mer classes to hear arout parliamentacy debates and
other i;x>litical naneuverings.

'Ibey took up collections and established a

ccrrm:>n fund to finance party projects such as co-ordinating electoral
campaigns, and publishing and distriooting party literature.

It was their

efforts to involve evecy social class all over England that nade than so
fonnidable and inclined historians to i;x>int to than as the first real
party in England. 3
The Whig literature they helped distrioote forced Protestants to
concltrle that they would have no security of life, liberty or property
under a p:::,pish king.

As Jdm Locke asked, what p:::,ssible security could

there be against oppression and violence when the throne was occupied by
"a declared enany to society and mankind?"

Another Whig succinctly

concltrled,
I '1.Uuld fain to see how it is p:::,ssible to live in quiet with
a people \tthose religion obliges than to destroy all cx:mverse
3
Ashcraft, pp. 144-5, 175.
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or hunan s::>ciety, to murder their neightors, assassinate
their king, and subvert the goverrurent • • • brutes and
dlristians can never live and converse together.�

Too

"No

Pq:>ery,

No

Slavery" cry of the Green Ribl:on Club reinforced

the relief that a popish successor would have to rule by force.

As

early

as 1675, Shaftesbury said in a public speech: "If ever there should happen
in future ages (which God forbid) a King governing by an army without
Parliament, it is a government I
under."

CMI1

not, am not obliged to, nor was tom

"No Slavery" also referred to property rights.

Whig pmiphlets

constantly threatened that a popish king would repossess old church lands,
or any the king fancied, . to re-establish catholic orders. Whig li�ature
pointed out every possible pessimistic extrane that could take place under
a

popish

king.

William

Lawrence

wrote

in

1680

th_at

popery

was

characterized by kings who exercised "lawless arbitrary power" against
their subjects "to dispose of their lands, goods, persons, lioorty and
property, at their [the king's] pleasure."

Pamphlets on Exclusion argued

with history, law, scripture, nature and reason in their efforts to
persuade.5

Shaftesbury nade it clear as he could, short of treason,

that Janes' exclusion would mean a canplete change in the way England
would oo governed.

By his vagueness in what this change would entail, he

could oo all things to all people.

Republicans, m:marchists, and all

types of revolutionaries, if not on his side, were sympathetic to his
efforts in the
4
5

As hcraft,

oope

that their preference of goverrment might oo adopted.

pp. 196-7.

pp. 201-203, 224, 240. The Court was late in answering,
but an estimated 64,000 copies of literature by L'Estrange circulated in London
between 1679-81.
As hcraft,
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While the Country Party publicly espoused no i;articular type of
government should James be disinherited, the religion of that future
government was not in c:bubt.

In

tacked � the citizens of London.

this resolve, Shaftesbury was finnly
Whenever their hatred of papists began

to cool, the Green Ribb:m Club would lx:>ld a pope-blrning procession, or
distrirute a scurrilous i:amphlet to raise their i;assions.

James wrote to

William of Orange, "I cannot now rut look on the Monarchy as in great
danger, as well as his Majesty's person, and that not fran the Papists,
rut fran the CcrnlOOnweal th i;arty, and sore of those • • • that govern the
Duke of t-kxlrouth, and who nake a property of him to ruin our family •
11

6

'!be Green Ribbon Club was not the only political organization in

London although they were the best known.

Coffeehouses. and political

clubs were abJndant and the middle and lower classes filled then with
heated discussions on the current state of affairs.

A cavalier wrote,

"Yea., they have of late llB.de our citizens statesmen, too, who[sel business
lies quite another way, one would think; every 1ittle ale-draper now can
tell what the privy council intend to c:b a rronth hence, and what.the king
ought to cb • • • very fine, � my troth!" M3nrers of the Green Ribbon
Club wore their green ribbons to proclaim their allegiance in street
scuffles.

'l11e club encouraged everyone to join, especially gentlanen 's

sons new to London.

Discussions at the King's Hea.d centered on slavery
7
and popery, and how to defend Englishmen £ran ea.ch.
6

Watson, p. 95.

7Craik, p .. 871.
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Ruiror was another powerful weapon often exploited by the Whigs.
Narcissus Luttrell ooted in early Decemter, 1678 that "aoout the 7th or
8th was a report of great numl:ers of men haveing landed in
Purbeck in D:>rsetshire, which so alanned that

country,

th�

Isle of

that they all rose

irmediately in annes; but, upon examination, it prov'd a mistake ... �
During the winter of 1678/9, Sp:inish galleons were reported headed for
Milford Haven, a Catholic anny supposedly landed at Purbeck, and Godfrey's
ghost walked through the Queen's Chapel during mass.

oates, who by ncM

was claiming descent fran John of Gaunt, did his part with inflamnatory
weekly senoons to the citizens of London.

John Reresby rret Qates for the

first time during a large dinner party at the Bishop of Ely's.

oates got

very drunk, and stridently denounced the late Henrietta Maria and the
present Qmen, as the other guests sat in an anbarrassed silence. Reresby
was a finn admirer of the Queen and as hot-tempered and opinionated as
oates himself.
and

enraged,

He stood up and called oates a liar.
rut

kept

oates was astounded

his head enough to leave the roan without

replying-no d::>ubt aware of Reresby's reputation as a fonnidable duelist.
bishop cq;x>logized for Oates' l:ehavior, "'Ibis is his usual discourse, "
9
he explained, as the party broke up.
The

Reresby was ooe of the few to have the last word in a dispute with
Oates.

It was in Oates' search for new profanities with which to disgrace

his opponents that Defoe claims he invented the party's label.

oates

"cou ld never hear any man after this talk against the Plot, or against the
Witnesses, rut he thought he was one of those Tories, and call'd al.roost
8Narcissus Luttrell, A Brief Historical Relation of State
Affairs from
September 1678 to April 1714, vol. 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1857),
p. 5.
Chapman, pp. 182-3.
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every
Tory

a

Man

Tory

that oppos 'd him in Discourse; till at last, the word

became Pc:pular, and it stuck so close to the· Party in all their

Bloody Proceedings that they am 'd it • • •

II

It was shortly after

this that the Country Party retaliated by calling their opponents Whiggs
(original spelling), after Whigganores, the Soottish Presbyterians who
caused trouble in the Highlands.�o
Oates was acknowledged the hero of the ccnm:m people.
personality that
a hero.

took it to

he

heart,

and felt

he

SUch was his

should be rewarded like

A contanporary observed that Oates had the nerve to tell the

House of Lords that

he

wanted nore noney, and

If they \t.Ould oot help him to nore z.tney, he mtst be forced
help himself. He p.1t on Episoop:tl Garb • • • and \IRS
called, or nost blasplerously called himself, The Savior of
the Nation�
Wx>ever he pointed at 'Wis taken. up and
cxmni.tted, so that nany. People 9)t out of his W:iy, as from a
Blast, and glad they oould prove their last two Years
Cooversation. The very Brffith of him 'Wis pestilential, and,
if it surely poisoned Reputation, and left 9)0d Protestants
arrant Papists, and s:xrething \t.Orse than that, in O:mger of
being p.1t in the Plot as Ti:aitors.11
to

'!be religious 'and political fear of Catholics was so engrained in
the masses that it oot only made the Plot believable, b.lt condetmed as a
:p3.pist anyone who d:>ubted that a Catholic plot existed.
protection was canpliance.
masqtErade.

'!be best

'!he Court fawned <:»er Oates in a hideous

Rc:x:::hester wrote his wife,

11

I have no neWs for you b.lt that

London grows very tiresane and I long to see you, b.lt things are nc,.,,
reduced

to

10

the extrani ty on all sides that a man dares not turn his reek

Helm,

p.

56.

11Helm,

p. 45.
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for fear of l:eing hanged, an ill accident to l:e avoided by all prudent
persons and therefore by Your hmnbl.e servant, Rochest�:11

12

'lh)se sympathetic to the court lived in fear of arrest, while those
who

suplX)rted

assassination

Shaftesbury
by

and

invisible

the country Party lived in fear of

oordes

of

murdering

Protestants �uld ch anything to protect themselves.

Catholics.

Good

Many a dishonest

rusinessman nade a profit off the fear of the Londoners.

Roger North

wrote of two of the precautions available: "There was much recarmenda.tion
of silk armor, and the prudence of l:eing provided with it against the time
that Protestants were to l:e mssacred.

And, accordingly, there were [an]

ab.Inda.nee of those silken back, breast, and head-p:>ts mde and sold ,-:_ �t
were pretended to l:e pistol-proof; in which any man dressed up was as safe
as in a house, for it was impossible any one could

go

laughing, so ridiculous was the figure • • • •"

A collapsible wearx>n

to strike him for

consisting of wooden bars linked with chains was developed and called the
Protestant flail.

It was a patriotic weapon, intended as self-defense for

the lower classes against an attack by the Catholics.

But even those who

could afford swords or pistols found it had other uses:
street and crowd �rk:

"It was for

and the engine, lurking perdue in a coat lX)cket,

might readily sally out to execution; and so by clearing a great hall ••
• carry an election by a choice way of rx>lling called 'knocking

oown.• 11 13

As the Londoners armed themselves against a physical threat, Charles
waited warily for oates ' next discovery.
1 2 Norman, pp. 164, 166.

It was astounding.

13North, Examen, pp. 572-3.

"Heard good
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news fran Lendon," wrote Ralph Josselin in his diary, "said the QI.Een is
accused in this plott. 1114·
In

oa.tes ' original articles, he had accused Dr. Wakanan of accepting

m::mey to p:,ison the king.

As he got l:older, his story changed.

In

�r he revealed that he had · overheard a conversation last spring
l::etween Wakena.n and Qooen ca.therine in which she agreed to assist Wakeman.
oa.tes had the ef frontery to accuse the QI.Een to her hustand' s face, and
arranged for BedlCYfl to reek him up.
prison and seized his papers,

Charles hmediately threw oa.tes in

although

Parliament had him released.

It

was oot a smart nnve for the Opposition Party, who were fully aware of the
Q\Een 's personal p:>pularity and spotless re?J,tation.
that

it

\las

an

independent

decision by Oates

It can l::e assumed
to

implicate

�r.

Psychologically, it was an effective nnve, l::ecause it m:mentarily unnerved
the king.

'!hrCYfling the "Savior of the Nation" in jail did oot endear

Charles to the public.

But he recovered his canposure, and though he \taS

determined to protect his wife, he \taS equally careful not to l::e lal::elled
a Catholic by his nethods.

'!he brunt of the accusation was lx>rne by

Wakena.n and those accused with him, who \taited in jail for eight roc>nths
hoping to l::e tried when public q;>inion was not so vehemently against than.
John Evelyn was present at the QI.Een 's fortieth birthday at Court on
Noveml::er 15.

He recorded

the

atmosphere of the Court in his diary:

Qooen' s birthday. I never s:i.w the Court nore brave, oor
the na. tion in nore apprehension and oonsterna. tion. ColE!'IBn
and one Staly had oow l::en tried, oondemn' d, and executed.
On this Oites grew so presunptuous, as to accuse the Qooene
of intending to poison the King, which certainly that pious
and vertuous lady abhorr 'd the thoughts of, and Oites his
circumstances nade it utterly unlikely, in :rey opinion. He
prob:ibly thought to gratifie s::me \ftlo r,,ould have l::en glad
The

14
Macfarlane, p. 616.
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his Majesty should have narried a fruitful! lady: J:ut the
King Wls too kind a husband to let any of these mke
impression on him.IS
Rurcor W:lS rampant.

The

Earl of Anglesey wrote to the Duke of Omonde

in Ireland, "Sareone or other is murdered every week, and the malefactors
cannot be found."
affairs at h::me!

What an impression to give Onnonde on the state of
James wrote to William of Orange, "If I should write you

all the news and malicious stories · that are told instead of a letter, you
should

have a volure fran me.••��

government after another.

It W:lS ooe anmrrassnent for the

A group of catholic Irisl:m:m were stopped in

Chester by officials for a lack of passports.

'!be Whig mayor snel;t.� an

q;>portunity when it W:lS discovered they were in the royal forces Cit W:ls
illegal since the Test Act for a catholic to re in the anny) •

He sent

their carmissions, which had reen signed� Secretary of State Williamson
to a Whig lawyer in London.

'!be lawyer reported

to

the Catm:>ns that

several catholics who had not taken the oaths as required � an act of
Parliament were in the anny with cxmnissions countersigned� Williamson,
a nenrer of the cannons.
Williamson

to

the T<:Mer.

'!be Canroons W:ls so enraged that it sent

Charles had him released the next day, J:ut the

damage W:lS' a:me-in the public's mind, the anny had becane infiltrated by
catholics.

Williamson's reputation W:lS ruined and he W:lS dismissed in

February 1679. 17
Gill::ert Burnet had the occasion in �anrer to speak to the king at
length on the tw:moil facing him.
16aryant, Charles, pp. 221, 223.
15 Evelyn, p 158.
.
17M c
i hael Landon, The Triumph of Lawyers (University: University of
Alabama Press, 1970), pp. 67-9.
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We agreed in one thing, that the greatest {Rrt of the
evidence wis a oontri vance. But he suspected some had set
on Oates, and instructed him: and he narred the erl · of
Shaftesbury. I wis of another mind. I thought the nany
gross things in his rarra tive showed there wis oo abler hed
than Oates, or Tonge, in the framing it; and Oates in his
first story tad oovered [protected] the duke and the
ministers so much, that fran thence it seaned clear that
lord Shaftesbury had oo hand in it, \\ho hated than much nore
than he did p:>pery. He fancied there wis a <Esign of a
rebellion on foot. I assured him I saw oo appearances of
it. I told him there W:iS a rep:>rt breaking out, that he
intenc:Ed to legi tirra te the duke of M:>nm:>uth. He an�red
quickly, that, as �11 as he loved him, he had rather see
him hanged. Yet he apprended a rebellion so much that he
seared rot
ill-pleased that the p:trty should fl.a tter
thanselves with that irragina.tion, hoping that �uld keep
than quiet in a dependence UJ;X>n himself: and he suffered the
duke of M:>rmouth to use all methods to rrake himself p:>pular,
reckoning that he oould keep in his CMn rrana.gement ••••· 18
Burnet suggested that Janes should spend sane time with �lican ministers
who might persuade him to convert.

Charles rejected this suggestion,

• • • \\'hich rrade me incline to relieve a rep:>rt that I had
heard that the duke had 9-)t a solann pranise of the king
that he �uld never speak to him of religion. The king
spoke moch to me ooncerning Oates's accusing the queen, and
acquainted me with the \\bole progress of it. He said she
wis a wextk \\Cllan, and rad sare disagreeable hurrours, rut Wls
oot cap:tble of a wicked thing; and, oonsidering his
faultiness toW:irds her in other things, he thought it a
horrid thing to al::and:m her. He said he looked on falsehood
and cruelty as the gretest crimes in the sight of God; he
knew he had led a l::ad life, C of \\'hich he spoke with sane
sense,) but he \IBS breaking himself of all his faults; and
he �uld never cb a l::ase and wicked thing. I spoke on all
these subjects \fit t I though 1:ecame me, [Burnet \IBS known
for his tendency to lecture, even the king l \\'hich he took
�11. And I enoouraged him much in his resolution of oot
exposing the queen to perish by false S\\ea.ring. I told him
there W:iS oo p:,ssibility of laying the heat that \IBS mw
raised but by changing his ministry. And I told him how
18

Burnet, pp. 290-1.
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cxlious the earl of D:mby was, and that there was a design
ag:tinst him; but I knew mt the IB,rticulars • • •
I
perceived the king thought I was reserved to him, because I
w::>uld tell him m IB,rticular stories mr rame persons • Up:m
\t.hich I told him, since he rad that opinion of 100, I saw I
oould ch him oo service, and w::>uld trouble him oo nore; but
he w::>uld certainly hear fran rce, if I carce to know anything
that might be of any oonsequence to his person or
g::>vernrcent .19
Burnet's tendency to noralize and lecture the king is demonstrated in
this description.

'lbe

.impression Burnet liked to give of Charles was that

of a stubtorn schooll:oy who disliked the advice of his elders.

Burnet

felt himself norally and religiously superior to the king, and was often
pig� to

have

his suggestions and advice politely ignored.

While Charles was concerned with protecting his wife and brother; the
. OJ;:position struck again-this time at his chief minister.

D:mby was a

narked nan to the q;>posi tion and in �anrer 1678 they fourid a way to pull
'
him chwn. Fran the stmmer of 1677 on, Danby had reen pressuring William
Tenple, aml:assador to Holland, to accept the Secretary of State position
held by Coventry.

Coventry was willing, for a hefty sum, to give up the

office to the prestigious and respected Tanple but Tanple did not have the
noney or the desire for the job.

But Ralph Montague, aml:assador. in Paris,

very rnu:h wanted the job and let Danby know it.

Danby refused to offer it

to him.

and i;:a.id Coventry for the

Mcntague even went behind Danby's

position before applying again to Danby.
Maltague's. request.

Mcntague decided to

b:ick

Danby still refused to consider

everything in his power to
20
.
push Danby out of office so he could get the secretarys h1.p he coveted.·· 19Burnet, pp. 290-1.

ch

20arowning,
p. 285.
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Mcntague's

mistress

in

early

1678

was

Barbara

Villiers,

the

tanpestuous ex-mistress of Charles and nother of the majority of his
children.

Whan z.t:>ntague dropped Barbara (for

her

own daughter,· � less),

Barbara wrote many a venanous letter hare to enlighten Charles and Danby
of her ex-lover's :i;:x:>litical schemes.

When M:ntague realized

he

had been

betrayed, he rushed heme to get himself elected to Parlianent to shelter
himself fran arrest.

For leaving his :p::>st without pennission, he was

stripped of his offices, nany going to sup:p::>rters of Danby.

Danby knew

fran Barbara that M:lntague had saved many of the letters he had written at
Charles' reqoost to get noney out of Louis (see Appendix A). He made up a
charge that allowed him to search z.t:>ntague's p:i.pers, wt M:lntague had
hidden the letters in other hands.
letters to the canmons.

'!he

On Decemrer 16, M:lntague read the

letter in Appendix A was the real trunp

card-it was written asking for rroney fran Louis to stay out of the war,
only five days after Parlianent had voted Charles rroney to go to war
. t France. 21
aga1ns

Lord Rochester, one of the Court wits, had once told the king a poen
he had written of him:
We rave a pritty witty King'
W1ose \t.Ord oo nan relies on,
W10 never said a foolish thing,
Nor ever did a wise one.
Charles was not offended, indeed

he

wittily reninded Rochester that the

king• s words are his own, wt his actions are those of his ministers. :22

This was a fundamental, if often untrue, maxim of goverrment: that the
21

srowning, p.

285.

22Fraser, pp. 340-1.
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king did what his ministers told him.
IX>licy.

'!he king was never criticized for

'!he irony of this situation was that Danby was kna.ffl to be

pro-Dutch anyway, so everyone in the govermleilt knew whose IX>licy the
letter represented.

But it was Danby who had to take the fall.

It ,;as no surprise that the camoons reacted with outrage.
Williams told the Conrrons: "If this be his letter
cannot be a nore constructive treason

than

William

[AQ;>endix

A], there

is oontained in it.

You have

heard of Religion and Property apprehended in danger in several speeches.
But when your laws are oontanned by a Great Minister, and they miscarry
and are laid ooad • • • [uproar].

Nothing ought to be imputed to the

King, blt this nan, unless he clears himself q,on sacebody else must take
the crime upon him[self] • • • • "

23

� canrons .imrediately·· impeached Danby.

He still had infl\Ellce in

the Lords, and it d3layed al:x:mt impeaching one of its own. '!be two Houses
-were still fighting anong themselves on Decanb:!r 30, 1678, when Charles
appeared and addressed than:
My Lords and Gentlaren: It is with gret unwillingness, that
I oorce this day to tell you, I intend to prorogue you. I
think all of you are witness that I have been ill used1 the
pirticulars of it I intend to acquaint you with at a nore
oonvenient tine. In the neantine, I d::> assure you that I
will enter upon the disl::anding of the Amiy, and let all the
\40rld see that there is mthing that I intend blt for the
� of the kingd:m, and for the afety of religion. I will
likewise prosecute this plot, and find out \\ho are the
instrurcents in it; and I shall take all the care which lies
in nw �r, for the security of religion, and the
naintenance of it as it is oow established. I have no nore
to ay to you at this tine, rut leave the rest to It¥ Lcrd
Oancellor to prorogue you.24
2 3 Landon, pp. 69-70.
24Arthur Bryant, Letters, Speeches and Declarations of King Charles II
(New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1935), P• 303.
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In

January, he followed with a dissolution.

'1he Cavalier Parliament was

dissolved before it could try Danby, rut there were no assurances. that the
first new Parliament in almost twenty years would be any m::,re sympathetic.
oissolving the only Parliament so far in his reign was round to raise
cc:mrent and everyone speculated as to what the king hoped to gain.

Ralph

Josselin, a Whig, wrote in his diary on January 27, 1679:
lk?nest nen [Josselin W:I.S a i'ru.g] fornerly cesired the
dissol1.xxm thereof rut oow its oontinuance W:1.s cesired in
reference to the disooverey of the plott. I supposed the
cal:Bl cbth it to giine time and to bring on the Frendl
assistance, nany thought this ptrliament had oo oorrupted
thensel ves and cbne oo ill in the natters of the racion and
\t.ere fornerly oo cx:lious that g:>d �uld cbe his �rke by sare
�her and never ho�ur then; and on the 26. at night a great
fire at Loncbn [w-uch destroyed mt.rll of the Temple],· �idl
anazed us in the CX)�sry C, 1 pittying the city i.mder the
treadlery against then.
On

January 26 Charles announced that the new Parliament w:>uld not

neet i.mtil spring.

Aurelio Cook wrote that ". • • the Distractions and

Jealousies at Hane were of such a nature, and had been so heightned and
improved by the malice and industry of ill man, that he was unalterably of
an cpinion, that a longer inteval would be absolutely necessary for
ccmposing mans minds

. . . .

1126

Charles also had every intention of

strengthening his a-m position before Parliament mat.

While the people

were distracted by the trials and executions that \t.ere a weekly feature
that winter, the king tried to eliminate sare of his weak spots.
Burnet• s suggestion of the previous December that James might be
reconverted was tried.

Charles sent William Sancroft, the Archbishop of

25
Macfarlane, p. 618.

Z6Aurelin Cook, Titus Britannicus (London: James Partridg, 1685), p. 405.
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canteroory, and Ga:>rge M::>rley, Bishop of Winchester, to reason with James.
All religious argurrents aside, they raninded him of his father and the
gravity of

the current situation.

Janes listened patiently, without

argummt, for a half an

oour,

had pressing rosiness.

James later wrote Sancroft that it .was only "a

then politely asked that they leave as he

full oonviction in all controversial points that [had ] forced him to
anbrace a Religion,

he

well foresaw would change his cooo.ition in this

world, £ran one of the happyest Princes in Europe to that of the m:,st
unfortlmate and al:andon 'd man upon ea.rth. n 7
2

Conversion having failed, Charles felt for the peace of the nation
and Janes' safety that his brother mugt leave the country.

It would· also

end Janes' annoying habit of offering his brother unsolicited advice.
James was oonstantly urging his brother to make himself absolute, instead
of bending to the wind.
too old to

go

Charles was said to have replied, "Brother, I am

again on IT\Y travels; you may, if you choose it. n:

28

James

was very reluctant to lea.ve the country, rut Charles was insistent that he
go

before Parliament met on March 6.

Charles wrote to his brother of his

final decision on February 28 [ see Ag>endh: B] , and James left for
Brussels on March 3.

Charles' decision, though hard for James to accept,

was a politic one.

A Mr. Verney wrote to his sick father: "That the

distemper should leave you, and the Duke of York England, mu::h at the same
time is a mercy, which makes me merrily and trebly sing Gaudiamus and
Halelulia, and I pray that the one be never suffered to trouble you more,
2

7tt·1.gh am, p. 185

28

Norman, p. 165.
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nor the other the nation again, and so God bless our
who, I hope there is oo guile. " 29

good

King Charles, in

In the middle of February elections were held for the new Parliam::mt.
'rte Whig Party nachinery m::>ved with precision throughout the countryside.
Besides plenty of m::>ney and ale· Cit

'i«iS

necessary to fonn "Sober

SCX:ieties" later30 ), i:apers were distributed with qmtes fran the Bible
cxmdernning those who took bribes and defaming i:apists.

In Bedfordshire,

Lord Russell, a leading Whig, and his rren clairced their cpponents, the
Tories, did oot believe a plot existed-which was the m::>st derogatory
thing you oould say against saooone.3 1 Josselin wrote, "the K. [ing] saith
the country would choose a:

cbg

if he stood against a oourtier.·113�

The

sentiments of the new House of camoons were with the Whigs.
Before the new Parliament rret, Charles had to d:> sanething about the
attempted impeachment of ·Danby.

Charles took the first steps towards a

oonstitutional government by accepting m::>st of William Tanple's advice in
fonning a canpletely new type of Council-a ooalition government.

'1he

Council would oonsist of no nore than thirty rcenbers, fifteen high
officers of state and fifteen ooblenen.
revenues of £300,000.

'Ihe

rcenbers must have estates or

'!heir wealth and infloonce would help offset the

growing praninence of the eanmons.

Tanple wrote in his rcenoirs about how

he came to envision such a Council:
• • • I observ'd the Parliarrent grow every lay nore Violent,
upon the Support they receiv'd fran the Hurrours tais'd by
the Plot, and the Incentives given than by the Ambitions of
Persons playing that Gaine. I saw a Probability of M:itters
growing to such a Pass, that his M:ijesty might be forc'd to
p:1rt with than; and yet I saw oot Authority eno�h left in
29
sryant, Charles, p. 227.

30 Fraser, p. 369.

31
sryant, Charles, p. 226.

32

Macfarlane, p. 619.
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the Crown either to d:> That without the venture of great
Mischiefs, or to live without another Parlianent till the
present Hurcours might cool • [This] • • • cast rce upon the
'rtxmghts of the King's Establishing a new Council, of such a
Constitution as might either g:iin Credit erx:>ugh with the
Present Parliarcent • • • and thereby give Ease and Quiet
l::oth to the King and his People; Or if on the other side,
the Hunours should grow Outragious and beyond C>i;:posing, the
King might yet at the Hed of such a Council, with nore
Authority and less Baza.rd of ill Consequences, either
Prorogue or Dissolve them, as any Necessaries of his am, or
Extravagancies of theirs should require.33
Charles and Tanple came to an agreenent al::out the new Council in every way
b.lt one.
wanted

Charles wanted Shaftesbury incllrled as adamantly as Tanple

him out.

"I disputed this Point fran the first Mention to the last

Conclusion of it, foretelling
expected."

he

would destroy all the

Good

that we

But Charles insisted it would steal ml.X:h of Shaftesb.lry's

Ofpositional fire if he was not just in the Council,· b.lt also made
President.

'Ibis upset Temple so l:adly that he got up to leave the roan.

Charles turned the suggestion into a jest, hoping to ease him.

Charles

was serious though, and the new Council was installed as he wanted.

'lhe

House of Ccmoons, who had considered criticism of Charles' old ministers
one of its chief joys, was not pleased.

Temple wrote, "The House of

Canm:>ns receiv'd it with nost Coldness. 11• 34
The

new Canmons showed the sane old resentment . of Danby.

.irmediately rushed through a bill of attainder.
extent to te a scapegoat b.lt this was too ml.X:h.
Charles.

It

Danby was willing to sane
He canplained loudly to

Considering the damage Montague had d:>ne to the govermnent �

· revealing secret negotiations, the damage Danby could

cb

was far greater.

33Sir William Temple, The Works of Sir William Temple, vol. 1 (London:
A. Churchill and T. Goodwin, 1720), pp. 333-4.
34Temple, pp. 334-5.
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Charles granted Danby a i;:ardon, and the Camnons declared the paroon
illegal. Sir Francis Winnington, an MP that Danby had fired fran the
solicitor's office, addressed the Camrons:
'!he King cannot piroon treason against the governnent for
then the governnent cannot be safe fran evill ministers • •
• • Sir,· if Dmby IIB.y be pirooned is this the Wiy to secure
Iawes and the Protestant religion? The King is a limited
I;X:>wer , or ells he oould mt be as ours is, limitation is to
the good and behoofe of the people • • • • If ministers nay
be i;:a.rooned at the prince's pleasure for all the wrongs they
d:> the people [ , ] though the prince be sworne to protect the
people fran all wrongs, and is therefore trusted and piid
[ , ] there is oo security in all our pretended free and
legall Governnent, it is a mere dleate, we are all around
slaves • • • • 35
On

March 22, Mr. Stern took the debate in the Camoons one step

further: "We have spent mi.x=h time in talking of the Tr�surer's Paroon.
Everyone Jmows the King's power of pardoning • • • J:ut if · you will have a
Bill to restrain the powers in than that aay prevent it for the future.
All Laws that are aade, are to restrain that unlimited power in the King,
for, without those Laws, all power is in the King."

On March 24, the

Cormons records show: "Resolved, That an humble Address be nade to his
Majesty, representing to his Majesty the irregularity and illegality of
the Paroon

lately granted to the E'arl of Danby1 and the dangerous

oonsequence

of

granting

Pardons

to

Inpeaclment of the camrons of England."
On

any
36

person

that

lie

mider

an

March 26 Danby resigned his offices fran his a.1:xxle in the Tower.

'!be House of LOrds protracted the attainder proceedings so that Danby
35Landon, p. 78.
36
Anchitel Grey, Debates of the House of Commons, vol. 8 (London: D.
Henry, R. Cave, and J. Emonson, 1763), p. 24.

ss
never was attainted.

'!he king tried to assuage him with titles and rooney,

rut he had to stay in prison for the next five years.•37
In early May 1679, Sir John Maynard spoke in the camons aoout the
five catholic peers still awaiting trial in the Tower and nan�is_parcbn:
• • • Not only the efety of the King, but the cannons'
lives, and religion, and all, nay be in chnger by it! The
five lords in the Tc:Mer nay tave such i;:arcbns, by the same
reason, and what then bea:mes of all your liberties • • •
Great persons, too gret for the law, and �o rave cbne ills
by virtue of an exorbitant i;:ower • • • by sudl a i;arcbn, nay
defeat all calling them to account. There is no obstante to
the impeBchrnent of the House of camrons in this i;arcbn • • •
• If this 1:e a gcx:xl i;:arcbn, Parliaments are to little
purpose. 38
James was

alanned at Charles'

actions and continually pestered

Charles with letters requesting pennission
that with

the

five catholic

lords

to

still

return.
awaiting

Charles replied
trial,

and

the

"apprehension of the plot and Pq;>ery" that he could not let Janes oane
"I am sure there is nothing troubles ne m:>re than to be deprived of

bane.

your cxmpany, nor can I write anything m:>re against rey heart than this.
But when I consider it is the last stake, I �uld not let rey inclinations
sway ne so far as to give a counsel so mix:h to the preju:lice of our
interest as natters stand at present.1139

37When he was released from the Tower, he was a minister again for five
years, impeached again, became a duke, and died in his eighties. G.N. Clark,
The Later Stuarts 1660-1714 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 93.
0.R. Lacey, Dissent and Parliamentary Politics in England (New
. 27.
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1969), p 1
38

39aryant, Letters, p. 308.

CHAPTER V

'lHE K:Qu.ITrAI, OF WAKEMAN AND 'IlIE RETURN OF JAMES
·:soth Houses of Parliarrent sean'd to have no Eyes, but for the
Dangers of Pcpery upon the Duke's Soccession to the crown; which
Hurour was blown up by all the Arts and Intrigues of the Duke of
Momnouth and Lord Shaftesbury.
-William Tanple (WOtks, p. 336)

Throughout 1679, Monmouth � ccmnitted to. the idea that he
should 1::e declared the heir in James ' place. R\m>r about the city and
court suggested that Charles had actually na.rried �uth' s rrother
(Locy Walter, his mistress during the Protectorate) \men he was an
exile.

Charles tried

to

stop the rurrors i..rm-ediately.

In January he had

made a declaration to his Council that he had 1::een na.rried ooly to the
present qtEen.

But the rurrors continued

to

circulate.

Janes insisted

1::efore he left the country that Charles nake his declaration again,
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which he did on March 3 and 6.

Those still living that had supposedly

witnessed the wedding to Monnouth' s rrother were interviewed by the
government,

and

all

of

them i:,wore they knew nothing.

iib::,se in

attendance at Court knew who was oohind the mischief-making.

William

Tenple wrote, "I cannot relieve but all this [interest in Mxmouth,
etc. 1 would have ooen avoided, if, upon the new Constitution, Lord
Shaftesbury had ooen left out • •
Charles was in desperate straits to get sane
government officials had not ooen paid for rronths,
al.most enpty.

and

rroney.

Many

store muses were

He admitted to the Canm::ms that its control over the

purse strings of goverrunent was enough to tie up a popish successor.
He refused to recognize Monmouth as a possible successor, tut

he

was

willing to placate Parliament in other ways to get rroney • . He offered to
consider any restrictions that could re placed on James to protect the
Anglican religion.

He conceded that if Parliament could think of

anything else that could ootter "secure Religion and Lioorty" should
James succeed, he would "rrost readily oonsent to it." 2

'lhe cannons

played around with limitations, rut concltxled that an Exclusion Bill was
the only sure restraint.
support in the

.Lords.

H<:Mever Shaftesb.iry failed to gather enough

He also misjtrlged Charles when he said: "He will

sacrifice a hundred brothers rather than hazard his crown. 113 ·

'!he

first

Exclusion Bill settled the succession on James' heirs, by-passing James
as if he were dead.

When the Bill had passed its second reading in the

. canm::ms, Jares wrote bitterly to his brother: "New is the time to break
1Temple, p. 335.

2 Grey, vol. 7, p. 159.

3

Chapman, p. 78.
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in upon [your enemies] before they are fonned, or have a man to head
them and the only person capable, I think, of that anploym:?nt (p:trd:m me

. .
. . . .

for naming him) is the Duke of z.bmnouth •
have a watchful eye upon his actions

and within the Council added to the problem.
were msure what

he

beg

your Majesty will

'Ihe confusion at court·
Even Charles' ministers

was thinking. Coventry wrote, "HCM far his Majesty

will struggle or run with this Tempest I
nigh a great crisis • • • •

For

according to my mderstanding.
providence."

I

my

CMn

For

know

oot • • • I think we are

part, I am resolved to be honest

my safety, I leave it to God's

Coventry had decided to vote against Exclusion, and

supported Janes' rights even when sane of his closest friends deserted
h.l.In. 5
Exclusion brought out a deeper issue-that of privilege by birth.
This concerned the House of Lords as mu::h as the spectre of popery and
arbitrary power. They were privileged rren by birth thanselves.

Lord

Rochester, who supported JarrES even while he criticized the oonarchy,
managed to speak on these issues without insulting the Whigs.
addressed the House of Lords:
Mr Sp:aker, Sir, although it hath been 53.id tha.t oo good
Protestant can speak against this Bill, yet, Sir, I cannot
forbear to offer SOire objections against it. I d::> oot Jmow
that any of the king's murderers were oondemned without
being heard, and must we deal thus with the brother of our
King? It is such a severe 'lfBY of proceeding that I think we
cannot answer it to the w:>rld; and therefore it w:>uld
oonsist much better with the justice of the House to imp:ach
him and try him in a formal 'lfBY, and then rut off his he.d,
if he deserve it. I will oot offer to dispute the power of
Parliaments, but I question whether this law, if rra.de, w:>uld
be cpod in itself. Sane laws have a ra.tw:al �kness in
than; I think that by which the old Long Parliament carried
4Watson, p. 98.

5Higham, p. 185.
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on their rebellion \taS judged af tenards �id in law,
because there W3.S a p::,wer given 'tthich oould rot be taken .
fran the Crown. For ought I know, when you have nade this
law, it nay have the 93,ire flaw in it. If rot, I am oonfident·
there are a loyal :party, \\bich will never obey, rut will
think thanselves bound by their Oath of Allegiance and Duty,
to :pay obedience to the Duke, if ever he should cx:rre to be
King, W'lidl must occasion a civil \tar • • • Up:,n the mole
nattgr, iey humble rrotion is, that the Bill nay be thrown
out.
While the London rrob gleefully antici:pated the trial of the five
Catholic lords and the :passage of the Exclusion bill, Charles appeared
on May 26 to assent to a few bills, including Habeas

Corpus,

7 • and then

prorogued Parliament until August. His new Council was angry at this
decision, which had baen nade against their advice. Charles gradually
took advice fran the nenbers he agreed with instead of the Council as a
whole. Although the Council continued to sit, Charles regan acting rrore
on his

CMn

judgment.

everything wrong.

James oontinued to believe his brother was c:hing

He wrote William of Orange on June 1,

"Unless

sanething very vigorous re c:hne within a very few days, the m::marchy is
gone.... 8

But in his frustration, James was tanpered C!?7 the knowledge

that Charles was finnly against Exclusion: "In all lT!Y misfortunes, there
is one thing that gives

ire

appears very resolute for
6 . ,,

Norman, pp. 201-2.

a great deal of ease� it is that his Majesty
ire

and is very unsatisfied with the Duke of

7When voting, Lord Grey and Lord Norris were appointed to count the
votes. "Lord Norris, being a man subject to vapours, was not at all times
attentive to what he was doing; so a very fat lord corning in, Lord Grey
counted him for ten, as a jest at first; but, seeing Lord Norris had not
observed it he went on with his misreckoning of ten." The extra votes
caused it t� pass when it actually should have been lost. Burnet, p. 321.
8sryant, Charles, p. 231.
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Mcnnouth. " 9
By

proroguing Parliament, the Exclusion issue went unanswered, and

moch important rosiness was delayed until the next Parliament.

In May

1679, the Licensing Act of 1662 expired reca.use Parliament had delayed
· renewing it.

'Ibis act had forbidden any publications that contradicted

the principles of Christianity, the Church of England, or tended "to the
scandal of government or governors in church and state." But Parliament
had passed Hal:eas Corpus, which guaranteed that a person could oot be
thrown in jail and forgotten, but had to be fonnally charged and l:ail
allowed, if applicable. '!be lapsing of the one act and the passing of
the other canbined in a way to give the goverrment no end of grief
throughout the surrmer.
out every day such

As Bulstrode wrote in his �oirs: "'lbere �

swam\S

of impudent licentious libels upon all sorts

of persons, and upon all subjects, printed, as the like was never known,
and will l:e still continued whilst the Hal:eaus Corpus is still in force,
and that they are sure to l:e bailed. 11

10 ·

John Evelyn was also shocked at

all the literature written ''with too moch and indeed too shameful a
lil:erty. 1111

The first to appear was Henry care' s ''Weekly Pacqoot of lldvice fran

Rane, 11 which ran fran 3 Decenl:er 1678 to July 1683.

It was a Whig

newsletter that during its liscensed days, tmtil Jtme 1679, consisted of

p:>pular history alx,ut the Refonnation and the Protestant Church on the
Continent.

In the sunmer

of 1679 it evolved into an opinionated

newsletter.

In February 1679

F. Snith l:egan publication of the Whig

newsletter "current Intelligence," which lasted until the spring of
9

Watson, p. 95.

l0K. Warner, Thomas Otway (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982), p. 42.
11Eve yn, p. 133.
l
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1682.

. '!he rrost p::>pular was

Ben

Harris' "Danestic Intelligence," yet

another Whiggish paper that ran fran July 1679 to April 1681.

'1he

Tories countered with Nat Tmmpson's "Danestic Intelligence. Published
to prevent false rep::>rts. 11

The reader could distinguish the two papers

only by the .imprints at the end and the tone of the contents.

'1he

Tories also supp::>rted Roger L'Estrange's "Ol::servator" which ran three to
four pages long, once a week, for several years, until it was suppressed
12 There were several other unsuccessful papers, and the
under James rr.
contents

of

them all led Charles to issue a proclamation against

newspapers in May 1680 (as Parliament repeatedly delayed renewal of the
L icensing

Act) •

was Tlnnpson's

'!be only newspaper that obeyed and ceased publication
Tory

paper.

In light of Whig disobedience, Thanpson was

encouraged by the government to regin printing again, which he did with
a

new

i;:aper

called

"The · Loyal

Protestant

and

True

1
Intelligence. 11 It continued publication until November 1682. 3

.D:mestick

An anonyrocms pamphleteer wrote several years later that Shaftesrury
had directed the Plot and planned the publicity fran his lrine, Thanet
House.

All the applications of the Party, all infonnations, all
'!here the
oouncils and cal:Els were at Thanet House.
Protestant joiner, College, and fourteen of the jury who
[later] brought him in 'ignoramus,' who were of his
lordship's neighbourhood; [booksellers], libellers of the
Govermnent, Care, Ferguson, etc., found wann entertainment
•
•
•
Woole schools of lewd and seditious
pamphlets-'.-Letters to Friends,' 'Afpeals to the City,'
'Dialogues 1::etween Tutors and Pupils,' were written,
12sryant, Charles, p. 307.
13Muddiman, pp. 211-215, and George Kitchin, Sir Roger L'Estrange
(London: Kegan Paul, 1913), p. 226.

prir� and dispersed by his direction and approbation ••
The Whig :pipers and pamphleteers ooncentrated on two topics:
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the

exclusion of James fran the succession, and the kingly qualities of
Ma'lmouth.

'Ibey tried, as Shaftesbury had oone in

the

last Parliament,

to make the populace think that the king actually favored these two
ideas.

Henry Sidney wrote in his diary on June 5, 1679, ". • • after

dinner I went to

my

wrd Chancellor [Finch 1, to talk to him of • • • the

king's [ rosiness 1, which he thinks in an ill condition, and thinks wrd
Shaftesbury the chief cause of it, who l:eing joined with the Duke of
Mooroouth will obstruct all till they are at the top of all affairs:
that they certainly did the king mu::=h hann the last sessions, making the
rrenrers relieve that he was for those things which every l::xxly knows he
is utterly against

Republicans like Alg�on Sidney,

Henry's brother, and John Wildman thought little of M:nnouth as a
potential king; they used him only to scare James.

Even Reresby, who

voted for Exclusion, oonsidered MJrmouth "very handscma and accanplished
as to his outside, [rut] his i:arts were oot suitable ••• to his claim
to the Crown. " 16
Although Charles had considered it necessary to declare three times
he had never narried Monmouth's nother, he still thought he was in
oontrol of his son.
Sootland that

In

the reginning of June 1679, news cane fran

7,000-8,000 Covenanters were in revolt.

�nted that at

Henry Sidney

two council rreetings, the nenl'.Ers "lx>th times fell

upon wrd Latrlerdale:

the king taking his part, to

the

"WOnder of every

14Muddiman, p. 211.
15Henry Sidney, Diary of the Times of Charles II by the Honourable
Henry Sidney, ed. R.W. Blencowe (London: Henry Colburn, 1843), p. 2.
16chapman, p. 181.
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b:>dy. 11• 17

Sha.ftesbury

hoped

to see the revolt succeed, and at first

opposed a punitive expedition saying it was illegal for Engl�sh troops
to invade Scotland.

But Charles wanted �uth, who was an experienced

soldier, to lead the troops, which rrade Sha.ftesl:my change his tune.
Cha.rles gave Mormouth canplete authority to d:> whatever was necessa.ry.
When the rreeting broke up, Lauderdale worriedly pulled Charles aside and
suggested M::xlrrouth might turn the troops against his father.

He warned,

"if you cb not change your orders, and send them J;X)Sitive to fight, and
not to treat, the mischief that refell your father, in like case will
CNertake you."

When Charles denanded to know why Lauderdale did oot

point this out at the rreeting, he replied, "But sire, were your eneltlies
oot in the roan?"

Charles took his advice, and altered the orders so

that they were "not to treat with the rebels, rut to fall on them at
once."
were

Shaftesbury was furious and encouraged the Whig officers that

to go to

resign their carmissions rather than attack Sc:otland.18

Monmouth did disobey the orders when he gave the rebels a chance
to surrender before he attacked.

In

the sub:;e:imnt Battle of Bothwell

Brig on June 22, Momtouth dafeated an army roughly three times the size
of his cwn and lost fewer than a cbzen nen.
were killed and 1, 200 taken prisoner.
punish

Al::out 700-800 Covenanters

He refused to execute or even

the prisoners, which endeared him to the nany soots that

sympathized with the Covenanters.

His clemency, his trimphal progress

back to London, and his i;x>pularity angered the Tories and his father,
who

n.<:M

tegan to realize Mormouth was out of his control. 19

17sidney, p. 5.

18watson,
pp. 98-99.

19Watson, pp. 98-99.
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Pcpularity in this period was often detennined
nationality.
yardstick.
by

Charles' mistresses were certainly j\Xlged
Nell

Gilyn,

religion and

by

by .

a Protestant English-1::orn mistress,

the Londoners over Louise

was

favored

Keroualle, the Duchess of Portsnouth, a

de

snobby Catholic Frenchwanan.

this dual

According to popular legend, a m:>b in

Novemrer 1679 mistook Nell's carriage for Louise's, and -were ready to
tip it over in the street.

Nell had the presence of mind to put her

head out the window and shout, "Good people, you are mistaken-I am the
Protestant whore," at which they stopped and wished her \t.1ell.

As

Colonel Cooke wrote to Onnonde, ". • • French and Papists, two te.DnS of
art in every malicious nouth, cx:mpleting revenge oo whanever either. one
can

be

pinned, and considering the easy credulity of this uncharitable

age, it selckm fails to stick.1120
Catholics were also apt to re blamed for the fires that -were a
CCtr100n occurence in London.

After a serious fire in Holl::orn attributed

to Catholic arson, a Londoner wrote, "Whether these insane tales are
true or false I ch not presume to decide, b.lt so many persons of
quality, rroderation and intelligence affinn than to re true that I am
confounded in my thoughts, and it is surprising (oonsidering the temper
of

this nation) that they have oot risen and massacred all those

suspected of such crimes, and I have heard it said by several people:
that all the Catholics deserve to re killed." 21 Many loyal Catholics
were hurt and angry at the treabnent they received at the hands of the
government.

'Ibey wanted the w:>rld to raranrer their services as

20aryant, Charles, p. 229.

21Kenyon, �, p. 179.
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Royalists, and balked to see the sarre swords they had anployed to defend
Charles I being oonf iscated by the government of his son (see Appendix
C) •

John Aubrey wrote to a friend that

he

had heard that in Ca'tjlolic

oountries there existed "a Sodalitie of Devoto's that

goe

up and <bwne

begging for m::mey to carry on the Warre in England for establishing
their Religion, and that they have gotten aoout two millions.11
Belief in the Plot was still fervent.

On

22

March 25, a Mr. Sackville

was thrC1,t111 in the T<::Mer by the Canrrons when several nen testified that
he

said he did not believe in the Plot, and that Oates \\Uuld be proved a

liar and a rogue in two

weeks.

Sackville apologised to the Carm:ms in

his defense: "I believe that there was a Plot, b.lt not every thing of
the Plot. "

This triggered a discussion on what to cb alx>ut Oates, whose

noisy praninence in I.ondon's affairs was beginning to of fend.

'AS one

nenber ccmnented, "I �d Mr Oates' zeal, but I like not his heat ••
• • I am not to be angry with a man for pulling rre out of a ditch,
though he

tears rqy clothes.

Let him be called cbwn, give him a
"
·aen ... 2 3
.
reprimand, and let hnn proceed to manage h1s ev1 ce. ·
Halifax later wrote aoout the nature of law and its interpretation:
Without Laws the World \\10uld tecane a Wilderness, and �
little less than Beasts; • • • and if it be true that the
wisest Men generally nake the Laws, it is as true, that the
strongest oo often Interpret than: and as, Rivers belong as
mu:::h to the Channel where they run, as to the Spring fran
whence they first rise, so the Laws depend as mu:::h upon the
Pipes thro' which they are to pass, as upon the Fountain
fran whence they flow• 24.

22Anthony Powell, John Aubrey (New York: Charles Scribners Sons,
1948), p. 176.
24savi1e, p. 51.
23Grey, vol. 7, PP· 51-3.
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'!he

turning point of the Plot, the trial of Dr. Wakanan and his

three "accanplices," proved that Halifax's ooservation wa.s correct.
Justice Scroggs, who had

so

adamantly prosecuted victims of the' Plot,

attended the king at Windsor the night before the trial. Whether

he

was

given a warning or simply had a timely change of heart, the Jt.Stice
Scroggs who presided over wakeman's trial was a changed man. 'lhe Ql.Ben,
whose reputation wa.ited on that trial, was confident in the protection
of a husband who had shown her little nore
years of their rrarriage.

than

politeness in the many

She wrote to her brother, the king of

Portugal, "There is nothing that concerns ma nore than to tell you

h:M

canpletely the King releases ma fran all trouble • • • by the care which
he takes to defend my innocence and truth.

Every day he shows m::>re

clearly his purpose and g:xxlwill toward ma, and this baffles the hate of
my enemies

. .

I cannot cease telling you what I Oi/e to his

benevolence, of which each chy he gives better proofs, either fran
generosity or fran cx:mpassion, for the little happiness in which he
I 1•1.ve. II

sees

25

Her husband had emerged fran his third p:trliamant in May with a new
confidence.

He had deflected the attack on Danby and the king's

prerogative of pardon, neutralized sane of the Opp:>sition's infl�nce by
incl'lrling then in his Council, and stalled the Exclt.Sion Bill.26
worshipful attitude towards Oates was beginning to reverse.

'lhe

Because

Oates was the principal witness in Wakeman 's trial, this could work to
the Court• s favor.

wakeman himself was confident that justice would

25 Bryant, Charles, p. 233.

26

Ogg, vol. 2, p. 590.
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prevail.

rut to the general populace the trial seaned nost likely to

the way · of all the others-a conviction.

go

John Aubrey wrote to a friend

that he had heard the evidence was so great against the QtEen . (�o was
oot on trial rut certainly felt like she was) that she planned to
pretend a visit to the waters at :eourl:on, fran which she "WOuld escape to
her ooneland, Portugal. 2 7
Wakanan defended himself well.

In his cross-examination of oates

he reconf inned that oates had teen unable to identify him at their first
rreeting.

oates used the same excuse that had always 'I.Urked before; he

replied he had been too tired and the light had been in his eyes.
Scroggs suamed up in the prisoner's favor, saying "Let us oot be so
amazed and frightened with the noise of plots as to take away any man's
life without reasonable evidence. 11: 28 '1he jury brought in a verdict of
oot guilty.
John Evelyn was present for the trial on July 18, 1679, and wrote
in his diary his am impressions of the proceedings:
I went early to the Old Bailey Sessions House, to the farrous
trial of Sir George W3.kenan, one of the Queen's i;::hysicians,
and three ·Benedictine rronks; the first (\\ban I W:I.S 'v.1ell
acquainted with, and take to l::e a '1.Urthy gentlemn atnorring
such a fact), for intending to poison the King; the others
as accomplices to carry on the plot, to subvert the
goverrurent, and introduce Papery. The bendl W:I.S crowded
with the jtrlges, IDrd Miyor, justices, and innunerable
spectators. The chief accusers, Dr. Cates (as he called
himself), and one Ballow, a nan of inferior oote. Their
testim:::mies were mt so pregnant, and I fear rnu:::h of it fran
hoorsa.y, but �ring p::>sitively to sane i;:articuJars, Miich
drew suspicion upon their truth; oor did circumstances so
agree, as to give either the bendl or jury so entire
satisfaction as \tBS expected. After, therefore, a lo� and
27

Powe 11, p. 17 6 •

\
28ttelm, p. 53.
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tedious trial of nine hours, the jury brought than in not
guilty, to the extraordinary triurrph of the Papists, and
without
sufficient
disadvantage and
reflections on
witnesses, esJ?E:cially Cates and Be::Uow. This \oa.S a happy day
for the lords in the Tarer, who, expecting their trial, had
this g:me against the prisoners at the bar, w::,uld all have
1::;een in the utnost hazard. For my i;a.rt, I look on Cates ·-as
a vain, insolent nan, i;:uffed up with the favor of the
Ccmm:ms for ta. ving disoovered sc:mething really true, nore
especially as cl:!tecting the dangerous intrigue of Col.am.n,
proved out of his CMl letters, and of a general d;!sign \'t'hich
the Jesuited i;arty of the Papists ever had and still have,
to ruin the Church of England; but that he \oa.S trusted with
those great secrets he pretended, or tad any solid ground
for \otlat he accused divers ooblaren of, I rave nany reasons
to induce my cxmtrary belief • • • •
sessions ended, I dined or rather supped (s:> late it
with the judges in the large roan annexed to the place,
and s:> returned J:xma. Tmugh it \oa.S · oot my custom or <Elight
to be often present at any cnpital trials, we raving than
oornoonly s:> exactly i;:ublished by those \\ho take than in
short-rand, yet I \oa.S inclined to re at this signal one,
that by the ocular view of the cnrriages and other
circumstances of the nanagers and i;a.rties ooncerned, I might
inform myself, and regulate mv opinion of a cause that rad
s:> alamed the \lbole nation. 29'"

The
\oa.S)

Ralph

Josselin's

reaction

was

Josselin was whole-heartedly Whig,

so

quite

different fran Evelyn's.

mtrh that

he used

his pulpit

to

encourage his p:trishoners at elections to vote for Whig candida.tes.39

Bea.ring of Wakenan's acquittal, he wrote, "news amasing. said Sr G.
Wakeman and divers Jesuites all cleared by a vast shout of

the

p:tpists.

lord I understand oot the secret strings of this blsiness." 31
For Scroggs' p:trt in securing
him

by

throwing

a

dead

cbg

an

into

acquittal, the Lendon nob rewarded
his

carriage.

'llle

Portuguese

ambassacbr, with singular lack of tact, expressed only a dasire
reward the ju::lge.
29Evelyn, pp.

The

to

Lendon apprentices sang ab:>ut Scroggs: -· "our

134-5.

30

sryant, Charles, p. 234.

31

Macfarlane, p. 623.
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Juries and Jlrlges to shame the Plot, Have traitors freed to prove it
oot, But England shall stand when they go to pot, Which ool:x,dy can
deny. 11 32 In Septemu:::r,
,...._
Scroggs found himself called to the King's Bench
to oofend his behavior in the Wakeman trial.

He expressed disgust at

the ootion that justice should cater to "the huaours of the times."
Instead, he offered in his own cl:!fense that,
The people ought to be pleased with public justice, and oot
justice seek to please the people. Justice should flow
like a mighty stream, and if the rabble, like an unruly
wind, blow against it, it may make it rough, bit the stream
will keep its course. Neither, for my p:i.rt, d:> I think we
live in so corrupted an age that oo man can with safety be
just, and follow his conscience; if it be otherwise, we
must hazard our safety to preserve our integrity. 33
Shaftesbury did oot think Scroggs had been brired, an� in fact told
him he himself had been offered £10,000 to get wakanan . off. Scroggs
replied that "he must say what he thought he never should, that then his
lordship was in that an honester man than he was" for he d:>ubted his
34
ability to refuse such an of fer!·
Perhaps Shaftesbury regretted that
the Whigs had not thought it necessary to bribe Scroggs to convict
Wakanan.
A m:mth after the Wakanan trial, on August 22, Charles came c:bwn
with a serious fever at Windsor.

On

the 25th t-bI1110uth returned fran

making a popular tour, m�h in the nature of a royal progress, in the
West of England.

Charles wanted to call James lune because of his

illness but l-t:>rmouth and Shaftesbury influenced him against d:>ing so.
32

Helm, p. 24.

33Kenyon, Plot, p. 213.

34Kenyon, Plot, p. 213.
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The

English people read the ooctor's reports on Charles' health with

alann. 35

Henry

Savile wrote fran Paris, "Good God!

What a change would

such an accident rca.ke, the very thought of it frightens rce o{it.: of
wits. 1136

Maunouth was in an excellent position:

Soottish campaign,

he

fran the

my

recent

was Canmander of the English and Soottish annies,

Lord Lieutenant of Fast Riding and Staffordshire, and supported by a
rca.jor party.

But at the same time there were rcen like Essex, Halifax

and Sunderland who leaned towards Jarnes, rut with strict limitations.
To

block Monrocmth, they sent a secret rcessage to Jarnes to return heme.

To

M:>nmouth's oonsternation, his uncle appeared, without govenment

pennission, at Windsor

on

Septanter 2, 1679.

Jarnes was just in time to

see his brother sitting up in ted enjoying breakfast and telling, oot
asking, his ooctors that he was going to Nalnnarket.
Contemporaries disagreed

as

to

the seriousness of Charles' illness.

John Reresby thought the illness was feigned as an excuse for Charles to
sunm:m his brother hane.
minor,

William Tanple thought the illness was only

and condemned the secrecy that surrounded James' return.

He

suspected that decisions were teing rca.de without the advice of the
Council, which led him to quit the Council.

Burnet telieved that the

illness was life-threatening and that James was sumnoned without the
king's ccmnand.-37
Once Janes returned
Fear,

again.

to

England it was hard to get him to leave

or hope in Shaftesbury's case,

ex:isted that Jarnes'

presence would cause spontaneous anti-papist demonstrations and riots.
35

william Temple wrote that the fever caused much apprehension, "People
looking upon any thing at this time that should happen Ill to the King, as an
end of the World." Temple, p. 342.
37 Burnet, p. 314 •
36Watson, p. 109.
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Nothing of the kind happened.
way

to

exile

him

again,

ooncessions fran Charles.

James knew the Opposition would find a

and used his presence to

In light of the king's recent illness:, .\Janes

pointed out the trouble Mormouth could have caused
king's troops.

sqU:eze sane

as

carmander of the

Charles was afraid that if he did oot appease his

brother enough to get him back out of the country, James might be
impeached by the next Parliament. He agreed to strip Mormouth of all
military

cannands.

Shaftesbury objected strenuously, b.lt to

no

avail.

Tanple was amazed at James' success: "'!bough oothing oould sean m:>re
reasonable
evident,

than

that • • • [Monmouth's] having :rcade his Pretensions so

and pursu'd than so mu:h to the Prejtrlice of the King's

Affairs; however, I oould oot but wonder,

how

the Duke had been able in

so ff!M Days, or rather Hours, to get so great a Victory." H� also wrote
that he was happy of "any Mortification that happened to ·the Duke of
Monmouth and Shaftesbury, whose designs had run the King<bn into such
.
.
. . .
incura b le Divisions
and Distr act'ions. 11
38

James' inflU:nce on his brother was stretching Charles ' advisors to
the limits of their patience.

James' personality :rcade him demand that

each person be for him and his rights or against him.

Sunderland l:x:>re

the brunt of James' displeasure recause he proved unable to explain why
James had oot been recalled (as pranised) when the last Parliament was
dissolved.

SUnderland had not politically cxmnitted himself, but he did

favor James' cause.
exile.

He urged James for his

CMn

good to

go

back into

But for James, Mormouth's loss of carmand was not sufficient.
38 Tem le, . 34 4 .
p
p
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He

\\0.Ilted

J.bnl.oouth banished too.

Charles was still displeased with his

son's behavior in Scotland, and his recent tour of the West Country to
raise support further rankled the king. Charles ordered Monnouth .out of
his ckmains.

An

observer of the court wrote on September 14, '"Ibis news

yesterday rrorning, like gunpowder set on fire, did in an instant run
over the whole city to the general amazement of all people."

Janes

bragged to his son-in-law William that he had really put l-t:>rmouth's
handsane oose out of joint, because this ''will quite dash his foolish
oopes

that he so vainly pursued."

But in a different tone, Janes wrote

to his cxmfidential aid, George Legge: "there is one thing troubles rce
and puts cx:1d thoughts in

my

head: it is that all this while his Majesty

had never said a word, nor gone aoout to make a gocx:1 understanding
between rce and the Duke of Mcrnnouth, for though it is a �ing I shall
never

seek,

yet rcethinks

it is what his Majesty might please. n39

Charles had the political acurren to see it was i;x>intless

to

try

to

reconcile two rcen who were acting like beggars fighting over a single
coin.

But

perhaps by

"a good understanding," James rceant that he was

surprised Charles did not put then in the same roan together and
publicly tell Mcmtouth that he was oot in the succession at all, mu::h
less the heir.
on September 25, 1679, his d9nands net, James left to bring lx:me
his wife so they could plan their next exile. Charles had upgraded
James• i;x>sition by sending him to Scotland to assurre Lauderdale's place.
With James gone, and Charles at N�rket, Shaftesbury called on his
39watson, pp. 110-1.
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authority the Privy Council to IIEet to discuss the future of James.

Shaftesbury was not satisfied that 1-Dmnouth was sent out of the country
while James was given a responsible position in Scotland.

Charles was

furious at Shaftesbury's impertinence and on October 13 disnissed him as
President of the Council.

Charles also told the remaining m:mbers of

his Council that Parliament would not IIEet again until January 1680,
which was contrary to their advice. Tanple was furious that the Council
he had helped create was being used as a rubber stamp by the king.

In

an outburst that was quite contrary to his ten:peramant, Tanple pointed
out that if Charles did oot like the Council, it was within his i;:ower to
change

or

dissolve it.

"But to nake Counsellors that should not

Counsel, I cbubted whether it were in his Majesty's Power or not,
because it imply'd a Contradiction • •

11

40

For Tanple, Charles' treatment of the Council was the last straw.
He resigned, which seriously hurt the prestige of the goverrment.

He

was tired of acting the role of courtier; saying the right things and
being expected to always agree with the king.

After twenty years of

service, he had had "enough of the uncertainty of Princes, the caprices
of Fortune, the Corruption of Ministers, the Violence of Factions, the
Unsteadiness of Counsels, and the Infidelity of Friends," and no longer
"l:usied

my

Head about IIEnding the World." With Shaftesbury disnissed,

and Tanple gone, other important counsellors followed.

Essex left the

Treasury , upset, as was Halifax, that Charles refused to call Parliament
and insulted in being named with Halifax in the debacle known as the
40 Temple, p. 34 6
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Meal-'l\lb Plot [see Chapter VI J.

Halifax told Tanple he would retire to

the country and "plant Carots and CUcumbers, rather

than

trouble himself

any nore al::out Publick Affairs." Halifax and Essex also were h�t tha t
. they had oot been consulted roore when in the Council, and told Tanple
they felt they "were other Mens Dupes, and did other Mens work.11

41

Thus, ignaninously, did the attanpt of Charles and Tanple to fonn a
coalition government crumble.

'!he Council was virtually replaced by

three mm nicknamed "the Chits" b:cause of their youth:
( 39 ) ,

Sidney

Godolphin

( 35 > ,

and Sunderland

( 38) •

Lawrence Hyde
All three were

expected by the king to oppose EKclusion, b.lt all three continued to
carry on a secret correspondence with William of Orange.4 2
On

October 31, in an attempt to resolve i;arlianentary b.Jsiness,

Charles issued a proclamation that allc:Med for the prosecution of mm
who

wrote,

government.

published

or

dfstrib.lted

literature

offensive

to

the

Its success was minimal in stemning the flow of Whiggish

literature, because the election of a new i;arlianent was at hand.
Again, the Whigs showed their talent for organization and propaganda. A
i:amphlet explained their goal in its subtitle: "England's Great Interest
in

the Clx:>ice of

this New Parliament; Rather

take

recarmended by an ungoostionable Hand,

than

your

a Neighl:x>ur,

interest.

'Tis

not

pleasing

a Stranger if

a Neighl:x>ur ill affected to
because rich and

powerful, blt saving England that you are to eye. " 43

'!he Whigs had

canplained that mmy seats in the camnons were given to pensioners of
41

Temple, pp. 359, 346 •

43Helm, p. 57.

42Ogg p. 5 . Sunderland later voted for
93
,
Exclusion.
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the Court, and attuned their efforts in this election to pranoting Whig
candidates who pranised to really represent the people who elected them.
Everyone arrested in the Pcpish Plot, except the five Catholic
lords waiting in the 'l'aNer, had been tried.
sane election tattle-cry of
rcM

"No

'!he Whigs still used the

Pq)ery, No Slavery" but the anphasis was

on the Exclusion issue, not the rapidly dying Plot.

'lhe Plot's

legacy was the fonnation of two diametrically opposing parties that
seemed bent oo destroying one another.
"They

OCM

seaned to lay

cbwn

Burnet wrote in October 1679,

all fears and apprehensions of popery; and

nothing was so CCl'IU1'0n in their rrouths as the year forty-ooe, in which
the late [Civil] wars began, and which seemed
44
acted over again. "

44Kenyon, �• P· 184.

rcM

to be near the being

CHAPTER VI

'IlIE MEAL TUB PLGr AND OXFORD PARLIAMENT

The Text is cbne, and

rcJW

for Application,

An:l when that's ended i;ass your AI;:probation.
'!bough the Conspiracy's prevented here,
Methinks I see another hatching there.
-'ltanas Otway, "Venice Preserv'd" ( 1682 )

Interest in the Pc:pish Plot waned as Englishmen turned nost of
their attention to what to cb with the Catholic heir.
the

"AH?eal

In October 1679,

fran the Country to the City," a pamphlet supporting

Mormouth, was published.

It was a sensation, and the alarmed governnent

confiscated every copy it could locate and unsuccessfully sought the
author.

The p:llllphlet attacked Jarres as "ooe eminent Papist, who, in the

time of that Great Fire, pretended to secure mmy of the incendiaries,
wt secretly suffered them all to escape." He was canpa.red to M:>nmouth,
whose "life and fortune

depends

upon the sane l:x>ttan as yours.
106

He will
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stand

by

you, and, therefore, ought you

to

stand

by

him. And, ranember,

the old rule is, 'He who hath the \\Urst title ever makes the best
1
.
Kin g. ..,
The pamphlet drew a graphic picture of what life �uld be
like under James II; first, "any who have estates in abbey

lands,

who

desire to beg their bread and relinquish their ha.bitations" to a greasy
2
Am. secondly,
nonk; · oould vote against ElKclusion.

Imagine you see the \tbole town in a flane, occasioned this
second time by the same Popish malice which set it on fire
before. At the same instant fancy that aroongst the
distracted crowd you behold troops of Papists ravishing
your wives and da.u;:rhters, dashing your little children's
brains out against the walls, plundering your muses and
cutting your am throats by the name of 'heretic cbgs.'
'!hen represent to yourself the Tcwer playing off its cannon
and tattering d:>wn your muses ab:>ut your ears. Also,
casting your eyes towards Smithfield, imagine you see your
father or rother, or sane of your nearest and dearest
relatives, tied to a stake in the midst of flanes, where,
with hands and eyes lifted up to Heaven, they scream and
cry out to that Gcxl for whose cause they die, which \t.BS a
frequmt spectacle the last time Popery reigned amongst us.3
'1he

author was never found, rut Benjamin Harris, the publisher, was

tried on February 1680 for his part in bringing the pamphlet to the
public.

Scroggs called it a "l:ase and pernicious 1:x:>ok" and accused

Harris of trying

to

"set

up

another man that has no title to the crown."

Scroggs found Harris guilty and fined him the stupendous sum of £500,
and ordered him to be pilloried near his shop. His friends surrounded

him for his one hour in the pillory so that no refuse could be thro,m at
. .'4
hlltl
with all the Whigs ' pamphleteering, they could not prove Janes '
1Muddiman, pp. 217-8.
4Muddiman, p. 217.

2

ttelm, pp. 60-1.

3Muddiman, pp. 217-8.
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involvement in the Pc:pish Plot, they could only keep alive suspicions.
When news of a

new

plot surfaced in late October 1679, the pamphleteers

were the first to exploit it.

'!his confusing and canplicated.:affair

carce to l:e known as the Meal

Tub

Plot.

Since it broke when no

Parlianent was sitting, it depended even rrore on the publishers to
spread its revelations.

As Roger North observed, " • • • so were the

Coffee House Emissaries and Satyrists rrore alert and busy.

'!heir Eyes

sparkled, and their steps were quick,· and IB,rticularly about this
Sham-Plot of Dangerfield, Meal-Tub, and Bloody Bladder, which made the
selling Titles to Pamphlets. 11 5
The new plot was invented
alias was Tlnnas Dangerfield.

by

a professional criminal whose current
John warner ooted of Dangerfield's

reputation that "to record all his iniquities one would have to

copy

out

the whole catalog of capital' crimes." Amid runors of a- Presbyterian
Plot, Dangerfield went before Charles and the Council with tales of such
a plot that implicated the · Whigs, especially Shaftesb.lry.

Although

Janes approved of the venture, Charles replied that as mu:=h as he loved
to discover plots, he did oot intend to create any.

'lhe

Council denied

Dangerfield the search warrant he needed to discover the "evidence"

he

had planted in the roans of a leading Whig, Colonel Roderick Mansell.
He solved the problen

by

going to the government's custan officials and

telling them that Mansell possessed contral::e.nd materials.

'Ibey searched

Mansell' s roans but did not discover the papers Dangerfield had planted
until he practically shoved them under their noses.
all,

looking

for contral::e.nd goods, not papers.

5North, Examen, p. 269.

'Ibey were, after
With his evidence
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trimiphantly discovered, Dangerfield found

to

his chagrin that no one

cared.

to

whip up interest, he "'8.S

In

lurking aoout the Court, trying

recognized by an official of the Mint and imprisoned on a countenei ting
charge.6
While Dangerfield languished in prison, the Council searched his
a,m

roans.

He had been 1iving in the household of Elizabeth Cellier, a

Catholic midwife whose clients inclu:led aristocracy and royalty, and who
did volunteer w:irk for catholics in prison.

She had net Dangerfield in

prison, fallen for his chann, g::>tten him out of Newgate and given him a
job.

D:mgerfield nay or nay mt have known that his p:itron "'8.S

conspiring herself with the Countess of Pc:Mis; the search of Mrs.
Cellier 's muse turned up, under the famous nea1 tub, papers that
implicated several leading catholics.
that

he had an

Dmgerfield changed his tune

DCM

eager au:lience and cla.i.med the Presbyterian Plot

&scribed in the Mansell p:ipers "'8.S a ruse to distract fran the real,
continuing Pc:pish Plot. He claimed that Arundell and P<Mis had offered
him rroney

to

kill the king and Shaftesbury.

He implicated the Catholic

RCXJer Palner, F.arl of castlemaine, who later had
7
narrowly acquitted for these charges.

to

stand trial and'"'8.s

With no Parliairent in session, the Whigs tried strenoously
enthusiasm for this new plot.
6Kenyon, � p. 216.
,

to

raise

on Noveml::er 17, they staged their biggest

during her
exposed
7Kenyon, Plot , p • 217. In June 1680, Mrs. Cellier
· ·
.
.
and as a
ons,
1
o
.
nvict
ina
i
c
dozen
�
�
a
�
than
:
. trial that Dangerfield had more
f
a
co
ence
in
g
d
evi
givin
m
fr
�rt o
d
barre
?
felon and an outlaw, was legally
1 aw. Mrs. Ce11.ier a nd the Countess of Powis were cleared. Castlemaine was .
y_wit_
· h a pardon
tried at the end of June, and Dangerfield allow�d to testi· f
an th e
examination,
s
crossEarl
the
a es got the worst of
Dangerf.ie ld an dot
·
22
8
7
Earl was judged "not guilty." Kenyon, Plot, PP·
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annual accession celebration to date.
streets

tolling a !:Ell

Chancery Lane.

and

At dusk, a man walked through the

crying "Renenrer Justice Gcxlfrey!"

in

As crowds gathered, a single horse was led through the

street carrying a figure of Godfrey splashed with blood, steadied oo the
oorse

by

a nan dressed as a priest, and surrounded by musicians playing

cbleful mmic.

Next

caI1E

fat Catholic bishops dressed in luxurious

purple, Jesuits with daggars soaked in blood, and then a nod.el of the
p:,pe, with hollowed out eyes and animated by a !:Elly full of live cats
yowling.

On

the mlcony of the King's Head Inn, Shaftesbury, Russell,

Wharton, Thynne, Wilciran, and other Green Ribron Club nenrers enjoyed
the spectacle.

The Whig leaders joined the people in the steet for the

next scene-the burning of the pope's effigy with the cats still intact.
It was oonsidered a great success.

Supposedly 2,000 people watched the

procession, and clllazingly they gathered and dispersed peacefully, if
noisily, under the watchful eyes of city militiamen. There is no record
of violence or damage to property in any of these processions.-8
John Aubrey wrote, "Goorge Ent was \\Ont to say 'a pox · take
9
Parties;' I say so of Plotters." - He was echoed by a Lancashire JP who
divided the English population into three parts: knaves, who made plots;
fools, who relieved than; and wise men, who saw through then .. 10 'lbe
failure of the Meal Tub Plot to re little nore than a nine-days wonder
was a lesson well taken by the Whigs. As verlx>se as Burnet usually was,
the Meal Tub Plot only warrented one paragraph in his History of His OWn
T.i.rre. If the Pcpish Plot was over, it had served its purpose; it had
stirred up a mrely cx:mcealed, deeply ingrained hatred of Catholics
8Kenyon, �' pp. 214-5.

9 Powell p. 180.
,

10Helm p. 64.
,
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which allowed the Whigs to seriously qmstion · the wisdan of letting
Jc:l'OOs, as a catholic, succeed.
In Novanl::er 1679, on the advice of leading Whigs, Momnouth ;et;.urned
without pennission fran exile.

It was deemed too risky, in the event of

the king dying suddenly, for the Whig's candidate to l::e abroad.
making excuses to stay.
ill, and

he .

wanted to

He kept

One excuse was legitimate-his only son was
be

with the child 11.ho su.mequently died.

'lbe

l:x>y's death rreant that of three possible successors of Charles' throne,
only James

had any living children.

childless, · and

the

William and Mary were still

long-time estranganent l::etween M:>rmouth and his

cbnineering wife nade the possibility of future children unlikely.
Mconouth's

g:>al

was to l::e reconciled with his father.

He did

succeed, through his father's leniency, in avoiding exile for several
rconths, b..lt Charles made it clear that he did not want to �e him mlrh
less take him

l:ack

into the family fold.

Monioouth's objectives were

transparent, and his association with Shaftesb..lry obnoxious to the king,
b..lt

he

still held the naive belief that

his father's

good

he

could chann his way l:a.ck into

graces.

Shaftesbury was concerned

less with Momouth's efforts to

received by Charles than with Charles' delaying of Parliament.
winter and

Parliament had not sat since the spring.

be

It was

Charles announced

on Da::anl::er 10 that Parliament \\Uuld oot rceet until Noveml::er 1680.
Essex, Halifax and Temple were furious.

Temple washed his

hands

government and was called only for advice on special occasions.

of the
Halifax
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did oot return until June, shaken that the problem had gone reyond a
p:>litical

struggle

and

into

a

oonstitutional one.

By p:>stponing

Parliarrent, Charles was almost forcing Shaftesbury to fight outside the
recognized legal oounda.ries.

Even though on Decanrer 12, Charles had

declared petitions to re illegal, the Opposition began to organize them
up and oown England to force the king to call Parliament.

'lhose that

did oot sign the petitions had their name printed on a separate list,
which intimidated rrany waverers into signing. An organist in Salisbury
found an ingenious way to avoid signing.

He insisted that all he

understood was song; so al though he would oot sign, he would be happy to
. 11
set the pe t't'
1. ion to music.
With public opinion leaning m::>re toward the king's side, a new
group of
petitions.

Tories called the Al:horrers anerged as a result of the
'Ibey wrote their a,m petitions that said they ·al::horred the

ootion that sane of the ,king's subjects should have the impertinence to
pressure the king into calling a Parlianent. Charles received petitions
patiently fran ooth groups, who struggled to outdo each other in the
numl:er of signatures.

After receiving a petition in Novanrer 1680 fran

the Lord Mayor of London, thanking the king for finally scheduling a
Parliament, Charles told an attendant that the city should stick to its
a,m business recause "he knew what he had to cbe without their advice.11
The Whigs,

12

oonfident that their petitions would soon spawn a

Parliament, oontinued publishing p:unphlets in 1680 to prepare the way
for popular acceptance of the Exclusion Bill.
11sryant, Charles, p. 239.

one

12 Luttrell, p. 60.

of the m::>st fanous
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was

by

Lord Saners, "A Brief History of the Succession, Collected out of

the Records and the M:st Authentical Historians C 1680 ) • 11

This pamphlet

d::nied divine right and justified Parliarcent's role in detenninipg the
succession.

In

reviewing the inheritance of the English throne £ran the

earliest days to James I, Lord Sauers concl'lrled that there was no
regular p:1.ttern and
strict inheritance.

that circumstances had sanetirnes dictated over
'lhe p:unphlet was answered

by

several Tories, bit it

was so fX)pular that it was republished in 1688 and 1714, whenever strict
succession was not followed. 13
In

oonjunction with their pamphlets oo inheritance, the Whigs

stirred up rurrors again that Monmouth was legitimate, and his parents'
marriage certificate was hidden in a Il'!YSterious Black Bax:, entrusted by
the late Bishop of Durham to his son-in-law, Gilbert Gerard.
Darbnouth,

a supfX)rter of James, exclaimed,

"They talk· of another

successor in a black tox, bit if that Pandora's tox is opened, I
will

be

hope

it

in If!Y time, and not in that of If!Y children, that I may have the

.
14
honour of drawing Il'!Y sword in SupfX)rt of the rightful heir!"·

April,

Lord

In

Gerard was brought J:efore the Council where he denied the

existence of any such

l:ox.

Everyone identified in the nmors of

knowledge of the narriage was examined,

and Charles issued another

public statement that he had never married anyone bit the present Queen.
HCMever, the matter would not rest. Robert Ferguson qrestioned every
roove the government made to quash the rurror in his pamphlets.

He

claimed the Council's investigation was a sham, that it should have been
13w.L. Sachse, Lord Somers: A Political Portrait (Manchester: Man
chester University Press, 1975), pp. 15-16.
14watson, p. 216.
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d::me by Parliament, and that witnesses who were with the king in exile
had not b:en examined.

One such man, Sir

Tlxxoas

Aimstrong, was at

Ferguson's side to advise on particulars as he wrote.

Fer�on' s

p:unphlets reached all parts of England, incl\xling the palace.

One was

thrown oo the king's hat as he took a walk, and another laid on his
pillc:M. 15
Gilb:rt Burnet, distressed by the turmoil, wrote the king a long
letter telling him everything that he had cbne wrong in the crisis.
Everyone in England seemed to have their a-,n idea of how to solve the
king's dilanmas, and Burnet was no dif ferent-e,ccept in his solution.
'lbere is one thing, and indeed the only thing, which can
easily extricate you out of all your troubles. It is not
the change of a minister or of a council, a new alliance,
or a session of Parliament� blt it is a change in your
heart and in the course of your life. And n:::M, Sir, pennit
ne to tell you that all the distrust your people have of
you, all the necessities you rrM are under, all the
indignation of Heaven that is upon you, and appears in the
defeating of all your counsels, flc:M fran this, that you
have oot feared oor served God, l:ut have given yourself up
to so many sinful pleasures. 16

Charles was not pleased, rut Burnet observed that the king read the
letter twice before discarding it.
The

petitions that had been circulating since Decanb:r b:gan to

decline in numb:r during the spring.
to rcake mischief for the king.
implicated Lord

Lieutenant

15Watson, p. 217.

Shaftesl:ury discovered a

new

way

He "discovered" an Irish plot and

Onnonde.

Onnonde wrote indignantly to

16Norman, p. 184.
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Coventry that he would oot resign under the pressure 1::ecause the Whigs
would na.ke trouble in Ireland, and he canplained that his stanach "rises
at the thought of giving sane rcen their will ju;t when they would have
it of rce. "17

Charles stood steadfastly by Onnoooe, who na.naged to

weather the storm.
On June 26, 1680 Shaftesbury appeared 1::efore the Grand Jury at
Westminster and presented James as a popish recusant, and IDuise, the
Dlx:hess of Portsmouth,

as a o:::rcrron whore.

Charles had the charges

thrown out, 18 rut it frightened Louise enough to make her support the
'lb drive a further wedge 1::etween Louise and Janes, Shaftesbury

Whigs.

suggested that Louise's son

by

Charles might make a

good

king.

'!'his

thought daninated Louise's thinking for several nonths.
In

the sumrer of 1680, Henry care was tried for publishing the

previous sumner an article that hinted Ju;tice Scroggs had 1::een brited
to acquit Wakana.n.

Jeffreys opened the prosecution

by

lamenting that

anyone "nay lil::el any na.n in the Government if he can but call him a
Papist

or :p:>pishly affected,

let

a· na.n 1::e ever so honest."

The

onlookers sup:p:>rted care, l:ut the jury brought him in guilty, and were
congratulated by Scroggs. 19
As juries began to go against the Whigs, Shaftesbury needed a way
to pack the juries for the desired verdict.

Since sheriffs picked the

juries, he needed Whigs as sheriffs. Whig sheriffs began to hand pick
Whig juries who were instructed to find a writ of ignoramu; on Whig
defendants, which averted any trial at all.
17sryant, Charles, p. 242.

18

As Narcissus Luttrell

Ogg, vol. 2, p. 598.

19

Helm, pp. 65-6 •
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wrote, "Thus there was a great contest who should be sherifs, when
fonnerly nen gave noney to be excused fran it. 1120 When the publisher
Francis "Elephant" Smith was tried for libel, he was cleared by ·this new
strategy.

He even published an account of his trib.11.ations and, secure

in the protection of Whig sheriffs, admitted publishing other scandalous
material.

When Parliament finally net, in October 1680; the House of

Ccrnrwns ap,EX>inted Smith their official printer when it decided its
.
21
.
.
h uld be printed daily. ·
and transactions so

votes

Charles had called Parliament because he was in desperate need of
noney.

Tangier was threatened

by

the r.mrs, and he

needed

recking for

an alliance with Si;ain and Holland against Catholic France (which
ooped

\o.Uuld be fX>pular > •

In

his cpening speech, he begged Parlianent

for unity so England could recover her status in
sane b.lsiness d:me.

he

But Parliament

\\e.S

Europe

and finally get

interested only in two things:

Exclusion and attacking supporters of the court. Impeaclment proceedings
were initiated against Scroggs and two other jtrlges, as well as Halifax
and Jeffreys, who had led the petitioning of the Al:horrers.

Pepys, who

had been in jail since spring on false charges just because he supported
the court, wrote in November; "Toough the integrity and faithfulness
wherewith his Majesty and the public have for so many years been
by

served

us rca.y not at present protect us fran mlicious re,EX>rts, yet I am

satisfied that Goo Almighty, who is always just will nak.e it up to us
sane other way to the shame of those who now triunph over us. n;?Z Pepys'
20 Luttrell, p. 50.

21Muddiman, p. 226.

22 Helm, p. 72.
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faith was not misplaced-he W:ts later appointed by Charles to head all
q,erations of the navy.
James had been sent tack to Scotland before Parliament net,: so he
was not present on Novanl:Er 4 when an ExclU9ion Bill passed its first
reading in the Camnons.

'Ibis bill was nore radical than the bill of a

year and a half earlier� it treated Janes as if he were dead and
declared that he w:>uld be guilty of treason if he returned fran
Sa>tland.
subject

On

of

November 15, the bill reached the Lords and became the
a

showcbwn

debate

between

Shaftesbury

and

Halifax.

Shaftesbury was too irrational and anotional for his fellow peers-he
called for the king's divorce and raved al:x>ut a threat to democracy.
Halifax's argurrents were well-reasoned and he "had a visible superiority
to Lard Shaftesbury in the cpinion of the Wmle House."
defeated

the

bill

by

63-30.

For

g::>od neasure,

they

The LOrds
oondanned

Shaftesbury's speech as traitorous, and had it blrned by the camon
hangrran.

Charles, who was present during the entire del::ate and vote,

ccmnented that the show was as good as a play.

Reresby called it "one

of the greatest Days ever known in the House of Lords, with regard to
the importance of the business they had in hand, which concemed oo less
than the lineal succession to the Crown. 1123
In

their fury, the House of Camnons voted resolutions against

Halifax and several others of the king's ministers.

'!he Lords, in a

conciliatory vein, proposed limitations on the succession-such as James
. should mt have the right of veto, he should have the legal capacity of
a minor, and
succeeded.
23

he should be banished, on pain of execution, mtil he

'lh:>se

Whigs who were ooping to see England becane a

Grey, vol. 7, p. 477.
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republic approved of these sanctions as a step in the right direction,
rut Shaftesbury and William of orange did not approve.

Shaftesbury

spoke to his confidants of civil war, and began to arrange · than in
24
readiness to take over strong points in the kingaan. .
Too sirnilari ty of events
on the king or his people.

to

that of forty years before was not lost

A friend wrote to Pepys:

counted even Pcpery, yet I cannot rut pray God

to

"Although it te

preserve us fran the

tumults, confusions and rebellions of 1641 and

'42, which seen to
threaten us oo ooe hand as moch as Pcpery on the other." 25 '!he Popish
Plot had emotionally drained many Londoners, and the thought of W:lr
raised only feelings of revulsion.

Roger L' Estrange wrote a pamphlet

warning of the possibility of another civil war:
Do we not strick Fire the same W:iY now, as we did then?
Arrl may not a Sp:1rk, in the Gun-Roan do as moch mischief
this year, as it did thirty or forty years ago? Are not
the People as moch Tinder naw, as they were· formerly? and
as apt to take ill Dnpressions? What if the same Method
should work the same confusion �er again? or in truth,
'ltlat is there else to be expected?
As Shaftesbury � nore
irrmediate followers began

to

unreasonable and cx:rrmitted to W:lr,
doubt his ju::lgment and leadership.

Too trial of the Lords in the
between Parliaments.

his

Tcwer

had been delayed by the lapse

'!he last important trial in London of the Pc.pish

Plot, that of Lord Stafford, was held on Novene.er 29.

He W:iS chosen

24oictionary of National Biography, vol. IV,
eds. Sir Leslie Stephen
and Sir Sidney Lee (London: Oxford University Press, 1949-50), p. 1054.
25 Helm, p. 74.

26Roger L'Estrange,
Henry Brome, 1681), p. 13.

An

Account of the Growth of Knavery (London:
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over the other four as being the easiest to convict.

Besides being the

only one against which there was rrore than one witness

(BedlCM,

the

second witness against the other four, had died in August),: � was
unp::,pular with the other Lords in the House.

He was sixty-nine years

old, and quarrelsane enough that all blt one of his
guilty.

own

family voted him

'lbere was no written evidence against him, only the testim::>ny

of Qates and his confederates, blt it was enough to condemn him � a
27
vote of f'f
1 ty-f'1ve to th'1rty-ooe.
Evelyn was present during Stafford's trial, and thought
himself well and behaved nooestly.

'!he

he

defended

principal witness was oates,

whose personal honour Stafford called into question.

Evelyn agreed with

Stafford:
One thing my Lord said as to oates, which I confess did
exceedingly affect ne: . 'lhat a person who during his
dep::,sitions should so vauntingly brag that though he went
over to the Church of Rane • • • confessed he took their
sacrament; \\'Orshiped images, went through all their oaths
and discipline of their proselytes, swearing secrecy and to
be faithful, l:ut with intent to cane over again and betray
than; that such a hyp::,crite, • • • such a profligate wretch
should be admitted against the life of a peer,-this my
Lord looked upon as a rronstrous thing, and such as lllll'3t
needs redound to the dishonor of our religion and nation.
And verily I am of his Lordship's q;>inion: such a man's
testimony should not be taken against the life of a d:>g. 28
Evelyn continued to record his anazanent that in all that time oates
carried letters among the Jesuits and their contacts, opening each one
before delivery, it was incredible that he should never think to copy a
single one.

r..ess than a week after the trial ended, Evelyn wrote that

27Kenyon, Plot, pp. 231-2.

28

Evelyn, p. 154.
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he had seen a :rreteor, whose shape resembled a sword, and he mused "rut
another such _phenanenon I rememter to have seen in 1640, about the trial
of the great F.arl of Strafford, preceding our bloody Rebellion. • ,I pray
God avert his jmgements1 1129
When Charles finally signed

the

death warrant, he a:mnuted the

hanging and quartering to a simple ceheading.

Lord Russell and the

Canmons argued furiously for the full sentence.

'!he

sheriffs of Lendon

insulted the king by asking him whose execution orders should they
foll<:111, the Canmons' or the king's.
Shaftesbury oonsidered Stafford's death another trimph and
c.penly

cptimistic

about

his

ability

to

exclwe James

fran the

"we

shall easily find
30
the rreans, by the laws, of rraking him walk out of the kingdan. n.
succession.

He bragged to the French ammssador,

was

Probably with Shaftesbury's approval, Mannouth took the bar sinister off
his coat of anns.

'!he

French ambassador wrote his master, Louis XIV:

I d:::m't see a person \\ho is not persuaded that the Duke of
f.k>rnoouth will soon re replaced in all his anployrrents. Mr.
f.k>ntague says the Duke of f.k>nroc>uth at present . shows no
other design rut that of procuring the good and advantage
of all the nation by the Duke of York's exclusion • • • •
He alleges that once he is re-established at Court, he will
advance his affairs, and succeed nore easily by the neans
of p:1rliament, and by keeping himself always united with
those \\ho have the greatest credit among the people. 31
The

eanmons refused to give Charles any noney and seemed to

spend

an extraordinary amount of time p:1ssing resolutions relating to the
Plot.

For example, on January 10, 1681 the Canmons rusied itsel f
29

Evelyn, pp. 155-7.

30 Chapman, p. · 70.

31 Watson, p. 132.
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voting that whoever advised a proroguation was a traitor, papist, and
pensioner of France, that the Great Fire had been started by papists,
and that anyone who advanced the king m:>ney was a national: enany.
Charles prorogued Parliament the same day and a week later dissolved it.
Charles realized that Whig support was basically in London, and
arranged for the next Parliament

to

�et in the Royalist stronghold of

OXford on M:irch 21. The Whigs were afraid that Charles had a trick up
his sleeve and petitioned against the new location, though it was quite
within Charles' rights
ace in the hole;

he

to

�et Parlianent there.

Charles did have an

had all l:ut the final details of a French subsidy

worked out with Louis XIV.

Louis had

begun to

\\'Orry that Charles \\'Ould

forsake Janes for William, which \\'Ould hopelessly unite b::>th Holland and
England against France. In return for a pranise of English neutrality
and James' succession, Louis was willing
three-year period.

to

pay Charles £400,000 01Ter a

With Louis' noney, Charles need not �et Parliament

at all if it continued

to

prove so intent on passing an Excltsion Bill.32

'lb put the problan into perspective, the actual passing of the
Exclusion Bill by b::>th Houses \\'Ould not nake it law.

If Charles ever

did retain a Parliament long enough to pass it, he \\'Ould definitely veto
the . bill when it came
veto could lead

to

to

him for his assent. , Charles realized that his

another civil war. The Cg;x:>sition also ass'l.llled that

Charles \\'Ould never assent to the bill, wt they hoped the strife the
32Financially, Charles was doing better than he had in years. Danby's
.long-range policies as Lord Treasurer in the 1670's were taking effect, and
his successor Sunderland proved capable as well. Charles never got all the
money from Louis, but the promise of.it gave Charles the confidence to act
independently of Parliament.
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bill would cause would lead to a permanent l:anishroont of James fran
England.

In

that case it would be very difficult for James to succeed

if Charles died suddenly.
In Scotland, James was beside himself with anxiety at neeting a
Parliament in OXford.

He advised Charles not to hold Parliament until

the Court Party could win a larger number of MP's in the elections for
Camnons.

He also asked to return to England, and was refused.

Lawrence

Hyde, Janes' friend and brother-in-law, was sent to Efil.nburgh by Charles
to try one last time to convert James.

He was unsuccessful.

Janes

wrote to· his confidant, Colonel Legge, that it would be dishonorable to
convert or even pretend to convert, "and lett

my

friends take their

rreasurs accordingly and ch not deceive themselves and ne, and lett them
thinke of other ways than that of saving the m:marky .

11

33

As p:irt of the Whigs' attack on James, they set up a Penny Post in
1681 to damage Janes' nonopoly as Postmaster-General and to get Whig
propaganda into the newsletters sent to the provinces.

Instead of the

government's three posts a week, the Penny Post went every hour fran 7
AM to 9 EM.

It lost noney, rut it helped dissaninate Whig literature

all over England.

As Narcissus Luttrell wrote in·April 1681,

Atout this time the presse al:ounds with all sorts of
p:unphlets and libells; one side running d:>wn the papists
and upholding the dissenters; the other side cryeing d:>wn
l:Dth, asperseing the 1:Wo last hoUSE:5 of �s and
ridiculing their proceedings, and sounding oothing rut 41;
publick intelligencers or pamphlets ·of news abounding,
f:Nery day spawning two, sanetimes three, filling the town
and country with ootorious falsehoodSr.34

33Bevan, pp. 69, 62.

34 Luttrell,

p. 76.
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Janes oould oot prosecute the writers because Whig sheriffs in Lcnd::>n
were able to pack the juries.

In

Noveml:::er 1682, when the Whigs' h::>ld

CNer the City of Lonoon was broken, James won a case against t:1?e . Penny
Post, though he was awarded only £100 in damages.

In

1683, the Lord

Mayor prohibited newsletters in coffee oouses, and Whig propaganda was
35
effectively limited.
The king showed his growing p:,wer
by

Oates' testimony in oourt.

by

reprieving a priest oonvicted

Although the king proved adep t at

snU:Jgling mimportant priests out of the oountry,
"WOrking on bigger fish.

Shaftesbury was

Shaftesbury's attempts to foster trouble in

Ireland bore fruit during the OXford Parliament with the arrest of
Oliver Plunket, the Archbishop of Armagh, on charges of a conspiracy to
bring a French anny to Ireland. Shaftesbury's witness against Plunket
was an Irish rogue named Edward Fitzharris, with a past like Oates' and
Bedlow's.Fitzharris rrade the mistake of testifying l:::efore he received a
government pardon.

When Shaftesbury threatened to produce an affidavit

blaming Godfrey's murder on the king ( it proved an empty threat) ,
Charles countered
witnesses.

by

refusing to issue parcbns for their past cri.rces to

'Ihe witnesses

in the Irish oonspiracy then refused to

testify, and the government prosecuted Fitzharris, despite desperate
attempts on Shaftesbury's part· to save him.

When Charles signed the

archbishop's death warrant, Essex, a Whig and a fonner Lord Lieutenant
of

Ireland,

offended

mdoubtedly innocent.

the king

by

reminding him that Pltmket was

Charles snapped, "Then, my lord, l:::e his blcx:xl on

35
Muddiman, p. 222.
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your conscience. You might have saved
him recause I dare not. "

if you would, I cannot paroon

him

Ironically, Fitzharris, the first victim of

the Court's a:meback, and Plunket, the last victim of the PcpishiPlot,
36

were executed on the same day. -

Shaftesbury oonsidered starting a revolt in London while Parliament
was in OXford but changed his mind at the last minute.

He decided on a

shew of strength instead and arrived in OXford with hundreds of fully
anned

followers,

Slavery."

wearing

ribb:ms

and

bands

saying

''No

Pq)ery

No

Even as the king was naking his opening speech, Mcrlloouth

and a crcwd of followers rode through the streets of OXford to display
their weapons.
a weapon

he

Stephen College, a Whig p:unphleteer wrote a rhyne ab::>ut

popularized called the Protestant Flail:

Listen awhile and I will tell you a tale
Of a new device of a Protestant Flail,
• • • This flail it Wis nade of the finest �,
VEll lined with lead and ootable good
Fbr splitting of brains and shedding of blood • •

• 37

in ooe Janes was
38
depicted as half Irishman and half devil, setting fire to Lcncbn.
The

Whigs i;assed around

•

several nasty drawings;

Charles had cane to Parliament, his negotiations with Louis oot
quite conclu:led, hoping

he

could still reach a canpranise.

fart, he was willing (at least, as

he

On

his a,m

told Parliament) that James

be

banished during his brother's lifetirre; that Mary (or if childless,
Anne) would be regent for James; and that if James had a Protestant son,
he

1976.

should be regent upon caning of age. Charles also prcposed that the
36c1

ark, p. 91, and Bryant, Charles, p.

37sryant, Charles, p. 251.

256.

Plunket was cannonized in

38North, Autobiography, p. 160.
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Privy Counsellors re rnninated by the regent and subject to the approval
of Parliament, and that it re made a capital offense to take up anns on
Jares' rehalf.

Generous as these tenns seemed, the Whigs still :_�lieved
39
that Janes \\10uld find a way when king to reject than.
To assure their

CMn

praninence, the Canrocms regan work on a bill

that would require Parliarrent to have annual sessions. Shaftesbury, in a
�ting of the House of Lords, put a paper refore the king that advised
he �lare M:tlmOuth iimEdiately to re his successor.

When Charles

exclaimed it would re unlawful, Shaftesbury countered, "Sire, will you
give :rre leave to nake it as lawful as we can?" Charles refused to
countenance such a proposal. 40 Charles was steadfast, "Let there re no
delusion.

I will oot yield, oor will I re b.tl.lied. Men usually

recane

rrore timid as they recane older; it is the cpposite with :rre, for what
may remain of
reputation.

.

...

II

my

life I am detennined that nothing will tarnish

I have law and reason and all right-thinking rren on

my

my

side

41

Two days after Charles refused to declare .t-b'lIOOuth his successor,
another Exclu;ion Bill was introduced.

An MP wrote of the proceedings:

"This day with extraordinary caJm tanper was debated the expedients
concerning a Pcpish successor.

All that could re said was invited and

heard. Not any thing reing proposed of any probable security the Bill of
Exclu;ion was resolved." 42 'lhe next day, March 27th, Charles secretly
net with his counsellors and they agreed on a dissolution.

On

the 22rrl

Charles had verbally concltrled the secret treaty with Louis that \\10uld
41 Helm, p. 74.
40
39Landon; p. 97.
Watson, p. 136.
42Historical Manuscript Commission, 14th Report, vol. 3. The Manuscript
of His Grace the Duke of Portland (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1894), p. 369
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give him £400,000 O\Ter the next three years.

'!be king attended the

Lords the next day in his regular clothing, rut with his robes and crown
hidden in a sedan chair, ready for a snap dissolution. As expected, the
Lords began the norning with a <Eba.te on the Exclusion Bill.
slipped out to change, and then returned
curt \\t)rds.

to

Charles

dissolve them with a few

Colonel COoke wrote to Otmorrle, "Though I have seen the

distractions and <Ejections of routed annies (a prospect dismal enough),
yet rothing ever equalled this day in this place at the surprising
dissolution of Parliament." Charles was in a merry nood afterward,
clapped his hand on the shoulder of young Lord Bruce who was helping him
disrobe, and exclaimed they were better off with one king than five
3
hundred (Parliament>.
4

Shaftesbury tried

to

get Parliament to sit in defiance of the

king's orders, rut his supporters slipped away, rot as anxious to
provoke a war as Shaftesbury.
departure, "It is not
arout getting off.
quarter of an hour • 11-

to

North CC1ll00nted on the suddeness of their

be expressed what clutter there was in town

'!he price of coaches nounted cent. for cent. in a
44

The sudden dissolution angered .the innkeepers of.

OXford, who had laid up food and supplies for a session expected to last
nonths.

:aurnet interpreted Charles' decision as cowardly, rut of course

he did rot know alx>ut the French subsidy.
left in "such haste

He CC1ll00nted that the king

Windsor, that it looked as if he was afraid of
5
the Crowds that this meeting had brought to OXford. "
to

4

43sryant, Charles, p. 253.

44

Helm, p. 75.

5Grey,

4

VO 1 •

8 , p • 340 •
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Aurelin Cook wrote in his 1685 biography of Charles II that holding
the .Parliament in OXford was thought "by nore Intelligent a very wise
and p:,litick Act, fran whence he might expect many good effects:; !=IC> the
consequence answered the Expectation."
pamphlets "mich the

Press

Many libellous newspapers and

had vanited out in great Nmibers whilst they

expected impunity fran the Parliament, were supprest, and easily husht
into silence by an Order of the council."46 'Ihe finner stance of the

government against publishers and authors was imrediately felt.
April 15, 1681, Snith was arrested again.
Protestant

On

He had printed in "Smith's

Intelligence" that the authority of the Canm:ms was greater

than either the Lords or the Privy Council. He was not tried because to
4
avoid punishment he agreed never to publish again. z
On

April 8, 1681 a Declaration by the king was read in all the

churches that told of the House of camnons' actions in the last two
Parliaments.

It presented Charles as the last b.tl.wark of sanity and

order against the tyrannical Camrons.

'1he Whigs had cane to OXford

anned and ready for violence, which had set pec.ple thinking and
re-e\l'aluating.

'1he Declaration swung many Oller to the king and dliwed

away at Whig infl�nce.

The Declaration caused a shower of loyal

addresses fran all parts of England to the king, pranising loyalty and
a!::horrence of the Opposition.

'!he Whigs in:mediately resp:,nded in th�ir

a,m defense with "A Jt.Bt and Modest Vindication of the Proceedings of
the Last Two

P arliaments,"

Sidney, and Robert Ferguson.

by Lord Saners, William Jooes, Algernon
'!he Whigs called it "a very nasterly

46cook, pp. 424-5.
47Muddiman, p. 240. He began publishing again in September 1681 and
was convicted in March 1684.
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vindication of the rights of Parliament, and of the policy of the
liberal party under Shaftesbury in their attenpt to alter the succession
for the safety of the people and the preservation of the m:mar�hy. n

The

Tories called it "factious cant." The pamphlet began by emphasizing the
importance of annual Parliaments, that should not be dissolved until all
their business was cbne.

In

reply to the behavior of the legislature,

the p:unphlet argued that the actions of the Camoons were ''misinterpreted
at court." 48 Burnet claimed that the pamphlet, though well written,
"had oo great effect" because the Whigs' popularity was naw so low.49
'll'e <:g;x:>sition pranised bloody retaliation for Charles' declaration, tut
Charles �uld oot be rroved to rash action.

He

rt:JW

used the law just as

skillfully as the Whigs had used it to achieve revenge.
In

April

appeared.

1681

the

Reviewed

first

issue

of

before . publication

L'F.strange's "Orserva.tor"
by

d:puties

of

the

two

Secretaries of State,50 it can be considered a government publication.
In the arrests and trials of Whigs to cane, it was a useful Tory voice
in streets that had for too long been flooded with little else tut Whig
literature.
In

June the Irish infonner Edward Fitzharris, who had caused such

trouble between the two Houses at the OXford Parliament, was tried and
condemned for giving false evidence alx>ut Godfrey's murder.
gave

a confession

implicating the Whigs.

Fitzharris

Shaftesbury

himself was

examined by the Council all day on July 2, and arrested.

When asked,

48sachse, pp. 16-17.

49 Burnet, p. 329.

SOMuddiman, p. 235.
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before another interrogation if he wanted any focxl, Shaftesbury replied,
51
"I have rio stanach to eat, unless I can get roast Irishmanll [Fitzharris].
A :i;aper was found in Shaftesbury's cabinet, unsigned, un43,ted and
oot even in his handwriting, that pledged to resist any P3-pist who
at tempted to ascend the throne.

'Ihe Court wanted to try Shaftesbury for

i:cssession of the p:tper, and tried to inflrence Shaftesbury's jury to
find a true bill.

'Ihe London sheriffs were still Whigs and the jury

turned in a writ of ignoramus.

In

Sa:=urity of Englisl:men 's Lives, or

resi:cnse, Lord Saners published "'!he
The

Trust, power, and Duty of the

It was 150 :i;ages long, and there were six

Grand Juries of England."

editions between 1681 and 1771 in England alone.

He i:cinted out that

juries are supposed to follow their consciences and not cb what the
ju:ige tells them; "let the Grand juries faithfully perfonn their high
Trust, and neither be cheated nor frightened fran their Duty. 11 52
It was clear that the Tories could not take lawful revenge until
they could get Tory juries.
Stephen College, who

This i:cint was illmtrated by the trial of

had cane to OXford supplied with Whig ribl::ons, and

anti-royalist literature and cartoons.
nose,

When a Tory socked him in the

he dramatically declared that his would oot be the only blood

shed in the came.

When the Court had College arrested for attempting

to overthrow the government and for distributing treasonable ml.lads
during the OXford Parliament, a London jury returned him ignoramm. '!he
Court had College nnved to OXford where the crime was to have occurred,
and there a Tory Grand Jury found a true bill.
51 Chapman, p. 75.

52

Sachse, p. 19.

College had been quite
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indiscreet. When a friend of his ccnm:mted that the nation's troubles
would be over when the Exclusion Bill passed, College had replied, "No,
oo,

rrM

you are mistaken, for Rowley [Charles] is as great a papist as

the Duke of York is, and every way as dangerous to the Protestant
interest. n 53
� Tories leamed fran their opponents, as one writer camented,
"if anything of Whig or Tory canes in qtEstion, it is ruled according to
the interest of party." College's trial lasted seventeen hours, and
like the Popish trials all over again-rut reversed.

\IBS

North wrote that

in this trial "the chief entertairnnent was to see the plot witnesses
54
fall out and swear ea.ch other to be arrant rogues."
Cne of the chief
witnesses against College was an Irishman named Haynes who cl.a.i.ned

he

had heard College say he �uld seize the king and kill him as they had
his father.

One

of College's · witnesses was Haynes' neighbor, who said

he had heard Haynes say to his landlady, "God damn

ire.

I care not what I

swear, oor who I swear against; for it is my trade to get m:>ney by
swearing." College even called oates in to support him.
found guilty and executed the next day.

But

he

was

He swore on the scaffold that

he had no intention of starting a, revolt at OXford, although

he

did

admit he nay have used sane indecent expressions ooncerning the king and
councii.55

College was executed only a rconth after the last victim of

the Popish Plot, Archbishop Plunket,

had died.

Oates, whose fortunes had been declining for sanetime, tried to
save himself by g::,ing over to the Court's side.
53watson, p. 137.

His infll.:ence can be

54North, Autobiography, p. 163.

55Helm, pp. 77-8.
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rreasured

by

his allowance.

In

1678 he had l::een given a m:mthly salary

of £40. By February 1679 he was oonfident enough to present the camrons
with a bill of over £678 for expenses he had incurred in entrapping the
Jesuits.

'!he Canm:ms gave him the noney.

He

never stirred without his

guards and had three servants to wait on him at Whiteha11�

6

In

July

1680, his allCMance was reduced fran £12 a -week to �3; in October 1680
Parliament insisted on raising it to El0.
57
.
"""� d Par1'1ament, 1t
UAJ-Or
was reduced to :£2.

On
On

M:i.y 14, 1681, after the
August 31, 1681 oates was

removed by Charles ' orders fran Whitehall, and a nan was stationed at
the d::>or · to insure that
iml::ezelled. 58

"oone of His M:i.jesty's Goods should l::e

Mu:ldinen wrote, "'!hose who have observed his deportment

have long stood in admiration that his M:i.jesty • • • could so long
endure

him

under

his

roof.

He

was

insolent,

ungrateful

and

inconsistent, sanetimes an evidence for, saootimes an evidence against,
the king, and

ooth

where his sacred life was concerned. " 59 'Ihe long

vengeful ann of Janes was just waiting for the q>portunity to prosecute
Oates for all the pain and trouble he had wrought over the last four
years.

56

�, vol. XIV, pp. 743-5.

59Muddirnan, p. 241.

57
Kenyon, Plot. p. 242.

58Helm, p. 79.

OIAPTER VII
'!HE F1\LL OF SHAFTESBURY AND '!HE EATE OF 'lHE INFO�

Party cutteth
off one half of the World fran the other ,
.
so that the mutual Inprovement of Mens Urrlerstanding � con
versing, &c, is lost, and Men are half unoone, when they lose
the advantage of knowing what their Enanies think of than.
-George Savile, Marquis of Halifax
"Of Parties" (Savil�, p. 225)

William of Orange visited England in the sumner of 1681 seeking
English support in a war against France. Of course, Charles could never
join Holland while he was l:eing supported with a French subsidy.
Charles had no intention of enlightening his nephew on this point, and
he was annoyed at William for supporting Exclusion.

Rather

than

refuse

him outright, Charles ex.plained that he ml.Et give up all control of the
military forces to Parliament if William wanted an English anny and
supplies fran the camoons.

William was sensitive to the possibility
132
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that he might inherit the Ehglish throne, and backed cbwn
must consult his advisors.

l:,;{

saying he

William ,;..,ent tnne unsatisfied, rut, as

Arlington wrote to Onnond on AU:Just 6, "The Prince of Orange .- .; • has
clearly seen the hands of ooth sides playing our great game."1
As the sumner progressed, the king's hand became stronger, and the
Whigs becama nore restless. Robert Ferguson wrote that "nost of the
smrrner p:ist away in secret canplaints, in the feeling one another's
pulses." 2 The snall radical core of the Whigs, led l:,;{ Shaftesbury, saw
with alann

that every nonth the king appeared ·to be nore in control.

Surviving· the crisis of the Pcpish Plot had taught him a lesson al::out
government, and his style changed noticeably.

'!he nonarch, who five

years before was uninterested in the details of 9)verrment, had becane
avidly involved in even the nost minor problens.
Charles

\10.S

really the ruler: and he

\10.S

With no Parliamant,

determined to never again

penni t another rra.n like Shaftesbury, or group like the Whigs or Ccrmoons,
dlallenge his p:>Wer.
At the end of August, 1681, Charles received news that the SCOttish
Parliament, almost ·to a rra.n, had affirmed James' right of succession.
In

October a Tory was finally elected as Lord Mayor of Loodon. But there

were still flare-ups of Whig sentiment in the City. On November 17 the
annual Whig display to celebrate Qt:een Elizabeth's accession was staged.
with Shaftesbury's trial due that mnth, it was ooped that such a
demonstration would help his cause.

As one indulgent father wrote to

Lady Rutland: "All our streets shine with Pcpes and oonfires, and our
1sryant, Charles, p. 258.

2Morley, p. 142.
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bells are solennly jangled to express all possible respect

to her

JllelOOry

• • • • My girl is just oow cane in fran seeing the Pq,es and the shc,r,,I,
and her tongue d:>es so run with the story that she
this. 113

On

puts

an end to

November 24, a Whig jury returned a writ of ignoramus on

Shaftesbury, who was charged with planning to incite a rebellion. There
was a large riot in Shaftesbury's favor.

Aurelin Cook described the

celebrations:
�nfires were that Night nade by the Rabble alm:>st in every
Street; at one whereof capt. Griffith Wis knockt d:>wn, and
w:>unded in the Head, for endeavouring to ?It it out: Ard a
rout of people narching cbwn varwick-lane, one wiere of rad
his· Sword drawn, s::mati.rces cryed, No Yark [Janes 1, IX>
Pq,ish Soccessor, and then l::awl'd out, a M::>nnouth, a
Sraftesbury, a Bockingham, till they were stopt by the
Witdl at Loogite • • • • Yet the oober and Loyal put of
the Nation, rad other sedi.rrents aoout it, and declared
their Irrlignation. 4
But the people's view of Shaftesbury as a hero seeking lawful
change was seriously dlallenged when Charles published the papers found
in Shaftesbury's desk.

'Ihe English people suddenly realized just

far Shaftesbury had intended to g:,.

oow

Charles found himself again the

recipient of petitions fran all over the country, pledging to support
the king and lamenting the rebelliousness of Shaftesbury.

Dryden• s

wicked satire Atsolan (Monmouth) � Architophel (Shaftesbury),. which
cruelly lampooned the Whig leaders, was received with enthusiam in
November.

But the fact that Shaftesbury had escaped justice still

played on Charles, who canplained, "It is a hard case that I am the last

nan

to have law and justice in the whole nation. "s
3Bryant, Charles, p. 251.

4

Cook, p. 432.

s Helm, p. 79.
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Charles was advised to demand the surrender of the city of Lonoon's
charter.

'1he city was served with a Qm Warranto, which demanded it

show evidence of legal authority for every administrative: act it
perfonned.

A

city

wndon's

size

was

round

to

have

cx:mnitted

unauthorized acts, for which the charter could be recalled and a new one
It took until June of 1683 for

granted that gave the king m:>re control.

the case to go through the courts and the king to win. Moch of 1682 was
ca03ht up in this struggle for control.

'!he court attanpted to appoint

Tory sheriffs for London en the obsolete custan whereby the Lord Mayor
could drink to the health of a rx:minee and put him in office.
Tories achieved office this way.

Once

the 'lbries

Two

controlled the

selection of juries, Whigs could no longer expect writs of ignoramus.
Their strategy went fran open, legal opposition to underground plans for
an insurrection.
In March of 1682 Shaftesbury fonned the Council of Six-the Duke of
Mc:rurouth, the Farl of Essex,

wrd

Hanpden, and Lord Howard of Escrick.

�sell, Algeroon

Sidney,

Jc:hn

Since its nanbers had lost faith

in Shaftesbury's jtrlgrnent, it was an uneasy alliance.

Most of the nen

were younger than Shaftesbury, and willing to wait for the king's death
or public cpinion to again favor their cause.

But Shaftesbury was

detennined to sponsor imnediately a rising in wndon, the West, the
Midlands and Srotland-areas that had been Whig strongholds.6
In April 1682 James was recalled fran Scotland, and was alm:>st
killed in a shiJ;:Wreck off the Soottish coast.
6 Chapman, p. 77.

His arrival in Lendon on
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May 27 was greeted with cheering cre1Nds, the sama cre1Nds that only
nonths before \J.Uuld have given him a sullen reception.

Both brothers

were pleased to imagine that soon the favor they were enjoying in the
streets \J.Uuld spill into the courts of law.
Preston

oo

A

Mr.

Wynne wrote Lord

May 18 of his reaction to two Whigs that had gotten off with

a writ of ignoramu;: "All the standers-by stocd amazed to see that, upon
the fullest and clearest proofs hnaginable, the jury brought them in not
guilty... 7

Josselin wrote of the tension between the Whig city of

London and the Tory court: "the citie moch hated by the court, the
Jtrlges moch pervert justice." 8

Politics still held nore weight in the

courts than evidence� and Charles and his lawyers continued to search
for legal loopholes that would allow than to replace Whig officials with
Tories.
The

continuing confusion . and unrest is shown in a newsletter of

July 29,

1682:

"Yesterday

the king's fish-nonger was c:xmnitted to

Newgate for saying that he would swear the Presbyterians murdered Sir
Ednundbury

Godfrey, and laid it on the Papists. A play by

Mr.

Dcyden,

tenned 'The Duke of Guise,' wherein the Duke of Momtouth was vilified
[came to Charles' attention and] is forbid, for though His Majesty be
displeased with the Duke yet he will not suffer others to ahlse him.119
Momouth was becaning even :rcore active over his own claim to the
throne.

In Septanber 1682 Shaftesbury encouraged him to tour the

Midlands and the west Country to assess his strength.

His tour, mu:=h in

the nature of a royal progress, was very successful-people turned out
7

sryant, Charles, p. 266.

8 Macfarlane, p. 627.

9
ttistorical Manuscript Commission, 15th Report. The Manuscript of the
Duke of Somerset and Marquis of Ailesbury (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode,
1898), p. 108.
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in droves

to

see him, and he delighted than � participating in their

country footraces and pursuits.

Charles had him arrested in the

countryside on Septanter 20 for inciting a riot.

furmouth asked his

servant as he was being arrested to ride straight

Lendon for a'·habeas

corpus, and he was out on bail in six. days.

to

'Ibe vice-�rlain wrote,

"The King is very angry with him, and resolved to take every way to
undeceive the -world that think he is not • • • • " Shaftesbury was just
as angry at Monmouth for not resisting arrest.

He was furious that

Mcrnrouth had not seized the m:ment to put up his standard and demand a
free parliament.
go to

As soon as he was tailed, Shaftesbury advised him

�shire and start the rebellion.

to

But furmouth, Grey, and Russell

did not think Shaftesbury really had control of the situation.

Despite

all the protestations of supi;x,rt furnnouth had received in the west, it
was quite another thing to ask those people to go to war against Charles
.
10
. .
II, who was enJoying a resurgance of popularity. .
Shaftesbury was in his late sixties and failing health, and was
not prepared to wait.

He told Lord Grey, "The Duke of funmouth is an

unfortunate IIE.n for Gal has thrice put it into his power to save
England,

and nake himself the greatest rran in Europe, b.J.t he has

neglected to use all those opp:,rtunities; one was in Scotland, when he
was general, the other in the West, and rrM in Cheshire. "

Shaftesbury

even suggested seizing the Ta-Ter, b.J.t cooler heads -won out.
observed,

Shaftesbury

"relieved the

first appearance of the least

disorder -would have prevailed on the King to yield everything.
10Watson, p. 146.

As Burnet
But the
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Duke of l-kxlllouth, who understood what a rabble was and what troops were,
looked on this as a mad exposing of themselves and their friends.11

11

In the fall of 1682, Thanas Pilkington, a Whig ex-sheriff of
Laldon, was tried for insulting James on his return fran Scotland the
previous spring.

'lbe Aldermen had net to congratulate James with an

address, rut Pilkington disagreed with the nessage.

He rurst out that

James had "twice rurned this city, and W:ls oow cane to cut . the
inhabitants' throats"-a rcessage that would have brought cheers in the
Green Rili:lon Club rut

\>BS

now unpopular, oot to rcention inappropriate,

at such a gathering. James sued him for £100,000 in damages. 'lb avoid
a packed jury, Pilkington asked to te tried in Hertfordshire, rut his
request was refused.

'!hough the roan had teen full of witnesses, a

witness for the defendant perjured himself � claiming Pilkington was
not in the roan at the time.

Jeffreys a:mnented, "Your invention is
and found Pilkington guilty •.12

better than your nenory ! 11
In October 1682, a

Tory

wrote, "The Whigs cane Oller to us daily.

You can hardly find six at High Exchange in the city."
frantically tried to reverse the trend.
incite a nob on Guy Fawkes Day.

Shaftesblry

He attanpted unsuccessfully to

He tried to stage another pageant for

accession day, blt the crc:Md and perfonners failed to na.terialize.

'!be

government found in a mckyard the discarded dumnies that were to have
been used in the ceranony,.

Shaftesbury heard that the Privy Council had

issued a W:lrrant for him, and went into hiding in Cheapside.

'!be

Council of Six continued to rceet, with Shaftesblry urging action and the
11watson, pp. 146-7.

12Helm, p. 86.
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others urging p:1.tience.
postponed.

'Thu risings in Novenl:er were planned, then

Sadly aware that he had lost the confidence of his fellow

conspirators,

Shaftesbury

January 21, 1683.

fled to Amsterdam in late 1682 : and died

'!be Tories celebrated his death as a deliverance, and

even the Whigs were relieved, as they felt he had l:ecane red for their
image. �3
Shaftesbury may not have l:een aware, when he fled that winter to
Arcsterdam, that sane minority nenl:ers of the Opposition had formed the
Rye House Plot, which would have eliminated the king and set up a
republic.

In

Na-miarket.

March 1683 the king made one of his usual visits to

But on March 22 a careless groan s:noking and a brisk wind

turned Na-miarket into a pile of rubble, one of the first fires in years
that was not .irrmediately attributed to the p:1.pists !

Charles and Janes

had to return bane imrediately, breaking their nonnal schedule.

Rtm:>rs

of mischief reached Charles on his return, rut he dismissed them as idle
gossip.

'lbe cry of "Plot," like the cry of "\ak>lf," had been so fra;!\Ent

an event over the last several years that it would, as Roger North
carmented, "be scarce listened after; and, perhaps, that might have l:een
14

the very Design of sane that put forward so nany false ones." •·

on Jtme

12, 1683 Josiah Keeling appeared on the cborstep of George Le:Jge, Lord
Dartmouth, with tales of a plot to murder Charles and James during their
March visit to Na-miarket.

Dartmouth sent him to Secretary of State Sir

Leoline Jenkins, who was sceptical and dismissed him.

But Keeling

showed up the next day with a brewer who confirmed the whole story.
13Chapman, pp. 78-80.

14

North, Examen, p. 315.
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Keeling revealed the existence of
lesser plotters.

the ·

Council of Six as -well as the

When the plot was called off �use of the fire,

several oonspirators had becane fearful that saneone would turn �ng Is
evidence.

Sane

of

the

oonspirators :rrelted

into

the countryside

imnediately, which served to scare those that were still :rreeting all the
m::>re.

Keeling apparently told the authorities in the hopes that he who

tattled first would receive a pardon for exposing the conspiracy.
'l\..u plots actually came out: ooe by a group of fanatics to kill
Charles and James; the other

by

the Council of Six to seize Whitehall,

initiate a· revolt and set Monmouth up as a puppet ruler.

Whether the

latter plot involved killing the king or James was hotly debated.

On

June 23, the principal oonspirators were rounded up, including IDrd
Russell, the F.arl of Essex, Algernon Sidney, and Jahn Hampden.

A grand

jury on July 12 found true · bills against twenty-one conspirators,
inclt.rling l-bunOuth, Grey, Russell, Essex, and Annstrong.

On

July 13,

Russell's trial was nanentarily interrupted to announce that Essex had
slit his own throat in prison.

Russell was oonvicted.

He was the same

man who had pushed at Stafford's conviction for that peer to be drawn
and quartered. Charles showed him the :rrercy Russell tried to deny
Stafford.

He was sentenced to be beheaded, and was told his estates

would pass to his wife and not be forfeited to the Crown.
Algernon Sidney, whose trial was delayed until Noveml::er 1683, was
condemned

by

the i;apers

found in his study.

Altlx:>ugh the i;apers

themselves did not constitute treason, Juige Jeffreys argued that if the
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principles in those writings were acted upon, they would indeed
treasonous.

He was executed on �enter 3, 1683.

John Hampden

be
\\BS

tried in February, 1684, and found guilty on the evidence of one of his
confederates, Lord Ha,.rard of Escrick.

He was found guilty of arranging

for Sa:>ttish aid for the planned rebellion, and was lu:ky to get off
with a fine of.£40,000 and .imprisonment until he could pay it.

While

his friends were being tried, and several executed, Morm:,uth fell in
love and tried to lay low on his

new

mistress' estate.

where he was, b.lt preferred to leave him there.

Charles knew

'lbere was saneone else

the Stuart brothers wanted irore, and on June 18, 1684, they got him.
Titus oates found himself in the unusual position of defendant, instead
of witness, in a court of law •15

oates was arrested on Ma.y 10 in a ooffeehouse and charged with

libelling James.

A specific· case was cited that in a a:>ffeehouse in

Decenter 1682, in front of :rrany witnesses, he had pulled out a letter
and exclaimed, "This letter cost rre nine pence [to mail] and might have
brought for a penny; nobody is the better for it b.lt that traitor

been

the

duke

"Mr. "

The

of York. "

Jeffreys, who made a point of addressing him as

( mt "Dr. " ) Oates, pressed the jury to make an example of him. .

result was that oates, who certainly deserved a conviction for

perjury, was sentenced to pay James £100,000 for libel.

16

Oates, true

to his established philosophy, relieved when the going got tough the
smart went into hiding. But James would mt let bygones be bygones and,
shortly after becaning king, oates was found and charged with perjury.
15Ogg, pp. 649-51.

16Ogg, p. 651.
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He was tried in May 1685 oo two specific counts: 1) that he swore to be
at the Jesuit consult in London in April 1678 when he was in St. orers,
and 2 > that he swore William Ireland, executed primarily · 01:1 _oates'
testimony, was in London in August 1678 when · he was in Staffordshire.
Oates was, as usual, very eloquent in his manner, b.lt the brunt of his
oofense rested on his assertion that people at the time had relieved
Jeffreys found him guilty, fined him heavily, strir.ped him of all

him.

degrees ( real and imaginary) , and sentenced him to life imprisonnent.
In two different parts of the city he was humiliated and pilloried.
was whipped fran Aldgate to NE!N'gate, then fran NE!N'gate to 'fyb.lrn.
life imprisorment would be interrupted

every

He
His

April 24, August 9, 10, and

11, and Septeml::er 2 to spend one hour in the pillory in various parts of
London.

On

his first day in the pillory, an estimated crowd of 10,000

pelted him with rotten eggs.
styled himself the
life.

-'Ibis was quite a change for a man who had

"savior of his Country. "

But Oates led a charmed

He was released fran prison after the Glorious Revolution and net

William in early 1689.

In March 1689 he convinced the· House of Lords to

reverse his sentence and clear him. He nade the mistake of asking the
sane of the lower house-and the two houses �e on the verge of a
serious quarrel over the natter when it was prorogued in August 1689.
'lhe

king gave Oates a pension of £:5 a week.

and by 1693 had spent all her noney.

Oates married a rich widow

Queen Mary discovered he was

receiving a pension and stopped it in consideration of how
treated

her

father.

he

had

After Mary's ooath, he successfully got '1500 fran
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the Treasury to pay his debts and £300 per year.

joined the Wapping

He

'Ibey thought him

B:1.ptists· in 1701, rut he was apparently little changed.

"a disorderly person and a hypocrite, 11. and expelled him.
attending the quarter sessions in his canonical g:>Wn.
1705.�7
As

He

He·. �k to
died July 12,

for the fates .and finances of the other accusers, 'l'alge made a

profit in publishing Cat least five manuscripts), and received £c200 fran
the government for his services.

'!be Parliament of 1680 gave him £2 a

week pension, rut he died the next De::anter.

Charles contriruted iSO

for the funeral. BedlCM received .£10 a week and roans at Whitehall in
the beginning; rut in June 1680 the pension was reduced to £2, and he
died

in Au;ust.

He had received the £500 reward for discovering

Godfrey's murderers, sane of Miich went to Prance.

He also sqmezed

£187 out of the government for expenses such as ''naintaining witnesses
18
' '
'
'
'lhere is
is
.
. a mystery •
irony in
in town. 11 To whan he was referring
the fact that lx>th Prance and BedlCM got reward mney for identifying
Godfrey's murderers.

BedlCM "swore that Godfrey was murdered in one

place, at one time, in one na.nner, for one notive,

by

one set of

men:

Prance swore that he was murdered in another place, at another tine, in
another nanner, for another notive,

by

another set of mm. "

Yet lx>th

swore alike to the �eting of the murderers over the candlelit corpse in
sanerset House on October 14, though neither agreed on who was present
in the roan.

19

17Kenyon, Plot, p. 293, and DNB, vol. XIV, pp. 746-7.
18

Kenyon, Plot, p. 278.

19

Pollock, p. 141.
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Dangerfield, involved in the Meal

Tub

Plot, was prosecuted by .King

James in March of 1685 for libel, for accusing Janes of invol�nt in
that plot. He was sentenced to

ba

publicly whipped like oates; b.lt on

the way l::ack to his cell he got into an argum:mt with a bystander.

'lbe

man, who was a Tory mrrister, struck Dangerfield in the face with his
walking stick and by a freak chance killed him.

On Janes' instructions,

the barrister was tried and executed for murder. Miles Prance, who was
still a Ronan catholic, was als� tried under King James, in Faster 1686,
bit got off with a fine for. •£100.

Janes remitted the order to

publicly whipped, which accanpanied the fine.

be

It was Stephen Dugdale

who made the nost noney off the Plot.

He claimed £475 in a nebulous

catalog of expenses in 1679 and 1680.

He also received gifts fran the

government totalling 2230.

In January 1681,

he

asked for a-,er · £250

nore, which was given him in five installments ending June 1682.

His

alla.ence of i5 a week was cut to i3 in July 1680 and £2 in April 1681.
He died in 1683.

After oates' conviction in 1685, King James felt

the

ghosts of the p:i.st were laid to rest. He happily told Reresby that "the
Popish Plot was dead."
rr:.JW

he

it �uld
.

re

Reresby added that "it was long since dead, and

l:::uried."
.

The

king was so tickled with this reply that

repeated 1.t to Princess Anne.

20

2°Kenyon, Plot, p. 278, and pp. 294-6.

OlAPl'ER VIII
CDOCLlBION

· �e I, who to my oost, alredy am
Ore of toose strange, prodigious cretures,

Mm,

A spirit free, to choose for my own share
i4hi t sort of flesh and blood I ples 'd to W::!ar,

d:xJ,

I'd be a

a nonkey or a bear,

Or any thing but that vain aninal
W10 is so proud of being

Ia

tional •

-Lord Rochester, 0I n Imitation of the Eighth Satire of
Boileu"

The

Popish

Plot

and

the

Exclusion Crisis it created wrought

politic:al and religious dlanges, and mised serious questions alx>ut the
nature of justice.
of the Ogx>sition.

The

nest significant p:>litical change

The

G:reen Riboon Club,
145

W:i.S

the rise

founded in 1675, came
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into praninence with the Popish Plot and died with the Rye House Plot.
The rature of its nenbership is revealed by the fact that nore than
one-third of its nembers -were involved in the Rye House Plot, and nore
than a cbzen in M:>nnouth' s later attempt to invade and seize the throne.
The enex>uragernent such clubs cpve to oppositional political thought
increased political a\lB.reness and interest in every social class.

As one

nan observed, it Wis hard to distinguish �ether the ooffee-h:>use WlS
invented as a forum for discussing left-wing literature, or the other WlY
around; "As to handling tresonable pipers about in ooffee-houses [it

\I.BS

such a oornal aspect of the place that] it seems hard to i:unish any of
them for it." 1
The press played a large role in bringing political issues to every
class.

As

one oontemporary wrote, "Since this dmlnable Popish Plot rad

reen discovered, there have a:xne out so nany ootable <}:)Cd and tad books on
· all sides that I

vow

to thee I am bea:xne subline like a J;ililoso{Xler, and

CB.n oold out pro and a:>n with the best of them. ,.2

Tte.t the a:>ffee-houses

-were nurturing the opposition and oot the g::>vermrent \las obvious, as the
g::>vermrent attempted several tines both to close the a:>ffee-houses and to
3
�en it relized it a:>uld mt
stem the flood of literature.
successfully cb either, the g::>verrurent enlisted men like Roger L'Estrange
to give the Og;>osition a cbse of its own medicine.

L'Estrange personally

cespised 03.tes, �o bore with nounting imp:ltience L'Estrange's attacks. 4 ·
L' Estrange p::>inted out in print how 03.tes had obviously perjured himself
2 Ogg, p. 595.
3 Pollock, p. 94.
1Pollock, pp. 237-9.
4Titus Oates, Otes's Petition [Complaining of the Calumnious Aspersions
of Sir Roger L'Estrange] (London: n.p., 1685), p. 1.
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when "he SWore, Effectively, North and South" in two different trials; and
that when the prisoner had I;X>inted this out, the Lord Chief Justice told
him he must prove it with the records.

L'Estrange was one of the first of

nany writers to express their fear that the law and justice had taken two
separate oourses during the Plot.

He wrote in the "Ol:serva.tor,"

Nay, there's nothing to be said against the Legality of it;
when the Court had Pronounc'd it Lawfull [by accepting oates'
oonflicting evidence]. Nothing against the Prudence, and
Necessity of it; when the Destroying of Otes's Evidence would
have Sav'd so nany Lives. 'Tis True; the very Attenpt would
have _been ca�l'd a �eflexion upon the Plot: Or a Design to
Invalidate his Test1II10ny.
But your Observation, I must
Confess, carrys sanething of Weight in't.
In the same dialogue, the author mused whether the prisoners had actually
5
Studies of the trials' transcripts by
received their lawful rights.
later scholars such as Kenyon, Pollock, and Iand::>n have led these nen to
conclu::ie that, except for sane minor irregularities, the victims of the
Plot were all oonvicted according to standard legal precedents of the
Profuse lying was cbne on l:oth sides in the trials, and jurors and

time.

ju::iges were infltl:!nced rrore heavily

by

the anotions than evidence.

For

example, sixteen witnesses were called in 1679 to prove that oates had
been at St. Qrers during the April 24, 1678 Jesuit consult in IDndon.
They did not hesitate to say they had spoken with Dates daily that April
and May, although sane later admitted they had been instructed to say
one nan actually admitted that oates could have slipped out for a

that.

oouple of days and the witness would not have noticed.
5

Roger L'Estrange, "The Observator,11 March 17, 1684.

Incidentally,
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these witnesses had enjoyed the hospitality of the not-yet-fam::>us Mrs.·
Cellier during their London stay to testify in these trials. 6
It would te pc:m:pous to assert that the twentieth century has a
nono:poly on justice.

Whether testimony was given in the seventeenth or

the twentieth centuries, it is still often little rcore than a cx:mtest to
see which side can lie nore convincingly.

And

tefore one snl.YiJlY condemns

those juries that convicted man to death on the oral testim:::my of
perjurers like oates and Bedlow, one must remanter that England had oo
:police force.

Witnesses were for

hire--"straw--uen," or

professional

perjurers, :i;:araded like prostitutes outside the law courts, a wisp of
straw in their shoe ruckle identifying their trade.7
might te taken

down

Their evidence

several times by any of these groups i the Privy

Council, the Secret Canmi ttee, a Secretary of State or other goveranent
official, or one of the Houses of Parliament.

No one organization existed

that was responsible_ for correlating the evidence gathered to discover
discrepancies.

Lawyers arguing these cases found the sheer volme of

material was daunting.

The

state trials of the Pq;>ish Plot consurce 2,000

pages of fine print, and incltrle twenty-two trials for treason, three for
murder or attempted murder, and
misdemeanors. 8

eleven for perjury, litel or other

The infltence of public q;,inion and perjurers on courts

of law was not oorn during the Popish Plot, tut it enjoyed considerable
praninence tecause of the volcanic nature of those times.
6Pollock, pp. 342-5.

7 Helm, p. 39.

8Pollock, p. 26
5.
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'!he Pcpish Plot and Exclusion Crisis were also a p::>litical contest.
Charles ' lack of a cx:msistent and open foreign p::>licy, and his admiration
of Louis XIV's rule in France was l::x:mnd to alann m::>st seg:nents of the
p::>pulation.

Different p::>litical factions had always fought each other,

rut the plot created a fence on \\hich no ooe could sit.
king's p::>licies or against

then,

grtxlges joined the cwosition.

and

many

One was for the
with

groups

old

Old Presbyterians \ot'ho were not satisfied

by Charles I or Charles II, republicans, tx:>pefuls surrounding the

Duke

of

Monmouth, disappointed royalists p:tssed by in 1660, and city zrerchants who
sought to add p::>litical p::>wer to their econanic power-all these people
saw hope in the OWC>sition.

the sane nanner that Pym served to

In

galvanize his follc,..,ers forty years before, they needed a leader and a
cause to weld their nany annoyances into a p::>litical force.
and the Pcpish Plot served to· oo lx>th.9

Shaftesblry

To reduce the tensions to their two snallest canponents, the years of
the Plot became a personal oontest between Shaftesbury and Charles.
Charles won b:tck during his lifetime the privileges and prerogatives of
the crown that Shaftesbury threatened; and Shaftesbury died an enbittered
fugitive.

Charles

willingly

paid

a

price

Parliament-financial dependence . on Louis XIV.

for

freedan

fran

Shaftesbury actually had

the last latgh, because (as Charles himself suspected) in less than four
years James forfeited all that his brother had fought to preserve.
'!he Restoration of 1660 was supposed to have b:tlanced the p::>wer
between King,
Exclusion
9

canrrons, Church, and electors.

Lards,

Crisis

nagnified

Helm, pp. 36-7.

the

two

biggest

'!he Pcpish Plot and
problens

of

the
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Restoration-religious freedan and arbitrary nonarchy.

By the time of the

OXford Parliam:?nt, Ch3.rles had regained his pofX.llarity and power in the
midst of threats of a civil \far provoked by the �gs. The· initial
10
l:acklash of pro-Tory feelings \>BS strong,
and Janes \>BS able to ride on
that p:>pularity
underlying

and ascend the throne peacefullX in 1685.

stress

retween

catholic and

Protestant,

arbitrary nonarchy versus a constitutional one
public's psyche •

\>BS

and

But the

retween an

still i;:art of the

James came to the throne in a position strong eoo�h to

crush M:>nnouth' s Rebellion,

rut proceeded to alienate even his Tory

supporters by his denands to reinstate catholics in the c;pverrnrent and the
military.

In 1687 and early 1688.

J�s even tried to recover his

position by discarding the Tar,i.es for the Whigs.

But the

SlIDe

prejalices

and hatreds kindled in 1678-81 cane reek to destroy Janes in 1688.
Trat the Revolution of 1688

\>BS

accanplished with such speed and

only minor discontent \las i;:artly due to the groundw:>rk political thinking
of the Wu.gs \\ho had envisioned ten years before of imposing the ·
safeguards for religion and liberty on ClBrles II and his heir.

S3Jle

'1be

Revolution placed control of the anny in Parliament's hands with the
Mutiny Act, and insured that future rovereigns w:>uld be Protestant-these
issues that had been urgently del:ated during the Popish Plot and Exclusion
11

crisis �re finally rerolved.

Shaftesbury's dreams had been realized

within six years of his death.
ClBrles had proved during the crisis years as adept at the \laiting
<J:iIDe as his ancestor Elizabeth Tl.DOr.

Janes proved cxxnpletely unable to

100ne man, in March 1683, was whipped and sent to a house of correction
for attempting to report a new Jesuit plot. John Miller, Papery and Politics
in England (London: Cambridge University Press, 1973), p. 190.

11J.R. Jones, The Revolution of 1688 in England (N ew York:
1972), pp. 3-6.

w:w.

Norton,
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muster up the same patience; and practiced neither prudence nor rcoderation
during his reign.
The initial success of the Popish Plot can largely
timing.

re

tra_ced

to

its

A situation of "structural strain II already existed l::etween the

Protestant and catholic elanents in society, and a lack of confidence
1::etween the government and the governea.12

Stress l::etween I.£>rds and

Conrrons, and the king and the Cannons, was high.
scant

exception,

ruled

by

consent

governed-with oo standing anny

to

l::etween

England had l::een, with

the

goverrment

and

the

enforce the law, consent was essential.

The country had experienced in the last generation 'wilat could happen 'wilen
the two were in direct variance. As the Popish Plot grEM, so did the fear
of another civil war. 13 William Outram wrote in 1682 that the Plot had
given the people "such sensible apprehensions of future troubles and
calamities,

that

we

enjoy oot M1at we have."

He wrote of feeling

"unsettled and 1.mcertain, 11 and apprehensive of the future.14
Algernon Sidney echoed the confusion of his fellc:M countrymen 'wilen he
wrote Con the problem of Charles ' successor),

11

I must confess, I cb not

know

three nen of a mind, and that a spirit of giddiness reigns axoongst

us,

far l::eyond any I have ever observed in xey life. 11 1

5

His cx::nmmts

illustrate sane of the key psychological factors that rrade England fertile
gro1.md

for

a

crisis:

uncertainty,

isolation, and expectancy of danger.

surprise,

anxiety,

feelings

of

These were aggravated by the cr<:Mded

Loodon p:>pulation, and lack of a trusted news vehicle, 'wilich led to
reliance on rurcor.

Those that could not read the newsletters in the

12Kenyon, Plot, p. 272.
15 Pollock, p. 234.

13 Pollock, pp. 192-3.

14Ashcraft, p. 138.
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coffee houses got their infonnation

by

aggravated the situation in the teginning

-word-of;oouth.
by

The government

releasing no infonnation, and

by issuing successive proclamations that disanned catholics, ·ordered

them

out of London, and confined them to within five miles of their b:mes.
Calling out the militia to patrol the streets did not calm Lcfldoners.
dissolution in Janua.:ry 1679 of a Parliament almost two
serious fire (attrib.lted

to

decades

'!he

old, a

p:ipists) that destroyed moch of the Tanple,

and

the U9ual sna.11 fires through the year further fueled their
. 16
hyster1a.·
The Opposition could hardly be expected to pass an exploiting
these events.

This p:1per deals only with the Plot in I.ondon because nest of its
strength was in that city.

Despite attempts to spread it into the

countryside, the only other areas that were seriously disturbed -were parts
17
And in these cases the Plot
of Lancashire, Yorkshire and· Moomouthshire.
was

often little nore than an excuse to pursue an already existing
personal feud. 18 The numrer of priests arrested in F.ngland and Wales

between 1678 and 1681 was about forty-two.
statute,

a priest could be

tried for

According to an Elizabethan

treason and be executed.

A

proclamation of 1679 served to remind the country of that fact-l:ut this
aspect went largely unpursued. The nature of the crime Ireant that a court
would have to find a catholic willing to swear he had seen the accused
priest's ordination, or that he had seen him giving nass or taking
16

Kenyon, Plot, p. 274.

17Figures for the year 1671 give some idea of the concentration in some
areas of Catholics: convicted recusants in Lancashire--5496, in Yorkshire-1855, but in Devon--42. Kenyon, Plot, p. 28.
18see Kenyon, Plot, pp. 244-5. In Monmouthshire, feuding Catholic and
Protestant magistrates persecuted the South Wales priesthood in an effort to
out do each other.
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confession.

Of the forty-two priests arrested, twenty were tried, six

executed, three died in prison, and one -was ju:lged a lunatic and sent to
an asylun.19 In 1681 one priest -was released fran prison and �les had
20
seven nore quieUy transported to the Scilly Isles.
To put the numl:er of arrests in perspective, one should oote that in
1669, there were about 230 secular priests in England, and 225 regulars
( inclu:ling 120 Jesuits and 80 Benedictines).

'Ihe Jesuits were the nost

active and visible, and they rotated their personnel so that in 1678 there
were 128 Jesuits in England, and 160 Eh:Jlish Jesuits an the Continent.
London, the capital and a ccmnercial center, had nore
proportionately of Catholics.

It

'tBS

than

its share

also easier for Catholics to find

places to worship in London. They could

to the Qu=en's Chapel, the
1
hemes of Catholic peers, or to any of the Catholic foreign aml::assadors. ?
go

Subjects were allowed to d:> what they wanted once they had taken the oaths
of allegiance and supre:na.cy and i;:aid their m:mthly fine for not attending
Anglican services.
One

Most Catholics had oo

qualms

about taking the oaths.

Yorkshire nan, who had just heard of a priest and forty gentlem:m

suspected of popery taking the oaths en masse said wryly, "My opinion is,
Sir Tlxnlas More and Bishop Fisher died mu::::h mistaken. "
Catholics suffered financial hardship and upheaval.
to avoid the oaths and/or prosecution.

Of course nany

Sane left the country

At least three Catholic peers,

Lunl.ey, Shrewsbury, and Mowbray, converted. 22 But neither the Court oor
the Opposition deliberately wanted to alienate the landed classes.

'lb::>se

who were arrested because of Oates' or Bedlow's evidence were all l:ailed as
20
Miller, Popery, p. 190.
22Kenyon, Plot, p. 266.
2 1Kenyon, Plot, pp. 25-28.
19Kenyon, Plot, p. 247.
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early as February 1679.

In

January 1679 the Council released sane

Staffordshire gentry accused by Dugdale, even after they had admitted
sending noney to catholic seminaries abroad.

Only four nernters of the

landed classes, Stafford, castlanaine, Sir Miles Stapleton and Sir 'ltx:mas
Gascoigne, were tried for treason,

and ooly Stafford found guilty.

Although priests were sanetimes arrested in the hemes of their i;atrons,
oone of the laymen was charged with harl:x>ring a priest.

This was in spite

of the fact that two proclamations were issued during the Plot raninding
the public that sheltering a priest was an offense that carried the death
penalty.

peer during the Plot was proceeded against for recusancy
except the five catholic lords in the TcMer and the Duke of Norfolk.23
No

Even though fEM catholic laymen were actually arrested, nost felt
harrassed.

In

October 1678 they were disanned, which was quite a

shock

when there were oo police and a nan's weapon was his ooly defense.
carrying anns was a mark of gentility, and disanning the catholics was
also a way of insulting than.

'!he

same m::mth catholics who were not

householders were ordered out of London and not allowed within a twelve
mile radius of the city without the pennission of the Council.
stayed rehind had to take the oaths.

'Ihose that

'1he twelve mile proclamation was

renEMed al:x>ut every six nonths throughout the Plot, and caused a steady
flow of filysicians to appear refore the Council to explain the necessity
of their catholic p:itients visiting or staying in London.

'lb

isolate and

inconvenience catholics, a proclamation of Noveml::er 6 ordered Catholics
all over the country

to travel no nore than five miles £ran hane.

'Ibis

also served to prevent nany catholics £ran voting in Parliaroontary
23Kenyon, Plot, pp. 254-6. The Duke of Norfolk's case was odd, as his
heir had alreadyconverted to Protestantism.
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elections

if

they

oould

not

travel

to

the

voting

site.

Another

proclamation in Noveml:Er ordered each parish to list all papists or
suspected papists, and send them to a magistrate to take the . oaths.
they

refused,

they oould be prosecuted for recusancy, although

proclamation was not generally enforced.

On

If
the

January 31, 1679, another

proclamation threatened to dismiss those JP's that did not car:cy out the
previous proclamation: 4
In

the countryside, it seened the larger the catholic minority, the

greater the rel�tance to prosecute.

'lbe Lord Lieutenant of North Riding,

Yorkshire told the Council, to excuse his laxity, that there were so many
recusants in his area that he thought it unwise to prosecute.

For this

mckward bit of logic he was severely reprimanded by the Council.

Since

prosecution 'i\8S on a per county msis, one oould often avoid it simply by
25
. .
.
slipping
mto
a rrore to1 erant county •.
Sane catholics did their fellow \','Qrshippers no good by practically
flaunting their religious preference.

One of the first victims executed

in the Plot, the catholic banker William Staly, was buried during the
height of the Plot (November 1678) with a series of requiem masses that
the family nade no attempt to oonceal.

Perhaps they felt safer in their

exhibitionism because they lived in a predcminantly catholic section of
London, covent Garden, a oosrcopolitan trading district that also housed
several foreign ammssadors.

'lbe Spanish anmssador on Wild Street, as

well as the Imperial envoy and the Portuguese aml:assador, considered
their oouses \veI'e sanctuaries.
24 Kenyon, Plot, pp. 251-2.

In

Septemoor 1678 Oates arrested two

25 Kenyon, Plot, pp. 258, 261.
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Jesuits who lived oo Wild Street.

The

si;anish ammssador objected, saying

that oates had trespassed oo anmssy territory.

He did not pursue the

natter, rut for the future he had adjourning walls oo the entire street
pierced and i;assages installed that led to the anmssy.

When·- William

Waller appeared oo Wild Street to arrest a priest, he found he had to
chase the rran through i;assages that ran the whole length of the street.
To his anmrrassment,
am1:assaoor's muse.

he ended

up

with the priest in

the si;anish

Waller and the Privy Council were nade to apologise

to the amtassador, and the king scolded Williamson, the Secretary of
State, for Waller 's zeal.

'!be am1:::assador was anl::arrassed himself when he

discovered the elusive priest was the head of the Fnglish cannelites, and
ordered him to leave the country.

Catholic aml:assadors continued to

protect anyone who could get to their anmssies, with the exception of the
French aml:assador who was often helping the OfpoSition.26
The

government also tried to stop Fnglishrren fran attending nass at

Catholic anmssies.

A proclamation to that effect was issued in Decanber

1678, and a m:mth later the Privy council ordered guards posted outside
the anmssies every Sunday to challenge every Englishman going in or out.
'Ibose suspected of l:.eing i;apists ,;,,.,ere to l:.e sent to a nagistrate to take
the oa.ths.

But London Catholics ,;,,.,ere willing to take the oa.ths-it was

the royal family that set a J::ad example.

On

Good Friday, 1680, the guards

had to l:.e withdrawn so that James, using an alias, could attend nass at
the si;anish arnmssaoor's.�7
26 Kenyon, Plot, p. 252.

27 Kenyon, Plot, pp. 252-3.
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Enforcanent of the penal
dissolution

of

the

OXford

laws

was not really pushed until the

Parliament

in

March

1681.

Charles

was

determined to prove he was follOiling the Anglican straight li!}e_, and gave
orders

to

proceed

against

all

Dissenters,

inclu:ling

catholics.

Persecution did not decline until 1683, when Janes returned to Lonoon fran
28
Sootland.
If nost catholics were affected imrediately with persecution (or the
threat of it>, they were also affected in their long-range develc:pnent.
Sane of the 1:est and brightest priests and Jesuits were executed, men like
Ireland, Whitbread and Gaven who might have 1:een the leaders of the next
generation.

Had

they been instantly accepted and acclaimed as nartyrs,

their deaths might have at least inspired their co-religionists.

Instead,

the Jesuits were blamed by catholic and Protestants alike for neddling in
politics, causing Catholics to lose face, and for the Plot in general.
was

It

1886

1:efore the catholic Church even nade the executed men
9
'lhe disgust Catholics felt was shown in reduced financial
"Venerable. ,f

support of Catholic colleges oo the continent.

'!be pope pitched in

1:etween 1679-82 with miserly contribltions, blt English Catholics withheld
not only their noney, l::ut also their children.
closed for lack of recruits.

St. orers was almost

John Kenyon ventures that had the government

actively enforced the proclamation of 1679 that forbid Englishman to
educate their children abroad, the saninaries would have 1:een wiped out.30
28Kenyon, Plot, pp. 267-70. James had Powis, Arundel! and Belasy
se re
leased in February 1684. Petre had died the month before.
29Relics are essential to sainthood. The head of the Franciscan saint
(as of 1970) John Wall, executed Aug.ust 1679, was saved at Douai. A nunnery
that took charge of it moved to England in 1836. The sister responsible for
the head's transfer blanched at the thought of facing British Customs with
such an object, and buried it in the cloister gardens. Kenyon, Plot, p. 312.
30 Kenyon, Plot, p. 242.
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Legislation p:tssed during the Plot eliminated Catholic laymen fran the
House of Lords and the political process for Oller 100 years.
religious bias, England

Bec:ause of

denied the use of any Catholic's ·political

\taS

talents.
Too Pcpish Plot converted the bias of many Protestants against
catholics into fearful hatred.
magnified their fears.
in

the

fall

of

Reliance on rurror and later, propaganda,

The proclamations to disperse and disarm Catholics

1678 alarmed

Godfrey's death confirmed

Protestants as nn.x::h as Catholics, and

their

Protestan_ts �uld surely follow.

fears that

a wholesale nassacre

of

A financial recession in 1678 and 1679

brought ab:mt by the end of the war in Europe caused uneasiness among the
apprentices, who could

re

lack

these

of

violence

in

counted on to attend Whig danonstrations.
d:monstrations,

ootably

'!'he

the annual Whig

ceranonies on November 17, is amazing31 considering, as this i;aper has
shown, how many Protestants felt they were living with Catholic knives at
their backs.
Treaties, trials, riots, speedies, executions, and legislation are sane
of the bits and pieces that make up history.

For reports of every day's

happenings, large and snall, one is dependent on contemporary reports.
The purpose of this p:tper was to examine the Pcpish Plot through the
personal raniniscences of those who lived through it. Having read and
evaluated the observations of the obscure and the famous, it is proper to
examine how sane writers felt al:x:>ut the responsibility of recording their
times.
31Kenyon, Plot, pp. 272-4.
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Roger North had retired a:mpletely from polit ics and wis living the
li fe of a country gentlanan men White Kennett's three volurre Cgnplete
History of England wis published in 1706.

He wis distressed \\hen he red

it, because he perceived it wis oot an h:>nest view of Charles II's reign.
Although North had published only one w::,rk in his lifetine ("A Diso::>urse
on Fish and Fish R:>nds"), he wis a prolific writer and set out to write a
rrore accurate history of Crarles' reign.

His not ivation W:lS quite clar

from the title of the book known p:>pularly as Exairen-in full the title

is, Examen, or an Enquiry into the Credit and Veric ity of a Pretended
Canplete History: shewing the perverse and wicked design of it, and the
nany fallac ies and abuses of

truth

contained in it. Together with scree

Matoirs occ:as iorally inserted, all tending to vindicate the hooour of the
late

King Charles the Second and his rappy reign fran the intended

Aspersions of that Foul Pen. · He �nt on to write a vindication of his
brother, Francis North, whan he felt wis also trated unfairly by Kennett,
the lives of all his brothers, and lastly, his
best

a.,m

autob iogra:i;fly.

He is

for these w::>rks, though the first, Examen, wis published seven
32
yars after his ceath.
North admitted that in Examen "My Design W:ls,
known

fS.rtly to rect ify • • • and to enlarge the History of that Tine: and nore
f0,rticularly in wiping aW:ly the Filth which the Author ta.th spewed upon
the M:m:>ry of King Charles II and his <pod g,vernnent.1133 North, with his
1::ackground as a lawyer, reo::,gnized the &.unting task of cx:mpiling a
history.

"The w::,rst is,

'\\e

tave ne ither History oor µire Libel to ch

with, but a Canpound of b:>th. One cannot take any '!bing clar or distinct
32oNB, vol. XIV, p. 643.

33North, Examen, p. 622.
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out of it, rut, between relating and reflecting, glancing and insinuating
• must take it to pieces. 11• 34 Examen is not, and North did not intend
it to

re,

an impartial, perfectly ml.anced history.

To

write history in the seventeenth century without personal bias

and cpinions was not fashionable.

'Ibis puts an extra

rurden

oo the

reader, who must understand the writer's political leanings and personal
idiosyncracies

to

interpret

oorrectly what

he

Luttrell wrote in March 1680 of Roger L'Estrange,

reads.
11

' For

example,

'tis said his majestie

hath settled oo him an allowance; this person hath writt many things (as
he pretends) for his najesties service, rut they have caused most violent
anirnosities

amongst

his

najesties

subjects,

destructive to the protestant interest. 11 � 5

'lb

and

will

prove

very

read between the lines,

Luttrell was a staunch Whig who was annoyed at L'Estrange's attanpts to
harass Whig printers.

As � have seen, Whig pamphleteering was nore

violent and widespread in the first years of the Plot, and Luttrell
resented that L':Estrange was urging the king to fight back using the same
irethods.

One

of the best ways to smear an adversary was to insinuate, as

Luttrell did here, that L':Estrange was a rabblerouser and a catholic.
L':Estrange was cbing no nore than the Whigs in his pamphlets, and he later
took the Anglican cx:mnunion in public, with a praninent Whig in the
church, to prove he was not a catholic.
L':Estrange himself endeavored, once the Plot was 01Jer, to write alx>ut
the experience.
< 1687),

he

In

his introduction to A Brief History of the Times

explained why

he

thought himself qualified:

34North, Examen, pp. 303-4.

35

Luttrell,

p.

39.
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It has been often Hard put to me, to write an Historical
Series of This Villanoous Plot, because what with Assiduity of
Application, and Extraordinary Means of Enfonning my �elf, I
have had m::,re .Advantages toward it, perchance, then any �ther
Man again, to Extract a True History out of � Rubbish of
Otes's Shams, Perjuries, and Enfonnations ••••
For each author who thought himself qualified to write a history,
there were many m::>re to call him presurrptuous.

Halifax found fault with

Burnet as a historian, rut believed his faults were due nore to his
personal approach (sanetimes Burnet did not grasp the whole picture)
any desire to deceive.
not miss one blot

Halifax wrote of Burnet's critics: "dull rcen do

makes • • • they fall on the errors which arise out

he

of his abundance.1137

Time

than.

Halifax died before Burnet's History of His OWn

was published,

rut he �uld have been able to read Burnet' s

Vindication of the Authority, Constitution, and Laws of the Church and
State of Scotland (1673), the Memoirs of the Dukes of Hamilton (1674) and
volures

I

(1679) and

II

Refonnation in England.

(1681)

of the three-volme History of the

Burnet is quite nodest about this last work in

History of His OWn Time.

When the first volure on the Refonnation was

published,

the Plot was at

Protestant

Church,

Burnet

its height.

was

publicly

For so ably defending the
thanked

Parliament and encouraged to continue the series.
Time

was not published until 1723

several years
respectively). 38

after

Burnet's and

by

l::oth

Houses

of

History of His OWn

(volt.me I) and 1734 (volme II),
Halifax's deaths

(1715 and 1695,

One long, anonymous criticism called Burnet's History

36

Roger L'Estrange, A Brief History of the Times (London: Charles
Brome, 1687), p. 4.
37Ogg, pp. 750-1.
38DNB, vol. III, p. 397, and vol. XIV, p. 405.
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Cvolme I) "Chit-chat," and "so mu::h Hear-say as to re reneath History."
The

author felt Burnet's involvanent in politics was a drawmck, 1::ecause:
a wann Party-Man is the m:,st unfit Person in Life to write a
History of the Facts, where Parties are to re treated of. His
zeal for the side he espouses will ever be top-heavy, and show
itself in Circumstances and Things,
rather ridicule and
injure the Party, than serve it • • • •

wbJgh

Taking into account his weaknesses, Burnet's History is still required
reading for students of this period.

He had a thorough mind and a keen

eye for detail, and an annotated version
�rk.

shows

oow

well he researched his

His anonyroous critic thought Burnet was a "Party-Man," rut Burnet

had his differences with the Whigs and was not intimidated by than.

His

friendship with rren like Halifax and Russell gave him infonnation to which
men like Jdm Evelyn �uld rarely have access.
Richard Ashcraft

succinctly

states the problan that writers and

readers of history mtBt face when dealing with a period of crisis:
lies, suspicions, deceit, and treachery tpat infiltrated
the political arena during this period present serious
problems with respect to the integrity of the evidence upon
which
the
historian
generally
relies.
Historical
investigation becanes a difficult undertaking when the
toundries of collective p:1.ranoia or official dissimulation
cannnot be easily detennined, or when secrecy and deception
have becane socially widespread practices. 40
The

This �uld suggest that the men like William Tanple, who wrote aJ:out the
Plot years afterwards when the p:tranoia had subsided, might present a more
balanced

and

faithful

account.

Tanple

plblished

essays

throughout

39Anonyrnous, A Review of Bishop Burnet's. History.of His Own Times:
Particularly his Characters and Secret Memoirs (London: T. Warner, 1724),
pp. 2, 69.

40Ashcraft, p. 9.
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his lifetiroo, wt he did not edit and publish on the Plot until his later
years.

All of his works were well-received, and Binund calamy ID:!ntions

that Tanple's rrenoirs of the years 1672-79 "gives a very ha,ndsare and
entertaining account of public natters in that interval, an� whosoever
reads that with care, will see great reason to be thankful, that our civil
and religious interests l::oth, were not entirely and irrecoverably ruined
41
by the transactions of that time, and the m:!thods that were pursued."·
Tanple was highly regarded for his honesty, and having been a Tory and a
Whig, he had the unique opportunity of sharing the secrets of l::oth sides.
But what is the value of the letters, diaries, and journals of the
period?

Since they were written with the freshest viewpoint, unhindered

C or sanetimes,

unenlightened?) by hindsight, they are the nnst useful

source for the country's state of mind.

The historian must be careful to

confinn events and dates-be�use rurrors nay be represented as fact and
events recorded days or weeks after they actually happened. Rrroors should
not always be brushed aside, because they reflect the musings of the
people.

Diaries and letters were rarely written with the intention of

publication though their authors were saretimes known to revise than (as
Evelyn did) with that in mind. When Danby canpiled his private papers for
publication, he was not aoove changing Charles' note at the l::ottan of
Ag;>endix A fran "I approve of this letter-C.R." to "This letter is writ
42
Roger L' Estrange wrote, "The lies of this age will
by my order-c. R."
43

be the history of the next." ..

Every historian mugt recognize this risk,

and the best will take it as a challenge.

41Calamy, p. 78.

42

Pollock, p. 181.

43

Helm, p. 10.
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Ai:pendix A
1678:

Excerpt of a letter fran tanby to Ralph lt>ntague, dated March 25,
In mse the conditions of the peace shall be accepted, the
King expects to have six millions of livres a year for three
yairs fran the time that this agreenent shall be signed be
twixt His Majesty and the King of Fi:ance, because it will
probably be two or three years be fore the i;:arliaroont will be
in hunour to give him any supplies after the naking of any
peace with Fi:ance, and the ammssador here has ahays agreed
to that sum, rut oot for ro long tine. If you find the peace
will oot be accepted, you are oot to nention the m:mey at all.
All p:,ssible care must be taken to have the "9'hole negotiation
as private as p:,ssible, for fear of giving offense at hone,
\\here for the nost i;:art � hear in ten cays after of anything
that is cx:mmmicated to the French Ministers. I must again
repeat to you, that \\hat ever you write upon this subject to
the Secretary C to man you must oot nention a syllable of the
noney) you must say only as a thing you believe they would
consent to, if you had the power fornally to nake th::>se pro
p:>sitions • • • •

[At the bottan in ClBrles' handwriting,
I approve of this letter.-C.R.
_(Bryant, Letters, W• 292-3)

\\BS

this oote:J
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Letter fran Cmrles II to Janes, dated February 28, 1679 :
For my dear friend the Duke of York:
My d:xlr Brother. I ha.ve already fully told you the reasons
which oblige me to send you fran me for � time beyond sea •
As I am truly sorry for the ca.use of our sei;aration, you nay
also assure yourself that I shall never wish your al::sence to
cxmtinue longer than is al::sol utely necessary for your good
and rrrt service.
I find it, however, proper to let you know
under my ha.nd that I expect you will satisfy ne in this; and
that I wish it rray be as soon as your cxmveniency will permit.
You nay easily believe that it is oot without a great d:xll of
rain I write you this, being nore touched with the a:>nstant
friendship you ha.ve had for me than with anything else in the
\t.Orld; and I also hope that you will cb ne the justice to believe
for certain, that neither al::sence, oor anything will hinder ne
fran being truly and with affection yours.

(Bcyant, Letters,

i;:p.

304-305)
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Atpendix C
William Blundell \'RS a Catholic who fought for Charles I in the Civil
var. He broke his leg in tattle and it crippled him for life. �n he
inherited his father's estate in 1638, as a catholic he only got possession
of one-third of the estate, and the other two-thirds went to the ci:own. A
d:al \'RS \\Orked out where the family rented the forfeited two-thirds fran
the governrrent. William ms a prirre example of a nan who \'RS English
first, and catholic seoond. He wrote his rousin, "Wlen Fi:ance or Rene
itself (qx>n any civil acrount or national quarrel) shall chance to be
Enemies to England, I shall hold rrrrself obleeged • • • to i;:ay, to pray and
to fight nost heartily against than." (Blundell, p. 185). William believed
there \'RS a Plot, but ms furious at the assunption that every Catholic \'RS
autaratically involved (Blundell, p. 200 ) • His a,m eon \'RS a Jesuit
priest, which brought his father under suspicion. The following letter WiS
written on April 4, 1679 to a close friend, \\ho alredy knew where
William's loyalties lay. William had written elsewhere of his fear that
his personal effects might be Se3rched. This letter ms found anong these
effects, which rould suggest it ms �ver sent. Although it und::>ubtedly
echoes his true feelings, there is the possibility it \<as kept to protect
the author.
• • • Yet since I wrote my last to you, ltbich ms so nany
nnnths ago, I have been im..ardly oo little afflicted to see
and hear these nany astonishing i;articulars which have filled
the \\Orld with \\Onder [the Plot], and to be ex>nstrained either
to believe that nany of those very same persons, who, being of
my a,m profession, had once been active assentors of the Royal
cause and i;:ainful sufferers for it, have since rontrived that
there hath been an unchristian ronfederacy against the reputation,
lives, and fortunes of nany innocent nen. I \'RS troubled a
little se1re nnnths ago to see my trusty old sword taken fran
rre [on the order to disann i;:apists] (\\hich had been my comi;:anion men I lost my liml::s, my lands, my liberty for acting
against the Rebels in the King's behalf) by an officer api;ointed
for the purpose, who in that former old tine had been a captain
against the King. Yet I her oo personal dtarge against rre,
oor d::> I fear any at all except purely upon the account of the
religion which I have ever professed. In that i;articular I
ronceive that my estate and rrrr liberty, as well as nany others,
nay incur oo little danage if the Pa.rliarrent' s will be d::>ne;
and if that be the King's will too I shall nost heartily and
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humbly sul::xni.t • • • • I deny as in the presence of God that I
have ever entertained any design whatsoever a:mtrary to the
duty of a subject either against the King or this. Aoo as for
invasions, it hath ever been my professed principle that all
catholic subjects of a lawful Protestant King C such as King
Clarles the 2nd) are obliged faithf ully to adhere to that ki�g
in all invasions whatsoever, though nade by Catholic princes,
or even by the Pope him.self • • • • [He closes by saying] I
trust you will pity and i;:ard:m ire if row, \\hen so nany are
grown stark nad, I am teoare a little distracted.
(Blmdell, W• 201-203)
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Appendix D
Gilbert Burnet (1643-1715)
Born, raised and educated in Scotland, Burnet was learned in
law, history and theology. In the 1660 's, he became a great friend
of the Duke of Lauierdale. '1.llrough Lauierdale, he was intrcrluced to
Charles and James, who lx>th favored him.
After Iauderdale's
government in Scotland became cppresive in the early 1670 1 s, his
relationship with the Duke and Duchess of Lauierdale began to grow
antagonistic. 'lb be farther away fran than, Burnet decided to settle
in England. Lauierdale consistently used his influence with Charles
to block Burnet's advancement, l:ut Lauderdale's influence was offset
by the favor of James.
During the Pcpish Plot, he wrote and
published several volmes upholding the Anglican Church, and a
History of the Reformation in England. Due to the tenor of the
times, Parliament publicly thanked him for these works when they were
published.
Although a Whig in p:,litical sympathy, he raised the ire of
Shaftesbury by cbubting the guilt of sane of the men condemned during
the plot. During the Exclusion Crisis, he acted as a m:xlerator to
lx>th sides. He became a close friend of Halifax, and was generally
respected by lx>th sides. After Stafford was sentenced, it was Burnet
he asked to intercede for his life with the king. Burnet tried so
hard for him that he angered Shaftesbury again. He was also close
friends with Essex and Russell, l:x)th of whan lost their lives as a
result of the Rye House Plot in 1683. After that tragedy, he thought
it wise to live abroad for a while. After a pericrl in France, he
stayed at William and Mary's court in Holland, where he was treated
with m�h favor (which annoyed Jares to the point that he had Burnet
declared an outlaw). He landed with William at 'lbrbay, and was to
preach their coronation sennon. It was during William's reign that
Burnet became Bishop of Salisbury. He spent the early years of the
eighteenth century dabbling (as usual) in p::,litics, and writing. '!he
History of His o...n Time was not published until after his death.
Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. III, pp. 394-405.
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Jchn �lyn (1620-1706)
He joined the king's forces as a young nan during the Civil W:i.r,
and aftermrd traveled all around Europe. Due to chronic illness,
his fornal education \'RS sketchy, wt travel i.mrued him with an
interest in art and antiquities. Meetings with a friend to prarote a
scientific oollege c'Eveloped into the Royal SOciety. After the
Restoration, he held oome minor of fices and belonged to several
cx:xmrl.ssions, wt his oondemnation of the norals of the oourt kept him
fran seeking higher off ices.
The Royal SOciety \'RS his true
vocation, and he devoted mu:::h of his tine to nurturing it.
E\elyn had his reservations about the Glorious Revolution, and
retired to the oountry. His "Diary" \'RS oot p.iblished until 1818-19.
Dictiomry of National Biogra@y, Vol. VI, W• 943-947.
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Roger L'Estrange (1616-1704)
Born of a Royalist family, in 1639 L'Estrange acc:aipmied
dBrles I and his army to Srotland. During his W1rtime exploits, he
WlS captured (December 1644) and rarrowly missed execution. In 1653,
he beg3.n µiblishing anonynnus broo.dsides attacking the army and its
leaders. In 1659 , he beg3.n µiblishing pll[lphlets in favor of the
nonarchy. He WlS very disappointed that he Wis oot singled out for
reW1rd on Crarles II's Restoration.
In 1663, L'Estrange Wis finally recognized by the governnent and
given the official authority to seize the books and authors of any
writing he deemed seditious, and bring them to the Council. He
favored strict supervision of all printers and severe peralties for
µiblishing offensive rraterial. By Au::JUSt 1663, he Wis appointed hed
of the of ficial printing offices, and beg3.n publishing two official
rewsp:tpers once a �k; this despite his own view that the people
should oot rave detailed news "because I think it rrakes the multitide
too familiar with the actions and rounsels of their superiors, too
pragnatical and censorious, and gives them rot only a wish rut a kind
of a:>lourable right and license to the neddling with the cpvernnent•
(p. 1000). He justified his am newsletters by saying in these
troubled times the people needed his resonable guidance in 'h'hat to
think.
The apperance of "The London Gazette" (licensed by Arlington)
\'.ihich proved nnre popular meant the demise of L'Estrange's pipers in
1666. But he kept busy in his office as official censor for the next
ten yers. The Popish Plot brought him back into the limelight as a
writer and he µiblished an an�r to every important Whig i;::e.nphlet.
His steadfast defense of the Tories erned him favor at a:>urt. His
disbelief (expressed in print) of O:ltes' evidence g:::>t him into
trouble when Tonge's son Wis jailed for expressing the S:Ure doubts.
�ile in jail, the :YQunger Tonge WlS persuaded to change his tune and
say that L'Estrange rad µtid him to say he doubted the evidence of
the Plot. Prance backed him up, and swore L'Estrange Wis a pi pist.
L'Estrange WlS called refore the Council, but Tonge's evidence Wis
oonfused, and the king so firmly on L'Estrange's side that he WlS
acquitted. In light of public opinion, he soon after left the
oountry and WlS burned in effigy in November 1680 in a Wlig
procession.
He returned in February 1681 to d:!fend his cwn
reputation in a series of pimphlets. Tonge admitted his accusation
WlS false, and L'Estrange took the Protestant sacrarrent p.lblicly to
af finn his Protestantism.
He beg3.n a bi-weekly sheet, "The Oooervator, in Question and
Answer, 11 on April D, 1681. He published the pipers in vol me fonn
in 1687, and inclooed "A brief History of the Times" at the end, in
\'.ihich he exposed oates' plot as a lie. Mmy Whig pipers imitated
"The 01::servator" 's style to nnck L'Estrange. cates even petitioned
the Privy Council to stop L'Estrange's attacks on him in the piper.
He WlS rot only d:!feated rut L'Estrange WlS instrunental in
oonvicting oates the next year of perjury.
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He \\BS .knighted under Jrures II in 1685, wt in 1687 their
differing religious views led to the cessation of "The 01:servator. 11
He nanaged to stay on oordial terms with the governnent by only
writing on ron-religious issues the rest of the reign. He wis
hostile to William of Orange, and \\BS jailed on the Revolution,
spending mu:h of that reign in and out of prison. He died in• 1704
within days of his eighty-eighth birthday, and broken-hearted at his
d3.ughter' s oonversion to catholicism. Besides punphlets, and "The
Ol::servator," he is best koclwn for his edition of Aesop's fables,
\\hich \\BS the nost cxxnplete oollection of fables printed to date.
Dictionary of National Biograii"ly, Vol. XI, pp. 997-1007.
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Roger North (1653-1734)
Roger North's tetter knCMn brother, Francis, was chief justice of the
ccnm::>n pleas in 1675. North was appointed steward by Sancroft to the
see of Canterbury. By 1682, he was appointed king's counsel, and
soon after nade a ju::lge in Middle Tanple. His brother was appointed
keeper of the Great Seal. North was -well-liked at court, and
appointed Solicitor-General to James in January 1684. He was still
in favor throughout James' reign, 1:ut his personal dislike of
Chancellor George Jeffreys nade attendance at court and advancement
uncanfortable and unlikely. He stepped out of public life on William
and Mary's ascension and spent the rest of his life as a country
gentleman. In 1706, White Kennett published a Conplete History of
Ehgland which North felt treated ooth Charles II and Francis North
unfairly. Examen was written to tell what North felt was the true
story. Writing tecarne his i;assion, and he -went on to write the lives
of his brothers, and countless rranuscripts (now in the British
Museum) on law. He was respected and consulted in his neighl:x>rhood
on questions of law. Except for "A Discourse on Fish and Fish
Ponds," none of his work was published in his lifet�. He remained
intellectually sharp until his death at age eighty.
Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. XIV, pp. 621-624.
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Sir George Savile, Marquis of Halifax (1633-1695 >
Halifax grew up with ronnections to relatives and friends Jn
high places; Coventry ms his uncle, Shaftesbury his rousin, and
Bu::kingram a good friend. After a career in the military, he ms
advanced in 1672 to Privy Councillor. He spoke against the Test
Acts, and l:e93n to show his cbubts as to the wisdan of hereditary
g:::,verrurents Chis argunent ms that oo nan -.«>uld choose a nan to drive
his carriage just because the nan's father ms a coachrcan). After a
fight wi. th tanby in 1676, he ms dismissed fran the Council, and
joined the CWosition. Reappointed in Tanple's new Council, he
l:ecarce close to the king and joined the Court Party in July 1679,
when he ms created Earl of Halifax. His rranl:ership in the Court
Party ms oot wholehearted; he \\Ould have preferred William of Orange
over James, and he deplored Oarles' negotiations with France and his
reluctance to call Parlianent. Like Tanple, his disagreement with
the g::>verrurent's i;x:>licy led to his retiranent until May 1681 when he
cmne back in high favor wi. th the king. The return of James fran
Edinburgh in June 1682 na.rked the end of his supraracy. He urged
leniency tom rd Lord Russell and Algernon Sidney, to oo avail. He
tried to rombat James' influence, even to the point of trying to
reconcile .t-t:>nnouth and the king. In January 1685, while \\Orking
again to bring .M::mrtouth and Oarles back together, Halifax circulated
his essay "Character of a Tr�r ," which ms appirently provoked by
an essay of Roger L'Estrange in the Decanrer 1684 a:iition of the
"O1:servator." The essay did oot appear in print until 1688, when it
ms attributed to William Coventry l:ecause a ropy of it ms found in
his :tapers. In 1697 and 1699, it ms printed again, rut the
authorship rorrectly given to Halifax.
Halifax lasted less than a year in the g::,verrurent of James II.
During his enforced retireirent, he wrote essays and rorresponded with
William of Orange. In Octol:er 1688, James rcade an effort Ctoo late)
to placate Halifax, and actually sent him to William to negotiate, in
an attempt to stave of f a revolution. When Halifax discovered his
mission ms a sham on James' :tart, he noved openly to William's side.
After alnost a year in William's g::,verrurent, he retired, still in
favor with the king and queen. He began printing nany of his
political essays.
To 1-B.cauley, Halifax ms the ideal advisor to a constitutional
nonarch; m:xlerate, unbribable, and i;:atriotic. His political opinions
as expressed in his writings (nore than his actions) rcade him a
figure of importance. He kept both a diary and a journal, both of
which �re regrettably destroyed by his granddaughter. In 1700, a
rollection of his pmphlets appeared, and rew editions of his
writings have appe:1red alnost every generation since. Ore of his
nost i;x:>pular writings ms a letter of advice to his daughter on her
·rcarriage (that daughter ms to be the nother of the Earl of
Chesterfield, of literary farce).
Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. XVII, pp. 845-853.
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Sir William Temple
William TEmple was raised by his uncle, who was a minister in Kent.
He left Ccmbridge without a degree and traveled in France. It was on the
way to the Continent that he rret his future wife, who had also been
proposed to by Danby and one of Cranwell' s sons. 'Ibey married in January
1655 and lived in Dublin. After the Restoration, William became friends
with Ormonde, who introduced him to the Court. In 1665, Arlington gave him
his first diplanatic post. TEmple's greatest trimph was in 1668, when he
rushed through the treaty sealing the triple alliance in only five
days-such a treaty "WOuld nonnally take two or three m::mths. 'llle speed was
attriblted to the confidence the other negotiators had in Temple, whose
tflilosophy was that in I,X>litics one must always deal oonestly.
Unfortunately, Charles did not intend to keep the peace with Holland and
when the treaty was signed, he sent an apologetic letter to Louis XIV
claiming the treaty was only a m:mentary rreasure. Charles later broke the
treaty, which emtarrassed his ambassador and made him wary of the king.
In Ai;gust 1668, Temple becrure England's ambassador the the Hague. He
respected William of Orange, and the pro-Dutch slant of Temple's actions as
ambassador catEed him problems among the few pro-French members of the
government at heme (one of whan was the king). He diplanaticly retired to
his country hane in England when it became clear in 1670 that England "WOuld
go to war against Holland. He used his retirement to write essays on
Ireland, Holland, and government in England. In 1674, he was recalled by
the government to negotiate the peace with Holland and l:::ecame ambassador
again to the the Hague.
He helped persuade William to marry Mary in 1677. He was adamantly
against the treaty signed at N.imeguen in 1679 as be ing too favorable to
France. He refused the secretaryship twice, as he realized the goverrment
only wanted his good name, not his advice. '!he breakdown of the coalition
Council he fashioned with Charles led to Temple's retiranent in 1681. He
had pranised Janes that he "WOuld never divide the royal family despite his
affection for William of Orange, and when Janes l:::ecame king, he left Temple
alone. William, so as not to canpranise his friend, did not tell him of
his planned invasion. Temple refused office for himself in Willliam's
reign although his son held the high post of Secretary of War.
During the last ten years of his life, he was aided in cx:mpiling his
letters and nelK)irs by his secretary, Jonathan swift. swift wrote on his
employer's death, "He died at one o'clock this norning, the 27 January
1698-9, and with him all that was good and amiable anong rren" (p. 529). As
theirs was a rocky relationship, this was praise indeed.
Although rrany of his essays were published in his lifetime, the
collections oo which he and SWift had laoored were not published until
1700-09.

Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. XIX, pp. 522-531.
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